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AbstratThis thesis desribes researh into the role of various fators in novie program ompre-hension, inluding the underlying programming paradigm, the representational featuresof the programming language, and the various types of information whih an be de-rived from the program.The main postulate of the thesis is that there is no unique method for understandingprograms, and that program omprehension will be inuened by, among other things,the way in whih programs are represented, both semantially and syntatially. Thisidea has impliations for the learning of programming, partiularly in terms of howthese onepts should be embodied.The thesis is foused around three empirial studies. The rst study, based on theso-alled `information types' studies, hallenged the idea that program omprehensionis an invariant proess over languages, and suggested that programming language willhave a dierential eet on omprehension, as evidened by the types of informationwhih novies are able to extrat from a program. Despite the use of a markedlydierent language from earlier studies, the results were broadly similar. However, itwas suggested that there are other fators additional to programming notation whihintervene in the omprehension proess, and whih annot be disounted. Furthermore,the study highlighted the need to tie the hypotheses about information extration morelosely to the programming paradigm.The seond study introdued a graphial omponent into the investigation, and lookedat the way in whih visual representations of programs ombine with programmingparadigm to inuene omprehension. The math-mismath onjeture, whih suggeststhat tasks requiring information whih is highlighted by a notation will be failitatedrelative to tasks where the information must be inferred, was applied to programmingparadigm. The study showed that the math-mismath eet an be overridden byother fators, most notably, subjets' prior experiene and the programming ulture inwhih they are taught.The third study ombined the methodologies of the rst two studies to look at themath-mismath onjeture within the wider ontext of information types. Usinggraphial representations of the ontrol ow and data ow paradigms, it showed that,despite a bias toward one paradigm based on prior experiene and ulture, program-ming paradigm does inuene the way in whih the program is understood, resulting inimproved performane on tasks requiring information whih the paradigm is hypoth-esised to highlight. Furthermore, this eet extends to groups of information whihould be said to be theoretially related to the information being highlighted.The thesis also proposes a new and more preise methodology for the analysis of stu-dents' aounts of their omprehension of a program, a form of data whih is typiallyderived from the information types studies. It then shows how an analysis of thisqualitative data an be used to provide further support for the quantitative results.Finally, the thesis suggests how the ore results ould be used to develop omputer basedsupport environments for novie visual programming, and provides other suggestionsfor further work. ii
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Chapter 1Introdution1.1 Novie Program Comprehension ReonsideredProgram omprehension is important, and yet diÆult. It is an integral part of theprogramming proess, playing a role in ativities suh as oding, debugging, and main-tenane. Unfortunately, novies often nd it extremely problemati to understand aprogram, and the types of diÆulties they enounter have been well doumented (see(Mayer, 1988) for a summary of some of these).Novie problems may be ompounded by the fat that omprehension per se is oftennot an expliit part of the urriulum. This may be beause attempting to isolatethe skill of omprehension and teah it diretly an prove to be diÆult, as thereseems to be no universally agreed upon denition of what it is, and how it proeeds.This is unfortunate, as omprehension is an impliit rst step in oding: learning a newlanguage almost inevitably starts with the teaher showing the students a short program(e.g. the ubiquitous `hello world') and then asking them to write similar programs.Thus, before even writing programs, students must be able to understand them.If teahing omprehension is diÆult, a number of other tehniques might be used toapproah program omprehension in a more indiret way, for example, by hoosinglanguages whih laim to make omprehension less painful, or by building learningenvironments to takle the program understanding diÆulties in novel ways. These arenot without their own problems however, and will be disussed briey in Setion 1.4.This thesis takes the view that novie program omprehension should be supported asa reognised ativity rather than as a by-produt of learning to program. It envisages1
2 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTIONan approah based on the ombination of a number of external fators, many of whihare present in some form in previous solutions to novie programmer diÆulties. Itis felt that a more detailed examination of the eet of the semanti and syntatiproperties of a programming language on omprehension, ombined with a hange inthe oneptualisation of program omprehension itself, have impliations for the ways inwhih novie problems an be addressed: by moving from a traditional \proess" viewto one based on information entities, novel types of program omprehension support anbe envisaged. By ombining this oneptualisation with an approah whih takes intoaount potential novie diÆulties with partiular types of information display, thethesis lays the groundwork for a exible support system for program omprehension.This hapter provides an introdution to the thesis by rst desribing novie ompre-hension diÆulties and explaining why omprehension is diÆult to teah. It thenexplores a number of potential solutions and examines their shortomings. Followingthis, it suggests a new approah, based on some of the attributes of previous solutions.Before this approah an be implemented however, empirial work is neessary, andthis work forms the ore of the thesis questions. Finally, the hapter onludes with anoutline of the thesis.1.2 Novie DiÆulties with Program ComprehensionProgram omprehension is a daunting task for novies: where should one start and,one a starting point has been hosen, what is the most appropriate plae to go to fromthere? How does one remember what one has looked at, and understood, and what onehasn't? One some fragments have been understood, how an they be t together intoa oherent overview of the program? In short, what does it all mean?The amount and variety of information in a program an seem overwhelming: there isinformation about the data the program works on, the data the program produes, theway in whih it produes the data, and the reasons why it does so in the rst plae.Add to this all the low-level details of having to remember what partiular keywordsmight mean in a program, the rules by whih these keywords an be ombined, waysof referring to dierent types of objets and hanges in those objets, and it is notsurprising that novies frequently feel lost.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 3These problems are likely exaerbated beause novies have not yet developed the\oping strategies" whih experts seem to possess. Experts are able to ontrol theamount of information they are onfronted with by hunking it into a smaller numberof meaningful, higher level groupings (MKeithen et al., 1981). Furthermore, expertsearh through a program is more foused, and is thought by some to funtion as a sortof hypothesis veriation proess (Brooks, 1983): based on their prior programmingknowledge, experts form hypotheses about what they are looking for and use the pro-gram text in order to verify these hypotheses. While performing the searh, they areable to take advantage of ues in the program, e.g. beaons (Brooks, 1983), in order todiret their searh most fruitfully.Without this knowledge and skill, novie program inspetion may seem to lak fous:faed with so muh information, an inability to onsolidate it into hunks, and bereftof a searh strategy, novies are not able to diret the deision making proess whihdetermines what would be the most appropriate thing to fous on next, or how to hangefous when appropriate. Anderson et al. (1988) give an example of the latter ase in theontext of novies learning reursion. They feel that diÆulty with the onept stemsin part from the fat that reursion an either be seen as data, or omplex operations,depending on one's viewpoint. The problem for novies is that they often perseverewith a partiular view of the problem and are blinded to a solution whih ould easilybe reahed via the other view, for example, they persist in traing the ontrol ow ofthe program rather than onsidering the output of a partiular reursive all, a remarkthat seems as appliable to program omprehension as to program onstrution.1.3 Why is Program Comprehension DiÆult to Teah?In looking for solutions to novie problems, a reasonable suggestion might be: why notlook at what expert programmers do, and then try and teah novies to emulate them?Indeed, there is a wealth of literature on program omprehension fousing essentiallyon the omprehension proess, in other words, on the steps by whih programmers usetheir knowledge about programming in order to make sense of the program and extratthe information they need.This approah is problemati for a number of reasons. Firstly, there is no one model
4 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTIONof program omprehension, and wide variation exists between the models whih havebeen proposed, partiularly with regard to the diretion in whih proessing ours.A number of theories postulate top-down proessing, e.g. (Soloway et al., 1988), whileresearhers suh as Pennington argue for a bottom-up proess of omprehension whihours in two stages (Pennington, 1987a). Models of iterative proessing have alsobeen put forward (Brooks, 1983), while von Mayrhauser and Vans suggest an \inte-grated meta-model" whih seeks to inlude both top-down and bottom-up elements(von Mayrhauser and Vans, 1994). Without a single normative model of program om-prehension, it is diÆult to see how to hoose a model for teahing, or even if it would beappropriate to do so. Indeed, Gilmore (1990) maintains that one of the distinguishingfeatures of expert programmers is the fat that they possess a repertoire of strate-gies, and are apable of hoosing an appropriate strategy based on the programmingsituation, task harateristis and language requirements.Furthermore, program omprehension is not a single, invariant ativity omprisingthe same ognitive proesses in all situations. Comprehension an be an ativity inwhih one takes an entire program and \omprehends" it, but in many situations,omprehension of a program is required at dierent levels of granularity, for dierentpurposes, and involving greater or lesser setions of the program. For example, onemay need to understand the inputs and outputs to a program in order to link it upwith another program, or understand a partiular low-level detail so as to modify it. Inthis ase, omprehension is grounded in a ontext and usually assoiated with a task.The ontext may also be ommuniative: obtaining the information needed to explaina program to a lient or to a fellow programmer who is to modify the ode will requirefousing on dierent parts of the program and at dierent levels of abstration.Finally, although muh has been made of the dierenes between novies and expertsin terms of omprehension, little is known about the progression from novie under-standing to expertise, partiularly in terms of the nature of intermediate stages.To summarise: there are a number of dierent theories of the omprehension proess: how tohoose one to teah? experts seem to vary widely in the strategies they use: again, how to deide whih
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 5would be the \best" one to teah? omprehension is not a single ativity, it varies aording to task, ontext, pur-pose, et. little is known about the stages through whih novies pass on their way tobeoming experts.1.4 Previous ApproahesThere are a number of ways in whih novie program omprehension problems mightbe takled: this setion desribes some possible solutions, and points out potentialproblems. Note that most of these approahes relate to learning to program in general,of whih program omprehension is seen as a subskill.Ignore: Although it may seem like a radial alternative, one approah to omprehen-sion problems might be to ignore them. After all, experts don't exhibit thesesame diÆulties, therefore it ould simply be a question of time and patiene.This is obviously risky: Soloway et al. (1992) desribe the steep learning urveassoiated with learning to program, with serious eort invested in the initialstages for little return, and signiant payo realised only muh later. Out ofsheer frustration, students may never progress beyond the rst stages to beomemore skilled at programming.Additionally, an inrease in end-user programming means that many individualshave no intention of beoming professional programmers, but would simply liketo write small programs whih serve their aims. As Soloway et al. point out,\. . . there will be a great number of people who will program omputers in ar-rying out their daily ativities. For suh asual programmers, initial diÆultiesin learning a programming language may beome a permanent barrier to theirontinuing interation with omputers" (Soloway et al., 1982, p. 28) . Althoughspei end user languages and appliations are being developed, it seems mis-guided to think that any new programming language will allow users to bypassthe novie stage ompletely.
6 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTIONChoose the `best' language: Muh thought goes into the deision about whih lan-guage to teah rst. Traditionally, the preferred strategy has been to teah stu-dents a `lean' or eduational language, suh as Pasal or Smalltalk, in order toonvey the basi onepts of programming. One this language was mastered,students were introdued to `dirty', but ommerially useful, languages suh asC or C++. Reent trends show that there appear to be two amps in this debate,with some maintaining that it makes no dierene whih language students learnrst, and therefore starting students out with the most potentially useful lan-guages for their areer, and others ontinuing the searh for the `best' language.All would probably agree though that no one language will be a panaea for allnovie programming diÆulties, both generally and with respet to omprehen-sion.Invent a new language: New languages are onstantly being invented, as are newways of representing existing paradigms (e.g. visual programming languages(VPLs) based on ontrol ow or funtional paradigms). These languages are in-variably aompanied by a series of laims, often the same for all languages (bothobjet-oriented and visual programming languages spring to mind), suh as, \thelanguage is more natural", \it makes data strutures/ontrol ow/exeution moreapparent", \it will allow novies/end users to beome experts in no time". Indeed,new languages often fall prey to what Green et al. (1991) term the `superlativist'laim. However, this initial enthusiasm tends to wear o one the languages havebeen subjeted to empirial testing, as there is ample evidene to show that noone language is best for all situations, expertise levels, or tasks (omprehensioninluded).Use multiple representations: Given the wealth of information ontained in a pro-gram, another possible solution would be to present the student with multiplerepresentations of the program, eah of whih highlights a partiular aspet ortype of information present in the program. Certainly, there is evidene to suggestthat one harateristi whih distinguishes experts from novies is their ability touse multiple representations and move between them with relative ease so as toexploit the inherent advantages of eah one (Tabahnek et al., 1994).Petre et al. (1998) desribe the possible benets of having to translate between
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 7representations as a sort of `useful awkwardness', postulating that it might enour-age deeper levels of ognitive proessing. However, the authors do aknowledgethat multiple representations may be \provoative" in some instanes, and \ob-strutive" in others. Indeed, although useful awkwardness might be exploitable inpartiular learning situations, one wonders how useful it might be when the noviedoes not have a lear grasp of the base representation to start with. Certainly, theadvie from other elds, e.g. mathematis eduation, is to start by teahing onerepresentation in depth rather than superially teahing several forms simulta-neously (Moss and Case, pear). Furthermore, results from the physis eduationeld suggest that unless the student has a mastery of all of the representationsused, they are likely to be a hindrane and lead more frequently to inorretsolutions (Sanlon and O'Shea, 1988).Build a tutoring system: Helping novies learn to program has in some ases in-volved the provision of speially designed environments in whih to learn pro-gramming before swithing to the language in question. This solution often re-ates additional problems as novies must rst learn to use one environment, thennegotiate the transfer to the full-sale target language, whih may involve un-learning some onstruts and relearning others. For example, GIL (Merrill andReiser, 1994) is a graphial environment whih oers support of various types tonovies learning LISP. At some point however, the novie must transfer to LISP,a textual language oering very few of GIL's features.Additionally, the intensive nature of learning environment development meansthat often only a small portion of the programming urriulum an be inluded.For example, the Bridge system provided detailed support for learners to for-mulate their programming plans, but restrited novie support to a fragment ofPasal (Bonar and Cunningham, 1988). Similarly, GIL, mentioned above, was avery well thought out environment but did not oer the LISP novie any helpwith reursion (see (Good and Brna, 1996b) for a disussion).
8 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION1.5 A New Approah to Novie Program ComprehensionDiÆultiesThis thesis suggests a new approah to supporting novie program omprehension,whih is based on lessons learned from previous approahes. The proposed solutionrepresents in many ways an ideal one. It relies on a number of as yet unsubstantiatedsuppositions about ways in whih program understanding by novies might usefully befostered. This thesis undertakes a detailed exploration of some of these hypotheses,looking at the fators involved in supporting novie program omprehension, and theways in whih they interat. The results of the thesis should inform the design of anovie support system, the tenets of whih are desribed below:Choose a full-sale language: this avoids the problems assoiated with inventing anew language, and those of moving up to a full-sale language or transferringfrom a novie programming environment.1Replae proess with information types: this thesis puts forward the idea thatmany dierenes in program omprehension models are not so muh related tothe information or knowledge neessary for program omprehension, but to theproesses used in searhing for/deploying this information and knowledge.Therefore, rather than fousing on the temporal aspets of program omprehen-sion, one an fous on the entities thought to be involved in omprehension. It ispostulated that the omprehension proess an be oneived of as ombinations ofsteps, where steps involve the searh for partiular types of information. Dierentproesses (e.g. top-down, bottom-up) would therefore involve dierent ombina-tions of steps. Rather than trying to determine a xed ordering on the sets ofsteps arried out during omprehension, it might be more useful to fous on thesteps themselves, in other words, fous on the produt of eah partiular step,rather than the proess whih ombines them. This implies a less presriptiveapproah, whih leads to the following researh question: an we teah noviesabout the dierent types of information present in a program, and how to loate1 Note that this point refers to the nal solution: the empirial work neessary prior to implementingthis approah requires the use of saled down miro-languages in order to eliminate potential souresof onfound in experimental settings.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 9this information, providing support for them as they do so, rather than limitingteahing to a single, invariant proess?Information types are a way of desribing dierent types of information whih arepresent in the program text, whose detetion is neessary for program omprehen-sion (Pennington, 1987b). They inlude suh entities as funtional information,data ow, ontrol ow, et. Novie support ould be based on these types of infor-mation, rstly, by teahing novies what they are, and seondly, by helping themto learn how to reognise information types in programs. Despite their poten-tial usefulness, unanswered questions remain, both on a theoretial and empiriallevel. In theoretial terms, Pennington sought to embed information types withina theory of program omprehension, based on Kintsh and van Dijk's theory oftext omprehension (Kintsh and van Dijk, 1978; van Dijk and Kintsh, 1983).This thesis examines whether information types an have a useful role outwiththis theory of omprehension.From an empirial perspetive, work on information types has foused on ndingevidene for the omprehension theory desribed above, and on unovering thenature of programmers'mental representations (Pennington, 1987b; Corritore andWiedenbek, 1991). Issues suh as the eet of the partiular language used in thestudy, the role of the task, the embodiment of information types in the partiularlanguage, and the interation between information type and task have not beeninvestigated in detail. However, all of these issues have important impliationsfor support.Fit this support onto the language itself: the aim is to provide support for pro-gram omprehension whih is essentially layered onto the representation of theprogram itself. This support would be optional and at as a sort of saoldingwhih ould be turned on and o by the user at will. The idea is to end up with aprogramming language with support features, rather than a novie support envi-ronment whih inorporates a programming language. This would hopefully avoidproblems of transfer and saling up. Furthermore, this approah sidesteps novieproblems with multiple representations by operating on a single representation.
10 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION1.6 Main Thesis QuestionsThe proposed support system entres on ativities suh as searhing for and identifyingpartiular types of information in a program. As suh, the features of the base languagemay play a role in determining the diÆulty (or ease) with whih the information anbe aessed. This suggests that preliminary work should fous on issues suh as therelationship between language features and the understanding of information types. Inlight of this aim, the thesis investigates the following issues: How do partiular languages interat with the extration of information types,partiularly with respet to novies? Previous studies, whih showed a predomi-nane of low-level ontrol ow information in the initial stages of omprehension,used ontrol ow based languages. It is an open question whether this eet holdsfor dierent types of language, e.g. delarative, event driven. Some language paradigms ould be said to mirror information types, e.g. ontrol-ow languages and ontrol-ow information. What is the relationship betweeninformation types and languages whose underlying paradigm mirrors a partiularinformation type? Will there be an inuene on the types of information extratedfrom the program? How does the task interat with the information highlighted by the representa-tion? Can errors in omprehension be ast uniquely in terms of information types?Speially in the ase of VPLs, does the notation introdue diÆulties on asyntati level whih annot be aounted for by a semanti desription of thelanguage in terms of information types? From a methodologial point of view, how an information extration be measuredmost eetively, and in a way whih is eologially valid: what tehniques shouldbe used to gather and analyse the data? What might support for omprehension based on information types look like, andon what type of language ould it be built?
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 111.7 Outline of the ThesisThis thesis examines the role whih dierent types of information, hypothesised to bepresent in the program, play in program omprehension for novies. As suh it doesnot make the laim that any of the hypotheses or ndings desribed are in any wayappliable to expert programmers. Furthermore, it onsiders primarily the notion ofprogram omprehension rather than program oding.Chapter 2 proposes a generi model of program omprehension, and then looks athow the most well-known models of omprehension t into that model, based on theirprimary fous. It onsiders how these models might be relevant to novie programomprehension, and omprehension support. Finally, it looks at the notion of programomprehension as information extration, before going on to desribe experiments whihhave looked speially at information types.Chapter 3 desribes a study arried out on Prolog novies using a similar methodologyto the information types experiments disussed in the previous hapter. Prolog, adelarative language, was used instead of the proedural languages traditionally usedin these experiments in an attempt to determine whether language paradigm has aneet on the pattern of extration of information types by novies.Chapter 4 disusses the rationale behind a proposed omparative study of ontrol owand data ow VPLs. It looks at the math-mismath onjeture (Gilmore and Green,1984) in detail, and at various studies whih have tested it. It then onsiders thedeision to use VPLs as a vehile for studying the retrieval of information types.Chapter 5 denes the notion of ontrol ow and data ow, and looks at the historialdevelopment of ontrol ow and data ow VPLs, with examples from the literature.It then desribes the development of two miro VPLs, used in the studies reported inChapters 6 and 7.Chapter 6 reports on a pilot study whih looks at the interation between informationtype and language paradigm in more detail, using the methodology of the math-mismath onjeture. Using the two miro VPLs desribed in Chapter 5, it investigatesthe way in whih representations highlight or obsure the information required by thetask, and also at the types of strategies novies use to make sense of a VPL and the
12 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTIONmisunderstandings they harbour.Chapter 7 reports on an experiment whih uses a new methodology, ombining theinformation types approah used in the experiment desribed in Chapter 3 with themath-mismath approah used in the experiment desribed in Chapter 6.Chapter 8 looks at the question of program summary analysis. It rst disusses prob-lems inherent in attempting to apply the program summary analysis desribed byPennington (1987b), and proposes a new approah based on ner-grained, orthogonalanalyses.Chapter 9 presents the results from applying the program summary analysis shemeto the data obtained in the experiments desribed in Chapters 3 and 7. It inludes aomparison of the data aross experiments and a general disussion of the results.Chapter 10 summarises the main ndings of the thesis, by relating them bak to theoriginal questions, and provides suggestions for further work.
Chapter 2Program Comprehension2.1 IntrodutionWhat is program omprehension and why is it so important? The introdution to thishapter will onsider these two questions in turn.2.1.1 What is Comprehension?Strangely enough, it turns out to be diÆult to nd a denition of program omprehen-sion. Papers on omprehension tend not to dene omprehension expliitly, perhapsbeause it seems so intuitively obvious, in the same way that, say, researh paperson reading don't start out by asking what reading is. On the other hand, it maybe beause, like reading, omprehension overs a wide range of ativities, with subtledierenes between them.Pennington and Grabowski (1990), in desribing the tasks of programming, oer anotable exeption:Understanding a program involves assigning meaning to a program text,more meaning than is literally `there'. A programmer must understand notonly what eah program statement does, but also the exeution sequene(ontrol ow), the transformational eets on data objets (data ow), andthe purposes of groups of statements (funtion) (Pennington, 1987b,a). Inorder to do this, the programmer will employ a omprehension strategythat o-ordinates information `in the program text' with the programmer's13
14 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONknowledge about programs and the appliation area. This results in a men-tal representation of the program meaning." (Pennington and Grabowski,1990, p. 54).One of the reasons a unied denition of omprehension is not forthoming may resultfrom the sope of the ativity: it an involve trying to understand an entire programin detail, sanning a program to look for a partiular piee of information, or gaining ageneral overview of the program. Program omprehension is arried out by persons withdiering levels of prior knowledge and experiene, and an involve languages with verydierent harateristis. It omes into play whether one is reviewing one's own work,attempting to omprehend a program written by someone else, or trying to understanda program for a partiular task (debugging, maintenane, ommuniating some aspetof the program to another person, et.). As the nature of tasks themselves are wide-ranging, they will neessarily have very dierent information requirements, in terms ofthe amount of information, the type of information, and the way it is ombined.Program omprehension has been studied extensively, and from various angles. Manyattempts have been made to derive a theory of program omprehension, fousing onthe proesses whih our when people try to make sense of programs, the sorts ofknowledge they have about programming, and the models they form of programs. Therole of information whih an be derived from the program has also been studied,although to a lesser extent.The following setion provides a \generi" model of program omprehension. Thereason for doing so is not to argue that this denition is superior to any others, but totry and enompass as many faets of omprehension as possible. The generi denitionan then at as a framework in whih to position theories and researh on programomprehension, allowing a better understanding of the relationships between the variousapproahes.2.1.2 A Generi Model of Program ComprehensionAt the most basi level, program omprehension an be dened as follows: given aprogram in a partiular language, program omprehension is a proess in whih theprogrammer uses prior knowledge about programming and information present in the
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 15program to form a dynami, evolving model of the program whih an then be appliedto a task.This denition makes use of a number of entities and proesses, whih are listed below: knowledge about programming, in other words, information the programmer hasabout programming in general and about programs he/she has previously enoun-tered. The programmer's level of expertise is most likely the greatest inueneon his/her knowledge, both in terms of the amount and type of knowledge, butalso the ease with whih new knowledge an be assimilated. The form in whihthe knowledge is stored is widely debated. a mental model or representation of the program. This represents the program-mer's urrent state of knowledge about the program being studied, and so maybe inorret and/or inomplete. The model is dynami and evolving. information ontained in a program, either in read-o or derivable form. Anexample of information present in the program is a data objet. Derivable infor-mation inludes the program's funtion, in the sense that it is diÆult to pointto it in the same way that one points to a data objet, but it is nevertheless de-terminable on the basis of the program ode. Program information is determinedin part by the programming notation.There is an interation between programming knowledge and information in theprogram in the sense that dierent levels of knowledge allow one to \see" dierentthings in the program. the omprehension proess: the proess by whih the programmer extrats theinformation he/she needs from the program. This an vary in terms of the \dire-tion of approah", in other words, whether programmers start from a hypothesisabout the program and use the program ode to verify it (top-down), whether theystart from the onrete representation of the ode and build up an understandingof the program based on the elements ontained in the program (bottom-up), or(more likely), some ombination of the two. omprehension strategies: an issue whih has not reeived as muh overage, asmany theories are built around a single model of omprehension. The work on
16 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONstrategies assumes that there are dierent ways of understanding a program, andlooks at the irumstanes in whih these strategies are deployed. a omprehension artefat, i.e. something produed after viewing a program andwhih provides evidene of omprehension. It ould take the form of a verbalor written explanation of some aspet of the program, a new piee of ode, amodiation to the ode, an answer to a question about the program, ommentsin the ode, et. Note that prodution of an artefat is optional, but it is, however,interesting from the point of view of researh into the psyhology of programomprehension. a omprehension task or purpose, in other words, why the programmer is lookingat the program in the rst plae, and what he/she wants to get out of it. Thiswill determine in turn the sope of the omprehension proess.Various issues whih are entral to theories of program omprehension an be groupedaround these main entities: hypothesis formation and level of expertise are related toprogramming knowledge and to proess, while issues of programming notation relateto the information in the language, and the ways in whih it an be haraterised.Although these entities have been separated out for the sake of disussion, they arehighly interrelated: general programming knowledge will inuene the model one buildsof a program, while programming strategy will also be inuened by programmingknowledge, and likely by task as well.2.1.3 Why is Comprehension Important?In the rst hapter and in the above paragraphs, it was mentioned that program om-prehension plays a role in many of the tasks of programming. However, it is in someways an even more important part of learning how to program. Leturers often starta programming ourse by desribing a ompleted program, before going on to desribehow to write one. Programming textbooks frequently use an expository method ofintroduing new programming onepts based on an example, and then require stu-dents to produe similar programs as an exerise. Students often ontinue to adoptthis method, searhing through the textbooks to nd an example program whih might
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 17serve as a good starting point for a new program. However, in order to suessfullyadapt/hange a program, it is neessary to rst understand it.1Shneiderman and Mayer (1979) identify the tasks of programming as omposition, om-prehension, debugging, maintenane and learning. In this ategorisation, the last task,learning, would logially over the rst four tasks as eah omprises a skill to be learnt.However, the extent to whih program omprehension is taught expliitly is an openquestion. Certainly, it is not highlighted in the literature: in a very interesting artileon teahing programming, du Boulay and O'Shea (1981) onsider novie diÆulties inthree main skill areas: planning, oding and debugging. Likewise, Studying the NovieProgrammer, by Soloway and Spohrer (1989), overs suh issues as transfer, learningprogramming, misoneptions and the design of programming environments, but again,does not onsider the teahing of omprehension. Debugging is frequently addressed asan issue in its own right, often in the form of tips for troubleshooting, but it is unlearwhether students are taught how to look at a orret program, make sense of it, andpik out and synthesise the information they need.The lak of instrution in program omprehension may be due to several fators, manyof whih may be theoretial. Firstly, as mentioned above, program omprehension ismulti-faeted, yet many theories seem to take a \single ativity" stane, and attemptto propose an invariant model for omprehending an entire program. This does nottake into aount the fat that, as von Mayrhauser and Vans (1994) point out, theproesses delineated by suh an approah may not be appropriate to situations inwhih partial understanding of the ode is required, e.g. trying to pinpoint an error ina very large piee of ode. Furthermore, it ignores the issue of novie/expert dierenes:von Mayrhauser and Vans (1994) make the point that some omprehension proesses,top-down in partiular, require previous knowledge, and so would not even be availableto novies, at least in the rst stages of omprehension. Finally, even given that mosttheories are based on omprehension of the whole program, they vary widely in termsof how they postulate that programmers go about understanding the program. Thismakes it diÆult to hoose the most appropriate model to teah.The above points notwithstanding, program omprehension is a proess: there is adenite temporal aspet to it, and it seems natural to desribe it in terms of a series1 Even if it sometimes looks as if students skip that rst step . . .
18 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONof steps. However, given the issues of variability in proess, and the fat that theproess for general program understanding will not be appropriate in spei instanes,it may make more sense to look at omprehension at a lower level of granularity.Rather than trying to desribe the entire proess of omprehension from start to end,perhaps one an identify whih types of information and whih ations are important toomprehension. This makes for a less preditive theory, but it also allows the \theory"to be more widely appliable, perhaps resulting in a more exible approah to programomprehension teahing.2.1.4 The Rest of the ChapterThe following setions desribe ways in whih program omprehension an be hara-terised, organising theories, researh and empirial work around the various entitiesmaking up the generi model desribed above. The aspets onsidered are: omprehension as a proess (Setion 2.2); omprehension strategies (Setion 2.3); the role of the programmer's knowledge in omprehension (Setion 2.4); the programmer's mental representation or model of the program (Setion 2.5); omprehension as the searh for information in the program (Setion 2.6).Is it impossible to over all theories and researh in the spae of a hapter, thereforeseleted theories and researh will be used to highlight the issues involved in eah aspetof the generi model. Again, as mentioned above, these distintions are not mutuallyexlusive: theories about the proess of programming obviously relate to programmingknowledge. However, the theories have been organised aording to their pereivedmain fous. In some ases, theories and researh will be spread over more than oneategory: this is the ase for Pennington's work, whih has onsidered several of theaspets in question. Despite surfae dierenes and dierenes in fous, many theoriesare reassuringly similar: most, if not all, make some provision for the entities desribedabove. In many ases, it is the terminology hosen to desribe these entities whihvaries.
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 19Following the setions on program omprehension theories and researh, the hapteronsiders their impliations for providing omprehension support to novies. It dis-usses the usefulness of fousing on the external produts of program omprehension,rather than on the internal proesses, and disusses the idea of information types inthis ontext. The nal setion will onsider empirial work on information types, andhighlight questions to be answered in this thesis.2.2 Comprehension as a Temporal ProessThe theories desribed in this setion will be onsidered as \temporal theories", as theirdesription of program omprehension relies heavily on a notion of sequene, desribingthe steps whih the programmer takes to understand the program, and the order inwhih they are taken.The temporal sequening in these theories is linked to the level of abstration: top-down theories postulate a progression from a high level of abstration to a lower levelveriation proess, whereas bottom-up theories hypothesise the building up of higherlevel abstrations from low level entities present in the program ode. Mixed theoriespostulate greater movement between levels of abstration. These theories are desribedbelow.2.2.1 Top-Down Models of Program ComprehensionA number of theories oneive of program omprehension in terms of top-down pro-essing, with Brooks (1983) proposing one of the rst models. He desribes programomprehension as the inverse of oding: whereas oding involves a mapping from theproblem domain into the programming domain, often through a series of intermediatedomains, program omprehension requires the reonstrution of these mappings. Inontrast with the usual program/problem domain distintion used by many researhers,Brooks uses the term \domain" to refer to many aspets of the omprehension proess:a real-world objet/program objet mapping domain, the algorithmi domain, the pro-gramming language domain (embodying the partiularities of that language in termsof its data strutures and primitive operations), and an exeution domain, ouhed interms of memory loations and hardware.
20 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONComprehension is seen as a hypothesis veriation proess. Sometimes simply hearingthe name of a program will trigger the onstrution of a hypothesis about the program.This high level, funtional hypothesis leads to the development of a tree of subsidiaryhypotheses, generated in a top-down, depth-rst manner, based on domain knowledgeand familiarity with similar programs. When the level of detail mathes that of theprogram text, hypothesis veriation ours by searhing for beaons (desribed inmore detail in Setion 2.6.1), dened by Brooks as \typial indiators of the use ofa partiular operation or struture" (Brooks, 1983, p. 548). The beaon whih atsto onrm the urrent hypothesis will be triggered, as will any beaon whih stronglyindiates the presene of other strutures (this redues the need for several searhes).New subsidiary hypotheses may also be formed at this stage. Lines of ode whihonrm the subsidiary hypothesis will beome bound to it, thus reating a tree-likestruture whose leaf nodes are atual ode segments. At this stage, omprehension isomplete.2.2.2 Bottom-up Models of Program ComprehensionIn bottom-up theories of program omprehension, programmers are hypothesised tobuild up an abstrat representation of the program based on the program text.Although an artile by Shneiderman and Mayer (1979) is often ited as one of therst bottom-up theories, it is the author's feeling that this is not neessarily the mostaurate ategorisation. Shneiderman and Mayer fous muh more on the struture ofthe programmer's knowledge than on the order in whih the omprehension proess o-urs, therefore, this theory will be desribed in Setion 2.4. This setion will instead usePennington's theory of program omprehension as a means for desribing the generalharateristis of the bottom-up model. As Pennington's theory appears throughoutthis hapter under various headings, it will be desribed only briey here.Pennington (1987b) based her work on the theory of text omprehension put forwardby Kintsh and van Dijk (1978) and van Dijk and Kintsh (1983). This theory postu-lates that text omprehension results in the prodution of two distint but interrelatedrepresentations of the text, the textbase and the situation model (desribed in moredetail in Setion 2.5.2). Aording to Pennington's adaptation of this theory to pro-gram texts, the textbase is rst built, based on a proedural reading of the program,
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 21and ouhed in terms of the programming language. The situation model is built fromthis textbase (or \program model" as Pennington alls it), and highlights funtionalrelationships between domain objets.Pennington therefore hypothesises that program omprehension ours from the bottomup, starting with the program. Programmers rst divide the program into small ontrolsegments, making inferenes about eah segment's proedural role. Funtion and dataow run through segments, therefore they are thought to be unovered through aproess of integration later in the omprehension proess.2.2.3 Mixed Theories of Program ComprehensionLetovsky's model (1986) an be onsidered to be a mixed theory in that program om-prehension is hypothesised to take plae using both top-down and bottom-up proesses.This model omplements the model desribed by Littman et al. (1986) in that the latterdesribes maro-sale events while Letovsky's model fouses on meso-sale events, i.e.events whih our over the spae of seonds and minutes. In many ways, this is oneof the most omplete and exible models of omprehension, hypothesising a range ofdierent types of knowledge and reasoning proesses.Letovsky's ognitive model entres around the idea of the programmer as knowledgebased understander. Knowledge based understanders (human or otherwise) onsist ofthree entities: a knowledge base, ontaining prior programming knowledge and exper-tise; a mental model, whih is the urrent understanding of the program in questionand therefore dynami; and an assimilation proess, whih onstruts the mental modelthrough interation with the program ode and doumentation, and the knowledge base.A number of dierent types of knowledge are hypothesised to reside in the knowl-edge base: programming language semantis, goals, plans, knowledge about eÆieny,domain knowledge, and the rules of programming disourse.The mental model is a layered network onsisting of a speiation at the top, animplementation at the bottom, and annotation layers in the middle. The speiationdesribes the goals of the program, while the implementation desribes the ations anddata strutures. The intervening layers are explanations linking goals to ations andvie versa. The model will be inomplete during the omprehension proess, and nodes
22 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONand links an be added in either diretion. Starting from the speiation layer wouldindiate a top-down proess, while starting from the implementation layer would implya bottom-up proess. In Letovsky's view, the omprehension proess is opportunistiin the sense that humans an exploit any available ues.One of the interesting features of this model is that Letovsky analysed verbal protoolsof programmers working on a omprehension task, and attempted to isolate varioustypes of events whih our. He dened inquiries as a high-level struture ompris-ing questions, onjetures and searhes entring on the same topi. For example, aprogrammer might wonder about the importane of a partiular data struture in theprogram, hazard a guess as to what its role might be, and then searh the program foronrmation. Letovsky disusses how to identify questions and onjetures, and pro-vides a taxonomy of eah based on ontent. Furthermore, for onjetures, he elaboratesthe idea of onjeture ertainty, ranging from fats to guesses.Finally, Letovsky \explains" onjetures and questions, by whih he means ndingomputational mehanisms whih would produe the behaviours in question. Dier-ent question types an be assoiated with the diretionality of proessing (e.g. \how"questions indiate top-down reasoning). The notion of \urgeny" is also introdued toexplain why some types of questions must be answered immediately while others anbe delayed, and this notion is linked to hypothesised memory limitations. In terms ofonjetures, the model postulates that dierent reasoning proesses underlie the formu-lation of dierent types of onjetures (e.g. slot lling, abdution) and the knowledgeor artefats on whih these proesses operate. Inquiries an then be explained in termsof the proesses postulated for questions and onjetures.This model has a lot of sope for explaining novie programmer diÆulties. It iswidely aepted that novies annot use top-down omprehension as they are lakingthe knowledge to formulate the hypotheses in the rst plae, and that they thereforeresort to a bottom-up proess based on the program ode. Letovsky's model allows fora ner-grained view of the proess: analysing an individual novie's protools mightallow one to identify those moments in the omprehension proess where an impasseis reahed. It may then be possible to disern patterns suggesting diÆulties withpartiular types of reasoning, or that partiular types of knowledge whih are eithermissing, inomplete or inorret.
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 23Boehm-Davis (1988) proposes a model whih is, in many ways, a variation on Letovsky'smodel. She postulates an iterative segmentation, hypothesis generation and veriationproess in whih programmers use their knowledge along with the information presentin the program (e.g. plans, beaons) to segment the ode into manageable piees, for-mulate hypotheses about program funtion, and verify the urrent hypothesis withthe atual ode. The iterative proess is opportunisti. An integration stage oordi-nates hypothesis generation based on the programmer's knowledge base and urrentunderstanding of the program.2.3 Comprehension as Strategy DeploymentSo far the theories desribed have dealt with the omprehension of an entire program.von Mayrhauser and Vans (1994) point out that these models may not be appropriateto situations in whih partial understanding of a program is required, e.g. pinpointinga single bug in a very large piee of ode. However, models do not seem to exist whihdesribe the proesses involved in looking for partiular types of information, or atisolated ode segments for spei reasons. The following study desribes dierenes inomprehension strategy as they relate to debugging, but the message seems to be thatbest performane is nonetheless assoiated with one of the two strategies.2.3.1 Systemati vs. As-Needed StrategiesLittman et al. (1986) desribe two types of strategy used by experts in the ontext of amaintenane task: a systemati strategy, and an as-needed strategy. In the systematistrategy, the programmer attempts to make sense of the entire program before mod-ifying it. In the as-needed strategy, the programmer onentrates on the part in theprogram where the modiation should be made. The danger with this approah isobviously that the modiation will have eets on other parts of the program whihthe programmer did not antiipate.The authors suggest that two types of knowledge must be gleaned from the program:stati knowledge, whih onerns the objets, ations and funtional omponents ofthe program, and ausal knowledge, whih desribes the onnetions and interationsbetween the funtional omponents, aquired by mentally exeuting the ow of data
24 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONand ontrol between the omponents.Littman et al. maintain that the strategy used by the programmer has a diret inueneon the knowledge whih is aquired. This knowledge is stored in the programmer'smental model, whih may be of two types. Weak mental models are derived from theas-needed strategy and ontain stati knowledge only. Strong mental models are builtfrom the systemati strategy and ontain both stati and ausal knowledge.A few points are worth noting with respet to this study. Firstly, the omprehensiontask ours in a realisti setting (debugging a program), but the ndings may not applyto ontexts other than debugging. Seondly, they state that subjets were not allowedto arry out a \test and debug" sequene, therefore, a systemati strategymay well havebeen more appropriate in that ontext; whether the \as needed" subjets would havebeen as disadvantaged in a situation more akin to most programmers' atual workingonditions is open to question.Finally, and this is a point that Littman et al. readily aknowledge, this type of approahis feasible for a program of moderate length suh as the one used in the study: for verylarge piees of ode, a systemati strategy will not be possible.2.3.2 Positive Strategy DierenesWhile the above study postulated that one of the two strategies observed was the moresuessful one, Gilmore (1990) suggests that having a wide repertoire of programmingstrategies available is one of the hallmarks of an expert programmer. Looking in moredetail at omprehension and debugging, he notes that many theories of omprehensionfous on the stati knowledge possessed by experts, while ignoring the fat that expertsalso possess strategies for making use of that knowledge. He maintains that dierenesin strategy, in addition to dierenes in knowledge, ontribute to the novie-expertdistintion in programming, and ites a study by Widowski (1987) showing that ex-perts, unlike novies, were able to hange omprehension strategy depending on the\typiality" (i.e. meaningfulness) of the program, and on its omplexity.
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 252.4 Comprehension as Programming KnowledgeThis setion desribes theories whih fous on the knowledge possessed by the program-mer, and the ways in whih this knowledge inuenes omprehension. This is not tosay that there is no impliit or expliit temporal ordering in these theories, simply thatthe ordering is perhaps not the most important aspet of the theory.2.4.1 Semanti/Syntati KnowledgeShneiderman and Mayer (1979) proposed one of the rst ognitive theories to over thewhole of the programming proess, inluding oding, omprehension, debugging, mod-iation and learning. The theory is grounded in the information proessing approah,and looks in detail at the role of various memory stores in programming (short-term,long-term and working). These stores motivate the main questions whih the theoryaims to answer, namely, what kind of knowledge does the programmer have in long-term memory, and what proesses does he/she use to onstrut a solution in workingmemory? The former question will be onsidered in detail here, as it is most appliableto program omprehension.Two types of programming knowledge are hypothesised to reside in long-term memory:semanti knowledge and syntati knowledge. Semanti knowledge onsists of gen-eral programming onepts whih are language independent. This knowledge rangesfrom low-level knowledge of what spei program ations are, up to problem solvingknowledge for partiular appliation areas. Syntati knowledge is language dependent,making it at one more preise and more arbitrary (e.g. the use of partiular keywordsto denote loops).Shneiderman and Mayer hypothesise that syntati and semanti knowledge interat inprogram omprehension as follows: programmers use their syntati knowledge of theprogramming language to onstrut a multileveled, semanti representation of the pro-gram. The higher levels of the struture will inlude information about the program'sfuntion, while lower levels may inlude familiar algorithms or operations. Althoughthey hypothesise that program omprehension proeeds by suessively hunking groupsof statements into larger and larger hunks until the program is omprehended, theyaknowledge that high-level omprehension may our in the absene of full knowledge
26 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONof the low-level details, and vie versa, suggesting that diretionality of proessing wasnot the main fous of the theory.2.4.2 PlansPlans have played a very important part in the development of theories of programoding and omprehension, and have been studied extensively, most notably by Solowayand his olleagues. Researh has been arried out to establish the psyhologial realityof plans (Soloway et al., 1982; Soloway and Ehrlih, 1984; Soloway et al., 1988), andthey have been used as the basis for novie programming environments and tutors(Johnson and Soloway, 1985; Bonar and Cunningham, 1988).Denitions of PlansIn some ways, the position of plans in the generi model desribed in Setion 2.1.2 isunlear: should they be seen as information whih an be identied in a program, oras a programmer's internal representation of his/her programming knowledge? On theone hand, plans are dened as \program fragments that represent stereotypi ationsequenes in programming" (Soloway and Ehrlih, 1984, p. 595), while on the other,they are dened as \a proedure or strategy in whih the key elements of the proesshave been abstrated and represented expliitly." (Soloway et al., 1982, p. 30). Thelatter denition onsiders a plan as a knowledge struture, muh like a shema, whihis possessed by expert programmers. This thesis will use the latter denition, but itshould be remembered that, using the former denition, plans ould also be onsideredto be \information present in the program".As the last paragraph shows, there is onsiderable variation in the way plans wereinitially dened. In addition to the denitions given above, Soloway et al. (1982)dene three types of plans: strategi plans, tatial plans, and implementation plans.Strategi and tatial plans are language independent plans for solving problems, withstrategi plans operating at an algorithmi level, and tatial plans operating on smallerproblem segments. Implementation plans are language dependent tehniques whihallow strategi and tatial plans to be realised.Rist (1986) supplements this with global plans, a type of high-level plan whih andesribe a simple program in terms of its input, proess/alulation, and output. He
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 27also desribes the idea of foal lines whih are \key features" in a program whih onveythe gist of the program, and are the \driving fore of the plan". Aording to Rist, afoal line often appears deep inside the program, and will be identied more easily byexperts than novies, who proess the ode in a sequential manner.Robertson and Yu desribe two types of plans: task related plans and global plans.Task related plans are subgoals expressed in what they term the \task language" (i.e.the domain) and are desribed at a funtional level, in that they speify what is tobe done, but not how. \Global plans" refer to \subgoals that are abstrations froma spei task domain" (Robertson and Yu, 1990, p. 344) and may apply to severaldierent tasks. These are domain independent, but not program independent. In otherwords, these plans are ouhed in the language of programming onstruts, e.g. \iterateusing a loop". These global plans an be implemented via a single line of ode or severallines.It is diÆult to reonile the dierent denitions of plans, even by the same authors,and to determine whether alternative denitions omplement the original denitions,or in fat slie up the domain in a dierent way. Given the sope of many of thesedenitions, it is not surprising that many studies found support for plans. One ofthe rst studies to be arried out whih relates speially to program omprehension(rather than oding) is desribed below.Plans: Empirial SupportSoloway et al. (1988) state that plans are only one type of knowledge available tothe expert programmer: the other type is rules of programming disourse, whih areonventions in programming, and are analogous to disourse rules in onversation.These rules are in some ways ommon sense oding onventions, e.g. \use meaningfulvariable names", \make sure the ode is atually used, but that it isn't doing non-obvious double duty". Aording to the authors, programs whih onform to the rulesof programming disourse are \plan-like", while those programs whih violate the rulesare \unplan-like".This theory was tested by presenting novie and expert programmers with two versionsof a program: one whih followed the rules of programming disourse, and one whih
28 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONviolated them. Subjets were asked to ll in a blank in the program.2They found that subjets take longer to omplete unplan-like programs, and make moreerrors when doing so (some of whih orrespond to providing the plan-like answer). Inaddition, experts' behaviour is signiantly impaired on these programs.Based on this experimental evidene and on the development of an AI simulation ofprogram understanding (Johnson and Soloway, 1985), program omprehension is hy-pothesised to our as follows: given that the program goals were not known, subjetsused a bottom-up proess, reading the program from the beginning. The reognition ofprogramming plans in the program triggered a top-down proess, with subjets usingshallow reasoning in order to math the plans to the atual ode. The unplan-likeprograms fored the use of bottom-up proesses suh as program exeution, and deepreasoning, or reasoning ausally about the relationship between the program ode andthe program's goals.Plans: Unanswered QuestionsAlthough plans have played an important role in studying programming, their status isunlear. Firstly, they suer from the lak of a formal denition (Bellamy and Gilmore,1990), whih may have led to the proliferation of denitions available. Seondly, theirdegree of universality is unlear: although Robertson and Yu (1990) suggest that plansare language independent, Gilmore and Green (1988) provided evidene to the on-trary. Davies (1990) suggested that the observed language dependene may in fat bedue to dierenes in prior experiene and ulture whih determine whether plans arereognised and/or used. Finally, the relationship between programming plans and rulesof disourse has never been fully explored. Although Soloway et al. (1988) showed thatviolating rules of disourse to produe unplan-like programs aeted experts' ability tounderstand programs, it also had a marked eet on novie performane. Comparingplan-like programs to unplan-like versions, experts showed a 53% derease in sores,while novie performane dereased by 41% (Soloway et al. do not say whether thelatter dierene was tested for signiane). Whether this implies that novies alsohave a reasonable amount of knowledge about plans is a point whih does not seem to2 A tehnique very similar to the one used by Gellenbek and Cook (1991), exept that they werelooking for the existene of beaons, rather than plans . . .
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 29have been addressed.2.5 Comprehension as Mental RepresentationsThis setion desribes work whih has foused on the way in whih a partiular pro-gram is represented by the programmer, as opposed to the programmer's representationof general programming knowledge. Muh of the work on mental representations hasbeen empirially based: a number of studies have aimed to eliit a programmer's men-tal representation of a program, sometimes at distint intervals (e.g. before and aftermodiation/debugging), and to haraterise its struture and ontent. A seletion ofthis work is desribed below.2.5.1 Novie/Expert Dierenes in Mental RepresentationsAdelsonAdelson (1984) was interested in the types of representations whih novies and expertsform of a program. She hypothesised that novies form onrete representations basedon how the program works, while experts form abstrat representations based on whatthe program does.Adelson tested this hypothesis by having novie and expert programmers answer on-rete and abstrat questions after examining short programs aompanied by either anabstrat owhart, a onrete owhart, or no owhart. Her results tended to bearout her hypothesis: experts sored higher on abstrat questions in all onditions, whilefor onrete questions, novies sored higher than experts, exept, strangely enough, inthe ase where they reeived a onrete owhart. In a further experiment in whih theowharts were replaed with tasks designed to \hannel" the subjet's understandingof the program in either an abstrat or onrete way, Adelson found muh the sameeet.A few points do seem worth noting: the abstrat task required subjets to insert a missing line of ode into the pro-gram, whih surely requires quite low-level knowledge of how the program works.
30 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION in the seond experiment, the perentage of errors for experts on the abstratquestions was 13% when the task did not math the questions (i.e. when a on-rete task was used) as ompared to 38% when it did. This is a strange result,whih Adelson does not disuss. Adelson states that the novies were taking a ourse in PPL (Polymorphi Pro-gramming Language), while the experts were the teahing fellows for the ourse.It may be that the problems were not familiar to the novies, who thereforeadopted a bottom-up proess, but were familiar to the experts, whih allowedthem to use a top-down proess, perhaps (erroneously) lling in the low levelexeution details based on prior knowledge rather than on the ode.Holt et al.Holt et al. (1987) arried out an interesting study to investigate dierenes in men-tal representations between student and professional programmers. The experimentrequired subjets to perform easy or diÆult modiation tasks on programs basedon three dierent design approahes: serial (in-line ode), funtional deomposition orobjet-oriented.Subjets' mental representations of the program were eliited by asking them to reallprogram omponents and to speify the relationships between omponents. The repre-sentations were then analysed in terms of the number of omponents and relationships,the depth (longest hain of linked segments) and width (largest number of branhes)of the representation, and degree of onnetedness.Interestingly, they found no signiant dierenes overall between students and pro-fessionals in terms of the struture of their mental representations. However, theyfound that the two groups were dierentially aeted by ertain variables: omplexmodiations were assoiated with more omplex mental representations for the ex-pert programmers, while the student programmers' representations were aeted bythe struture of the program (serial, funtional, objet-oriented) and by the partiularprogram.
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 312.5.2 Mental Representations and Information TypesPennington (1987b) investigated mental representations using the idea of informationtypes, desribed in Setion 2.6.2. Her model of omprehension, desribed in Se-tion 2.2.2, postulates the existene of two types of mental representation of a program:the textbase and the situation model. The textbase, aording to Pennington, \inludes ahierarhy of representations onsisting of a surfae memory of the text, a mirostrutureof interrelations among text propositions, and a marostruture that organizes the textrepresentation", while the situation model is \a mental model of what the text is aboutreferentially" (Pennington, 1987a, p. 101). Pennington hypothesised that the textbasefor a program would largely inlude proedural relationships strutured in terms of theprogram text, while the domain model would ontain funtional relationships betweenreal world objets.Aording to this theory, the textbase is rst built, based on a proedural reading ofthe program, and ouhed in terms of the programming language. The domain modelis based on this textbase (or \program model" as Pennington alls it), and highlightsfuntional relationships between domain objets. Pennington suggests a link betweenthe type of desription and the level of granularity: namely that funtional relation-ships are more \omprehensible" when ouhed in terms of real world objets, whileproedural relations will be expressed in programming language terms. There is alsoan impliit temporal ordering as the domain model is thought to be dependent on theonstrution of the textbase. The representations are, however, ross-referened, andPennington hypothesises that ross-referening is one of the requirements of eetiveomprehension.This work was followed up by Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991), who investigatedthe mental representations of novies, and Ramalingam and Wiedenbek (1997), wholooked at the eet of paradigm on mental representation. As the work desribed inthis thesis borrows extensively from the methodology used by all of these researhers,their work will be desribed in detail in Setion 2.8.
32 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION2.6 Comprehension as the Identiation of Program En-titiesThis setion desribes researh whih fouses on the information said to be present in,or derivable from, a program. This is information whih the programmer attempts tounover during program omprehension, as opposed to knowledge whih he/she alreadyhas about programming.2.6.1 BeaonsBrooks (1983) used the term beaons to desribe \sets of features" whih signal theourrene of partiular types of strutures or operations. The mapping between stru-tures/operations and beaons is many-to-many: one struture or operation an besignaled by multiple beaons, while \the same feature may partiipate in beaons fora variety of strutures or operations" (Brooks, 1983, p. 348). Wiedenbek (1986) usedthe example of a beaon from Brooks (1983) in a program memorisation and realltask, and was able to show that experts reall these key lines better than other parts ofthe program, unlike novies, who orretly remembered more lines from the beginningof the program.3Gellenbek and Cook (1991) also studied the role of beaons in omprehension. Theyaknowledge that the onept of beaon is ill-dened, and attempted to look at howentities suh as proedure names, variable names, and key lines in the program (e.g. theswap operation) might at as beaons. While their researh is interesting in determiningwhere the eet lies for eah of these hanges to a program, the notion of beaon remainsindeterminate.2.6.2 Information TypesInformation types have been dened as \dierent kinds of information expliit `in thetext' that must be deteted in order to fully understand the program" (Green et al.,1980; Green, 1980) in (Pennington, 1987b, p. 299). Pennington desribed information3 Wiedenbek states that it is an open question why two-thirds of novies were able to orretly statethe program's funtion, even though they seemed to reall the program in a linear order. However, itis plausible that omprehension and memorisation of the program ourred as two separate proesses:students rst inspeted the program for meaning (in whatever order), then set about trying tomemorise the program line by line.
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 33types in terms of internal, rather than external, abstrations of a omputer program. Inother words, they are not meant to be mental representations of the program, but are\based on formal analyses of programs developed by omputer sientists" (Pennington,1987b, p. 298), and an be ompared with the abstrations whih are made with respetto natural language, suh as referential or ausal abstrations.Pennington identied ve types of information: funtion, ontrol ow, data ow, stateand operations, dened as follows:Funtion: information about the overall goal of the program, essentially, \What is thepurpose of the program? What does the program do?". Funtion also inludesprogram subgoals, therefore goals and subgoals an be represented in a goal hier-arhy. Some information about whih events preede others an be inferred, butnot details of how the events are implemented.Control ow: information about the temporal sequene of events ourring in theprogram, e.g. \What happens after X ours? What has ourred just beforeX?" If the information is represented graphially, then the links will orrespondto the diretion of ontrol, rather than to the movement of data. Data owinformation an be inferred in a program by searhing for repeated ourrenesof data objets, but goal/subgoal information is harder to infer.Data ow: essentially onerned with the transformations whih data objets undergoduring exeution, inluding data dependenies and data struture information,e.g. \Does variable X ontribute to the nal value of Y?" The data ow abstra-tion is linked to the funtion abstration in the sense that funtion informationan be partially reonstruted from a data ow abstration. Control ow infor-mation is also more readily inferable than from the funtion abstration.Operations: information about spei ations whih take plae in the ode, generallyorresponding to a single line of ode or less, suh as \does a variable beomeinstantiated with a partiular value?" Although Pennington doesn't desribethese in great detail, they seem most linked to ontrol ow information, in thesense that desribing the ontrol ow of a program would lead to \stringingtogether" a series of operations.
34 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONState: time-slie desriptions of the state of objets and events in the program, e.g.\When the program is in state X, is event Y taking plae, or has objet Z beenreated/modied?" This abstration is quite \distint" in the sense that othertypes of information are hard to infer from it, and likewise, state information isdiÆult to infer from the other types of representation.The ategories are orthogonal in terms of information overage. In terms of level ofgranularity, although Pennington doesn't address this point expliitly, the ategoriesvary: funtion an often over the entire program, while operations will onern only asingle line (or node, in the ase of a visual programming language).Pennington was interested not so muh in information types per se, but in the relation-ship between information types and what she alled programming knowledge strutures.She looked at two ompeting knowledge strutures: text struture knowledge, whih isorganised around ontrol struture primes, and plan knowledge, whih, aording toher, is primarily funtionally oriented. Pennington arried out two experiments toinvestigate these ideas, whih are desribed in Setion 2.8.2.7 Comprehension Theories and Researh: Impliationsfor Novie TeahingFrom the theories and researh examined in the preeding setions, it is obvious thatthere are dierenes between novie and expert programmers. Results of programomprehension experiments omparing novie and expert behaviour (Adelson, 1981;MKeithen et al., 1981) show many of the same patterns found in other elds (Chaseand Simon, 1973). The main dierenes between the two groups seem to be in terms ofsyntati vs. semanti knowledge, and shallow vs. deep reasoning. In a very interestingpaper on novie/expert dierenes, Mayer (1988) desribes four types of program-ming knowledge: syntati (language syntax), semanti (language meaning), shemati(ommon subroutines or funtional ode units), and strategi (how to use the availableinformation to ahieve a goal).Summarising novie/expert dierenes, Mayer draws the following onlusions for eahtype of knowledge respetively:
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 35 experts, unlike novies, have automated their proessing of syntax, so are able tofous on higher levels of proessing; in terms of semanti knowledge, experts have a more oherent oneptual model,but (or possibly \therefore") novies benet, more than experts, from instrutionfousing on oneptual models; experts possess more shemati knowledge, as evidened by the fat that there isa dierene in realling ordered vs. srambled programs for experts, but not fornovies (Shneiderman et al., 1977). in terms of strategi knowledge, experts take a more top-down, breadth rstapproah to omprehension than novies, attempting to understand the abstratgoals of the program.What are the impliations of novie/expert dierenes for teahing? Some of the re-searh desribed in this hapter is diretly relevant. Mayer (1988) points out that mostprogramming instrution fouses on syntax, and that far more attention should be givento the other types of knowledge than is urrently the ase. Looking at the issue fromthe point of view of information types, Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991) state thatalthough many textbooks onsider the issue of ontrol ow in a program, they seldomonsider data ow or state. Furthermore, they do not explain how to derive funtioninformation from a program. These authors all for a urriulum in whih novies arenot only made aware of the spei types of information, but are also taught how toextrat this information from a program when needed.However, many theories have not addressed the issue of teahing novies how to beomeexperts, whih is not surprising given that it wasn't the researhers' intention to do soin the rst plae. It might be more sensible to ask whether program omprehensiontheories and researh an be interpreted as having impliations for teahing ompre-hension: this question will be the fous of the next few setions. Rather than onsidereah aspet of the generi model in a separate setion, they have been grouped togetherunder three main headings: omprehension as a proess, internal representations (i.e.programming knowledge and mental representations), and external manifestations ofinformation searh and/or strategy.
36 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION2.7.1 Comprehension ProessesMany of the theories whih desribe omprehension in terms of proess aim for a uniquedesription of events whih our when understanding a program. In this sense, theyould be aused of being insensitive to dierenes between task environments whihmight aet the omprehension proess.Furthermore, there is no agreement as to whih proess theory is the \orret" one,whih leaves eduators with the dilemma of whih theory to pik. Top-down andbottom-up theories are diametrially opposed: either programmers start with highlevel hypotheses and use the ode to verify them, or they start with the ode and buildup hunks until a omplete understanding of the ode is reahed. They an't do both,unless of ourse, one opts for a mixed model. Lak of agreement on a single model isprobably healthy, as it is in some ways an impliit aknowledgement of the diÆulty ofharaterising omprehension as a unique, well-dened ativity. However, it does nothelp the teaher.Many models of omprehension are normative models: they desribe what happenswhen ompetent programmers orretly understand a program. The ase for novies isless lear: one of the biggest problems faing novies is their lak of prior programmingknowledge and experiene. Therefore, a top-down model of program omprehensionwould in priniple be out of their grasp, as the initial stages depend on informationthey don't possess. They may fare better with bottom-up omprehension (and manystudies seem to suggest this is what novies do), but when they ome to the atualhunking stage, they seem to hunk aording to the wrong riteria (e.g. when askedto group problems based on how they would be solved, novies group them togetheraording to the domain in whih they operate rather than the way in whih they work(Weiser and Shertz, 1983)).The sope of many models is also potentially problemati, as they assume that programomprehension implies a omplete understanding of the entire piee of ode. Firstly,it is diÆult to know what a \omplete" understanding might mean: is desribing theprogram's funtion suÆient, or must one know exatly how the program aomplishesits task? In terms of ode overage, some situations may require omprehension of asmall part of the program only, or a skethy overview of the program, or the retrieval
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 37of a spei piee of information. Furthermore, the program may be so large that aomplete understanding of it annot be reahed.Indeed, many theories of program omprehension have attempted to over \ompre-hension", as opposed to \omprehension of short Prolog programs" or \omprehensionof full-sale C programs", or even \omprehension of a full-sale C program with a viewto performing a highly spei hange in the ode". Enough attention has perhaps notbeen given to the parameters whih might hange the results observed, suh as howmarkedly dierent languages interat with omprehension, or whether omprehensionis embedded in a task and, if so, how task fators might inuene omprehension.To summarise, an approah to teahing novie omprehension based on proess theorieswould require a unique, agreed upon theory whih an hart the progression fromnovie to expert (inluding \buggy" sideshoots), and is detailed enough to aount forvariations in omprehension \setting", inluding language and task fators. This seemsunrealisti, at least in the near future, whih suggests that provisions for novie supportmight be more usefully examined from another angle.2.7.2 Internal RepresentationsThis setion onsiders the relevane of internal representations of programming knowl-edge and mental representations of programs to supporting omprehension.An obvious dierene between novies and experts is the amount of knowledge theypossess, in whatever form it is postulated to reside in memory. The impliations of thison the omprehension proess were disussed in the previous setion.Aording to Gilmore (1990), proponents of knowledge-based theories take the viewthat novie diÆulties arise from a lak of knowledge, and that teahing programminginvolves a passing on of expert knowledge. Unfortunately, studies show that this isnot the whole story: novies often have the neessary knowledge, but fail to use itwhen appropriate (Perkins and Martin, 1986). Gilmore alls for a more expliit fouson programming strategies, rather than stati knowledge, a proposal whih will beonsidered in the next setion.In ontrast to programming knowledge, mental representations are more ephemeral innature, and represent in some sense the end produt of program omprehension: they
38 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONare the internalisation, in some form, of an external program. Desribing the exatnature and struture of internal representations is a diÆult and thorny issue, namelybeause there is no diret aess to them. It is often suggested that mental representa-tions are neatly organised in memory, taking the form of a network of linked propositionsor shemas. These strutures sometimes seem more appropriate to mahines than tohumans: it an be hard to imagine, based on performane measures, that information isstored in suh an organised fashion. Many theories of program omprehension make animpliit supposition that the mental representation is available in \read-o" form, withperformane being simply an outward display of an internalised model. Very few, ifany, onsider that task performane might require the reonstrution of a model of theprogram based on fragments of information. Perhaps mental representations are morelike external representations in that they omprise some information whih is readilyavailable, and some whih an be inferred, for example, by applying general purposereasoning mehanisms and prior knowledge.In any ase, there seem to be a number of reasons why mental representations mightnot be the ideal basis for novie omprehension support. Firstly, as mentioned above,there is a great deal of inertitude surrounding the form that they might take. Seondly,mental representations would need to be equated with performane measures in orderto determine if one partiular type of mental representation is \best" in partiular om-prehension situations (some researhers have attempted to do this, e.g. Pennington'sdesription of ross-referened mental representations (Pennington, 1987b), desribedin Setion 2.8.2). Finally, it is unlear how one would go about teahing a novie tohave a partiular mental representation of a program.2.7.3 External Strategies and Information ExtrationAs desribed above, Gilmore (1990) maintains that dierenes between novies andexperts have as muh to do with programming strategy as with knowledge. He laimsthat experts are able to hoose from a range of omprehension strategies based on theharateristis of the partiular situation, inluding task requirements and the program-ming language in question. One outome of their use of dierent strategies, aordingto Bellamy and Gilmore (1990), is their ability to make multiple representations ofa program (Pennington, 1987b). In other words, experts have the ability to extrat
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 39dierent types of information from a program.Empirial evidene of this is provided by Holt et al. (1987), who found that the abil-ity to extrat information from the ode was a ruial determinant in performing amodiation task. Additionally, they found that student programmers are partiularlyaeted by external fators suh as the struture and ontent of the program whenattempting to do so.Fousing on the identiation of information in the ode as a basis for providing om-prehension support for novies has a potential advantage in that it is easier to emulateexpert behaviour in searhing for information in a program, than to attempt to teahstati expert knowledge representations to novies.The onept of information types is interesting from this perspetive in that, of the at-egorisations of the external features of a programming language whih were examined,information types seem to oer the most omprehensive aount of information presentin, or derivable from, a program. The ategorisation oers onepts at varying levelsof granularity, and the funtion and ontrol ow ategories over information whih isentral to many other theories, namely, what a program does and how it does it.Information types would also appear to be language independent, in that onepts offuntion, data ow, et. our in most, if not all, programs, regardless of the languagein whih they are written.4 In other words, they relate more to the semantis of aprogram than to its syntax. From a pedagogial point of view, this is important:Shneiderman and Mayer make the point that \it is apparently easier for humans tolearn a new syntati representation for an existing semanti onstrut than to aquirea ompletely new semanti struture" (Shneiderman and Mayer, 1979, p. 222). Thiswould explain then, why the teahing of the rst programming language is so ruial(or why the teahing of the seond and following languages are less ruial, dependingon how one looks at it). Providing support for information types, rather than forpartiular programming languages, fouses attention on semanti issues rather than onsyntati ones. In priniple, this should allow students to build up a semanti struturewhih is transferable between languages.Of ourse, information extration ours within the ontext of a strategy: it is important4 Although this would need to be orroborated with data from studies using a number of paradigms.
40 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONto know not only how to aess the information one needs, but when to aess it, andfor what purpose. Although strategy will not be the spei fous of this thesis, it isaknowledged that strategi aspets must neessarily form a part of any well-roundedtheory of omprehension, and would also need to be addressed expliitly in teahingsituations.2.7.4 Program Comprehension and Information Types: Summaryand CommentsIn summary, it is felt that information types oer a good basis for providing noviesupport: they are external, rather than internal, entities, whih makes them easierto identify and manipulate. Furthermore, they over a range of dierent types ofinformation, and they fous on the semanti aspets of programs, making them languageindependent.To date, information types have primarily, if not exlusively, been used to investigateprogrammer's mental representations, and so onsidering applying them to teahingraises a number of questions. One issue to be onsidered is that of paradigm: if supportfor omprehension is to be based on the idea of piking dierent types of informationout of a program representation, then it is worthwhile knowing if dierenes in repre-sentation alter the diÆulty of the information extration proess. Dierent paradigmsstress dierent programming onepts, at least in theory. Even if information types areassumed to be language independent, there is likely to be an interation between theinformation type and the programming representation. The eet of notation on infor-mation extration was onsidered in detail by Gilmore and Green , who state that \thestruture of a notation aets the ease with whih information an be extrated bothfrom the printed page and from reall" (Gilmore and Green, 1984, p. 47). Therefore,dierent programming paradigms, to the extent that they highlight dierent types ofinformation at the expense of others, should play a role in the extration of informationtypes. This idea has been partly investigated by Ramalingam and Wiedenbek (1997)in work that postdates the work desribed in the following hapter, however, morevaried forms of data would serve to onrm their ndings.Note that the reason behind an investigation of paradigm and information types is notone of \naturalness" or attempting to nd the \right" programming language. Pe-
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 41tre and Winder (1988) make the point that when designing programs, experts devisesolutions in a personal pseudo language. One an algorithm has been developed, itis \translated" into the programming language to be used. Although this is a validritique of studies whih attempt to nd \the" language whih will solve all of a pro-grammer's problems, it does not onit with researh on program omprehension: indesign situations, the designer is at liberty to hoose any design language whih he/shedeems appropriate or make up a personalised language. In program omprehension, arepresentation is imposed on the programmer, whose reasoning must start from thatrepresentation. If the representation had no eet on reasoning proesses, then themath-mismath eet (desribed in Chapter 4) would not be observed, and muh lessenergy ould be expended on nding suitable/eÆient/useful representations.2.8 Information Types in Empirial WorkThis setion desribes a series of experiments based on the idea of Pennington's las-siation of information types desribed in Setion 2.6.2. Although the aim of all ofthese studies was an investigation of mental representations, their use of informationtypes as a basis for investigating omprehension is of interest. The work reported inthis thesis looks stritly at the inuene of programming paradigm on omprehension,and makes no laims about the nature of the programmer's internal representations.However, it uses the onept of information types in order to do so, and borrows fromthe methodology used in previous studies, therefore, they are desribed in detail below.2.8.1 Pennington - Experiment 1In a rst experiment, Pennington gave 80 programmers (40 COBOL and 40 Fortran)short program segments to study. Between brief periods of study, they were requiredto perform one of the following tasks: answer yes/no questions orresponding to the various information types; write down as muh of the program as they ould remember (free reall); onrm whether they had seen a partiular program snippet or not. These wereprimed, either with snippets originating from the same ognitive unit aording
42 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONto the text struture (TS) analysis of the program, or the plan knowledge (PK)analysis, where text struture knowledge is organised around ontrol strutureprimes and plan knowledge is primarily funtionally oriented.Her results showed that TS primed items were answered more quikly, thus supportinga ontrol ow view of the program. Furthermore, in terms of the information typequestions, there was a signiant dierene between ategories, with the lowest errorrates ourring on operations and ontrol ow questions. However, there are interestingdierenes aross languages. The error rates (from lowest to highest) for the FORTRANsubjets were:operations { ontrol ow { funtional { data ow { statewhile for COBOL programmers they were:operations { data ow { ontrol ow { state { funtionalIn other words, it appears that COBOL programmers make fewer errors on data owquestions than on all other types of questions apart from operations. Additionally,their data ow sores are higher than those of the FORTRAN programmers. Thus,there seems to be an interesting eet of language, whih Pennington addresses tosome extent.2.8.2 Pennington - Experiment 2In Pennington's seond experiment, she used the top and bottom quartile omprehen-ders from her rst study (with equal numbers of COBOL and FORTRAN program-mers).Subjets studied a moderate length program (with half of the subjets asked to \thinkaloud" while they worked), then summarised the program and answered a series ofomprehension questions. After performing a modiation task (again, with half of thesubjets verbalising), they summarised the program again, and responded to a seondlist of omprehension questions.
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 43Pennington found that error rates on the omprehension questions preeding the modi-ation task were lowest for ontrol ow and data ow questions, and lowest for funtionand data ow questions after the task, partiularly for the \think aloud" group.In terms of the program summaries, Pennington was only able to analyse those ob-tained before the modiation task, as one they had ompleted the task, \program-mers tended to refer to their earlier summaries and then to onentrate on desribingtheir modiations rather than giving omplete program summaries as instruted."(Pennington, 1987b, p. 331).The summary statements were ategorised aording to type (data ow, ontrol ow,funtion), and level of detail (detailed program, domain, vague5). Pennington founda predominane of ontrol ow statements (57%) ompared to data ow (30%) andfuntion (13%). The perentages in terms of level of detail were: program level, 38%;detailed, 18%; domain, 23%; vague, 21%. Comparing upper and lower quartiles, Pen-nington found that lower quartile subjets made more statements whih were eithermore detailed, or more vague. In addition, the majority of funtional statements wereexpressed in terms of the domain, while the majority of proedural statements wereexpressed in terms of program objets. As mentioned above, it was not possible to om-pare the summaries written before program modiation with those written afterwardto see if there was a hange in statement type and level aross summaries.In a further analysis of the program summary data, Pennington (1987a) divided sub-jets into groups aording to the proportion of statements at dierent levels of detailontained in their summaries, as follows: Program level summaries: mainly operational and program level statements; Cross-referened summaries: ontaining a more even distribution over operations,program and domain levels; Domain summaries: ontaining a majority of domain and vague statements.She found that the majority of the upper quartile omprehenders produed summarieswhih were ross-referened, and that error rates were lower for the ross-referened5 Vague statements are dened by Pennington as statements without spei referents, e.g. \thisstatement reads and writes a lot of les" (Pennington, 1987a, p. 105).
44 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONgroup. She onludes that best performane is assoiated with representations whihare rihly ross-referened, utilising the relationships that hold between the real worldand the program world.One issue relating to this ategorisation is however open to question. The domainsummary group ategorisation ould potentially be skewing the results in favour ofross-referened summaries. Domain summaries are those ontaining either domain orvague statements. Although Pennington does not give exat gures, the perentage ofvague statements in the domain group is over 50, while they appear to be around 10%for the program and ross-referened groups. Domain statements aount for just over20% of statements in the domain group, ompared to over 30% in the ross-referenedgroup. Vague statements would seem, given the information provided, to be statementswhih are harateristi of a lak of understanding of the program. The existene of adomain group in whih the predominant statement is of type vague, and the fat thatthe proportion of domain statements is lower than in one of the other (non-domain)groups, must surely have an unwanted eet on the results. If program level statementsare harateristi of the rst stages of omprehension, and funtional understandingfollows (and if one agrees that funtion and domain go hand in hand), then presumablya domain group should show good program understanding, as this would signify thatthey have reahed the seond stage of the situation model. It would be interesting tosee the omparison if only a majority of domain statements haraterised the domainsummaries, rather than a majority of vague ones: it may well be that the performaneof the domain group would have been found to be muh higher.Finally, Pennington analysed the verbal protools obtained from half of her subjets,both at a propositional level, and in terms of episodes, whih are formed by series ofpropositions. Of the episodes she identied, she reports on onnetion episodes in whiha \trigger event" auses a hypothesis about the domain world to be formed. In lookingat three subjets, one from eah group, she found that the program level summarysubjet made almost no onnetions, staying at the level of program simulation, theross-referening subjet made regular onnetion episodes, with attempts to relate theprogram text to domain funtion, while the domain summary subjet shows numerousonnetion episodes, but these are 1) based on minimal triggers and 2) not veried.Pennington onludes that the results provide evidene for a two-stage omprehension
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 45proess, whereby a textbase and then a domain model are onstruted.2.8.3 Corritore and WiedenbekCorritore and Wiedenbek (1991) arried out two studies similar to Pennington's seondstudy but using novie Pasal programmers. They were interested in nding out hownovies diered from experts, and also whether the upper quartile performers were inany way like experiened programmers.In their rst experiment, they asked 80 subjets to study small programs, and then towrite a program summary and answer ve omprehension questions orresponding tothe ve information types. The program was not visible while subjets ompleted thetwo tasks.Corritore and Wiedenbek found signiant dierenes between question types in termsof the number of errors made. The order of error rates by question, from lowest to high-est, was: operations, ontrol ow, data ow, funtion and state. They also omparedthe performane of upper and lower quartiles, and found that the overall pattern wassimilar, but that the greatest disparity between quartiles ourred for state and funtionquestions.Program summaries were lassied in aordane with Pennington's ategories, i.e. interms of type (proedural, data ow, funtion), and level of detail (detailed, program,domain, vague). They found 50% proedural, 27% data ow, and 23% funtional state-ments. No signiant dierenes were found for quartile, nor was there an interationbetween quartile and statement type, however, there was a trend for more funtionalstatements in the upper quartile. In terms of level of detail, they found signiantlymore detailed and program statements (aounting together for over 80% of the state-ments) than domain or vague statements.They onluded that the novie omprehension proess works from the bottom up,starting with a detailed onentration on operations and proedural information.In their seond study, Corritore and Wiedenbek looked at the performane of theupper and lower quartile omprehenders from the rst study on a longer program (85lines).
46 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONIn terms of omprehension questions, they found inreased errors overall, and greaterdierenes between groups (for the lower quartile, the number of errors, from lowest tohighest was: ontrol ow, data ow, operations, state and funtion; for upper quartilesubjets, this was: operations, state, data ow, ontrol ow, funtion), with lowerquartile subjets performing surprisingly badly on operations questions.Examining the program summaries, they found that data ow statements made up thehighest proportion of statements, followed by proedural and then funtional. Withrespet to the lower perentage of proedural statements observed, ompared to therst study, they hypothesised that novies \lost ontrol" of the low level, proeduralinformation as the program inreased in size. In terms of level of detail, most statementswere detailed. Corritore and Wiedenbek hypothesise that the inreased length of theprogram made it more diÆult for novies to progress beyond a detailed, onreteaount of the program, and that they therefore miss out on the funtion of the program.At the same time, they feel that the problems with operational questions might alsoderive from the inreased program length.Finally, Corritore and Wiedenbek divided subjets into groups aording to their sum-mary strategies, as did Pennington. Rather than a predominane of ross-referenedstrategies among the upper quartile omprehenders, they found that the majority ofsubjets in both quartiles tended to use a program strategy. However, more upperquartile than lower quartile subjets used a domain strategy. It should be noted how-ever that a ross-referened strategy, as dened in this researh, is not neessarily onein whih the dierent types of information are well integrated and oordinated: itmay simply denote a proedural statement followed by a funtional statement, withoutexpliit links between the information.2.8.4 Ramalingam and WiedenbekRamalingam and Wiedenbek (1997) arried out a very similar study to that of Cor-ritore and Wiedenbek, but foused on how dierent languages might aet novies'mental representations. They gave C++ novies programs written in either an impera-tive or an objet-oriented style. Again, subjets answered questions about the programorresponding to the ve information types.Overall, the error rate was higher on objet-oriented programs than on imperative
CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSION 47programs. However, they found quite striking dierenes between the two types ofprogram. For imperative programs, the error rates per question, from lowest to high-est, were: ontrol ow, operations, state, data ow, funtion. For the objet-orientedprograms, the order was: funtion, data ow, operations, state and ontrol ow.On the basis of this data, the authors laim that the objet-oriented group formed adomain model of the program, while the imperative group formed a program model.Interestingly enough, this seems ounter to Pennington's two-stage theory, in that theobjet-oriented group appear to be developing a domain model in the absene of theprogram model on whih she postulates the domain model is based.Ramalingam and Wiedenbek go on to laim that the objet-oriented style is more\natural". While the evidene is ertainly intriguing, the laim seems over-ondent.The data omes from one soure only: binary hoie questions, as no program sum-maries were olleted during the experiment. Additionally, given the higher overallerror rate of the objet-oriented group, it seems unlikely that this paradigm is more\natural" (assuming that suh a question is a useful one to ask). Nevertheless, thisstudy does point to the role of representation in program omprehension.2.8.5 Bergantz and HassellBergantz and Hassell (1991) used information types within a very dierent methodologyin order to examine non-proedural languages, in their ase, Prolog. Their researhentred on a detailed analysis of a very small number of verbal protools made byindustrial programmers as they examined a medium length program with a view tomodifying it. The protools were analysed in terms of the frequeny of ourreneof information types (their information types diered slightly in that they onsideredfuntion, ontrol ow, data ow and data struture6), as well as their temporal ordering.Bergantz and Hassell found a high frequeny of funtion statements, and a shift fromdata struture to funtional statements as omprehension proeeded. They onludedthat this provided support for a two-stage model as postulated by Pennington. Thisould be debated, depending on whether one feels that data struture relationships doindeed reet a proedural understanding of the program: an alternative interpretation6 The latter being dened by Bergantz and Hassell as \the type and number of program objets thatare transformed during the ourse of program exeution" (Bergantz and Hassell, 1991, p. 318).
48 CHAPTER 2: PROGRAM COMPREHENSIONis that understanding is dierentially inuened by language. Repliation of this studywould be insightful, as only three subjets were studied, and dierenes in experienelevel between the three appear to have led to dierenes in performane. Nevertheless,this type of methodology, whih takes an in-depth look at the proess of omprehension,oers inreased eologial validity ompared to other studies.2.8.6 A Summary of Information Types StudiesTable 2.1 provides an overview of the program omprehension researh arried outusing the information types approah. The researh is haraterised and omparedalong a number of fators. Note that beause the methodology used by Bergantz andHassell (1991) was so dierent from that used by the studies reported above, it ouldnot usefully be inluded in the omparative table.
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teristis StudiesPenn1 Penn2 C&W1 C&W2 R&WSubjets experts experts novies novies noviesLanguage(s) Cobol Cobol Pasal Pasal C++Fortran Fortran7 (imperative orOO style)Program Length 15 200 12-15 85 \brief"(in lines)Comp. Questions yes yes yes yes yesFree Reall yes no no no noof ProgramReognition test yes no no no noProg. Summaries no yes yes yes noVerbal Protools no yes (half) no no noModif. Task no yes no no noTable 2.1: A Comparison of Experimental Work on Information Types2.9 Chapter SummaryThis hapter proposed a generi model of program omprehension, and onsidered anumber of theories of program omprehension and empirial work in terms of the om-ponents of the generi model. It then onsidered the impliations of eah approahfor providing support for novie omprehension, and alled for a fous on the externalfators aeting program omprehension. It desribed reasons why the idea of infor-mation types might be useful in this ontext, and highlighted unanswered questions,namely the issue of how information types interat with paradigm in omprehension.Finally, previous empirial work on information types was reviewed.The next hapter reports on an experiment whih looks at the retrieval of informationtypes from a very dierent programming language from the ones used in previous work:Prolog, whih is based on the delarative paradigm.
7 Although dierenes between languages were not ompared.
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Chapter 3Interations betweenComprehension andProgramming Language3.1 IntrodutionIn the last hapter, a review of the results from experiments by Pennington (1987b)and Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991) suggested that program omprehension ould beharaterised essentially in terms of ontrol ow and low-level operations (at least inthe initial stages of omprehension). This was evidened both by responses to programomprehension questions and written summaries of the program.However, the point was also made that this largely ontrol ow-oriented view of om-prehension stems from studies whih used ontrol ow languages suh as FORTRAN,COBOL and Pasal to test theories of omprehension. In that sense, the notation usedmay have had a onfounding eet on omprehension, in other words, omprehensionof ontrol ow relative to other types of information was best beause the program-ming language being used was, by denition, highlighting the ontrol ow aspets ofthe program.One question whih stems from this researh is the extent to whih the style of languageinterats with the way in whih programs are omprehended. It is quite likely that thereis no generi method for omprehending a program, and that it will be dependent, atleast in part, on the language paradigm in whih the program is represented.The experiment desribed in this hapter investigates this issue using a language whih51
52 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEis radially dierent from traditional proedural languages. A non-proedural lan-guage was hosen (Prolog), and an experiment broadly similar to that of Corritore andWiedenbek's was arried out.3.1.1 Claims for and against PrologProlog is a delarative language based on prediate logi. As suh, it is very dierentfrom languages suh as Pasal or COBOL. Cloksin and Mellish (1981) state that it isdesriptive as well as presriptive, in other words, programming in Prolog is as muhabout stating what is known to be true about a given problem, than it is trying tond a step-by-step solution to the problem, a point ehoed by Kreutzer and MKenzie(1991). Aording to Cloksin and Mellish, the Prolog interpreter is dependent only inpart on the ontrol ow information whih the programmer speies.Early proponents of Prolog stressed the beneial nature of Prolog's delarativeness,partiularly for novies. In an introdution to Prolog for teahers, Ennals (1981) onsid-ers some of the many advantages of Prolog as being easily understandable by \ordinarypeople", and a good representational medium for real world problems and information.He stresses that users are able to write and understand simple programs immediately,and, in his words, quikly beome \promoted" to programmers. Kowalski (1979) sharesthis view: he states that logi based omputer languages are both mahine indepen-dent and human oriented, in ontrast with onventional languages, whih express thebehaviour whih the mahine is expeted to manifest. For this reason, he feels thatlogi based languages are, \easier to onstrut, easier to understand, easier to improve,and easier to adopt to other purposes' (Kowalski, 1979, prefae).Similar laims were made by Baron et al. (1985) for non-proedural languages in general.They feel that non-proedural languages are more appropriate, and even \natural" forproblem solving, as \any problem an be stated in terms of the onstraints to besatised" (Baron et al., 1985, p. 127). There is an impliit assumption that if onefouses on the strutural aspets of the problem, the omputer will somehow take areof the proedural aspets.The strength of many of these laims was later tempered, both by empirial work andby the experiene of teahing Prolog: novies were found to have immense problems
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 53learning Prolog. Apart from the omplexities of trying to translate problem speia-tions into a formal, logial language, many novies found Prolog's exeution baing,partiularly the use of baktraking and uts. Taylor (1988) laimed that many novieproblems with Prolog ould be attributed to two soures: the logial struture of thelanguage, whih means that many oneptual diÆulties and problems of expressionin logi are also present in Prolog, and exeution, as novies nd Prolog's automatiexeution mehanisms suh as baktraking diÆult to ontrol. Indeed, many Prolog\stories" (Pain and Bundy, 1987), suh as AND/OR trees or Byrd box models, and pro-gramming environments foused on exeution, as Dihev and du Boulay (1988) pointout. However, van Someren also desribes diÆulties in mathing data strutures, oruniation (van Someren, 1990a,b), and Dihev and du Boulay's data traing systemfor Prolog also suggests that novies have diÆulties in areas other than exeution.3.1.2 Impliations for the StudyThe use of Prolog as the vehile for a program omprehension study has various impli-ations: rstly, the fat that it diers substantially from proedural languages shouldmean that dierent types of information are made more salient (or onversely, are ob-sured). Seondly, the laims for and against Prolog will lead to dierent preditionsabout the pattern of responses one might expet to observe: these are onsidered inturn below. Before doing so, however, it should be noted that the most spei laimstend to refer to program onstrution rather than omprehension, even though mostauthors also ontend that Prolog programs are easy to understand. Additionally, manyof the laims are quite general, and slightly vague. They do not map diretly ontoinformation types, therefore some speulation is alled for.Based on the laims in favour of Prolog, one might expet to nd higher error ratesfor ontrol ow, given that novie programmers will have been taught to fous on thedelarative aspets of the program, and leave the proedural aspets to the interpreter.Errors for operations questions should remain low, if only beause by denition theyfous on small segments of ode (one line or less aording to Pennington (1987b)).Likewise, it ould also be hypothesised that performane on data ow questions willbe quite good, as the presene of expliit arguments to \hold" data, and the lak ofmultiple assignment to the same variable, ould mean that data ow is more lear and
54 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEhene better understood by novies.Finally, the notion of state is relatively straightforward in Prolog in the sense thatprediates an, in priniple, be understood in isolation from other prediates. However,given the small size of the programs used in the experiment (usually only one prediate),this denition of state is not really appliable. State seems to have been dened ona more narrow sale by Pennington to orrespond to a time-slie desription of theprogram, e.g. \when proedure X is exeuted, does variable Y have a value?". Usingthis denition of state, it is unlear how performane on state questions will dierbetween Prolog and proedural languages.If, on the other hand, one bases preditions for performane on the laims againstProlog, one might also expet an overly high error rate for ontrol ow questions, givendiÆulties with baktraking and other ontrol strutures. One might expet similarproblems with data ow questions: mathing data strutures, partiularly in reursiveprograms, is known to be problemati, therefore, this may oset any benets for dataow questions as desribed above. Assuming that novies ome to an understandingof the program's funtion via omprehension of lower level strutures, then problemswith ontrol ow and data ow may well have negative reperussions for performaneon funtion questions. Following this line of reasoning then, one might expet a highoverall error rate, with even higher error rates on ontrol ow, data ow and possiblyfuntion questions relative to the overall mean error rate. In terms of the programsummaries, one should nd a dierent pattern of distribution of statements of eahtype, with ontrol ow statements less frequent than in previous studies.To explore these issues, Corritore and Wiedenbek's methodology was taken and mod-ied for use with Prolog. Additionally, beause the fous of the experiment was on theeet of dierent programming languages on performane, rather than an attempt toapture novie mental representations of programs, there was a orresponding shift inemphasis away from memory based tasks to tasks whih required searhing throughthe representation for the neessary information.
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 553.2 Method3.2.1 DesignThe experiment was a within-group, repeated measures design. Partiipants were pre-sented with ve dierent types of omprehension questions: funtion, data ow, ontrolow, operations and state questions. The questions (and the programs to whih theywere referred) were presented in random order aross subjets.3.2.2 SubjetsSeventy four subjets took part in the experiment. All subjets were rst year un-dergraduate students at the University of Edinburgh, and were nearing the end of ahalf year ourse in Artiial Intelligene (AI1Bh) in whih Prolog had been taught.They had reeived approximately ten letures on Prolog, and had ompleted variousprogramming exerises, most of whih made use of reursive onstruts.3.2.3 MaterialsThe experiment took the form of a paper and penil exerise. Six programs wereused (the rst being a pratie program). All programs were between 6{12 lines longand all were reursive. The programs used were hosen beause they implementeddierent types of reursion and inluded reasonably omplex passing of values be-tween arguments. In everyday use (with Prolog and with other languages), meaning-ful prediate and variable names provide information about the program's funtione.g. reverse(List, ReversedList), making it relatively easy to onstrut a \pseudo-funtional" aount of the program (e.g. \This program takes a list, reverses the orderof the elements and returns a reversed list). In order to avoid a potential funtionalbias, prediates and variables were purposely given meaningless or ambiguous names.Eah program was aompanied by ve omprehension questions, orresponding to theve information ategories identied in (Pennington, 1987b). These questions werepresented in random order, and followed by a request for a summary of the program.In order to be onsistent with Corritore and Wiedenbek's study, this question was
56 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEfuntionally oriented1, asking subjets to \write a summary of what this program does".A sample problem used (along with a line showing how it is alled) is shown below,while Table 3.1 shows the aompanying omprehension questions, answers and relevantinformation types:?- adjust([1, 3, 2, 7℄, Res).adjust(X, R):-adjust_sub(X, 0, R).adjust_sub([℄, _, [℄).adjust_sub([X|Xs℄, Y, [Z|Zs℄):-Z is X + Y,adjust_sub(Xs, X, Zs).Type Question Responsedata Is the variable Y always set to 0? Noops Is Z initially instantiated to 0? Noontrol Does the program reurse over all of the elements of the list? Yesstate When X is instantiated to 3, is the value of Y equal to 2? Nofuntion Does this program total the numbers in the list? NoTable 3.1: Comprehension Questions and Corret Responses for Sample ProblemThe programs were shown one to a page, along with the aompanying omprehensionquestions and request to summarise the program.A self-report questionnaire was also devised to determine subjets' prior programmingexperiene and familiarity with other programming languages.A full listing of the instrutions to subjets, all problems, aompanying omprehensionquestions, and the self-report questionnaire an be found in Appendix A.3.2.4 ProedureThe experiment was arried out during a one hour pratial session. Subjets weregiven a paket ontaining a short desription of the experiment, instrutions, a pratie1 Corritore, personal ommuniation.
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 57problem, the remaining ve programs in random order and the self-report questionnaire.After reading the desription and instrutions, subjets were given ve minutes toomplete the pratie problem. Subjets then had the opportunity to ask questions oflariation before the experiment began.Subjets had ve minutes to study eah program, answer the aompanying questionsand write a program summary before being asked to turn to the next program. Asmentioned above, beause the experiment was designed to look at the eet of dierentprogramming languages on performane rather than on their mental representations,it was deided that programs should be visible to the partiipants while they wereanswering the questions and writing the program summaries. If subjets nished beforethe ve minutes had elapsed, they were instruted to wait before turning the page untiltold to do so. Likewise, subjets were requested not to return to previous questions.Finally, subjets were asked to ll out the questionnaire on programming knowledge.The experiment lasted approximately 40 minutes.3.3 Results3.3.1 Programming ExperieneOn the self-report questionnaire, 80% of subjets reported knowing three or more lan-guages2. 5% of the subjets knew only one language (Prolog).Of the subjets, 58% had studied a programming language in shool (prior to startinguniversity), with Basi, Comal (a language with a Pasal-like struture added to Basi)and Pasal being the most popular languages. 73% of the subjets were studyinganother language in addition to Prolog at university level: C was by far the moststudied language. All subjets apart from the four who knew only Prolog had someknowledge of a proedural language.2 Note that the questionnaire asked them to rate their level of understanding at either anovie/intermediate/expert level, so their \knowledge" of a language may not have been more thana passing familiarity in some ases
58 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE3.3.2 Comprehension QuestionsEah subjet answered ve questions about ve programs (25 questions in total). Eahquestion represented one information type (FUNC, CF, DF, OPS, STA), therefore,there were ve separate measures for eah information type.Figure 3.1 shows the perentage of errors per information type. The fewest errorsourred for ontrol ow questions (CF), followed by operations (OPS), state (STATE)and funtion (FUNC), with data ow questions (DF) having the highest rate of errors.
Figure 3.1: Perentage of Errors by Information CategoryTable 3.2 shows the mean sore (out of 5) for all subjets per question type, along withstandard deviations.Ss (n=74) Question TypesFUNC CF DF OPS STMean 3.47 4.49 2.84 3.97 3.92Std Dev 1.08 0.67 1.18 1.10 1.06Table 3.2: Mean Sores and Standard Deviations for the 5 Comprehension QuestionTypesA one-way ANOVA for repeated measures revealed that there was a signiant dier-ene in the number of errors between information ategories (funtion, ontrol ow,data ow, operations, state), F(4,292)=35.10, p < .001. Post-ho pairwise omparisonsbetween mean errors were made using the Bonferonni adjustment as reommended for
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ts repeated measure designs in (Tabahnik and Fidell, 1983). Therefore,only probabilities of less than .005 were onsidered to be signiant.Table 3.3 summarises the results of the paired t-tests.Info Type DF FUN ST OPS CFDF - t=-4.31 t=-7.00 t=-7.53 t=11.51p<.001 p<.001 p<.001 p<.001FUN - - t=-2.75 t=-2.83 t=7.14- - ns ns p<.001ST - - - t=.36 t=4.49ns p<.001OPS - - - - t=4.43p<.001CF - - - - -Table 3.3: Results of Pairwise ComparisonsThere was a signiant dierene between data ow questions and questions relating toall other information types, and between ontrol ow and all other types. The remainingomparisons (funtion-state, funtion-ops, and state-ops) were not signiant.In line with Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991), the sores of the lower and upper quartilesubjets were examined separately to investigate whether there were dierenes in thepattern of response. Table 3.4 shows the mean number of errors per question type forsubjets in the top and bottom performing quartiles, with standard deviations.Quartile Question TypesFUNC CF DF OPS STUpper Quartile (n=18)Mean 4.50 4.78 4.17 4.56 4.78Std Dev 0.62 0.43 0.79 0.62 0.55Lower Quartile (n=18)Mean 3.00 3.94 1.83 2.72 3.00Std Dev 1.24 0.87 0.99 1.13 1.19Table 3.4: Mean Sores and Standard Deviations for the 5 Comprehension QuestionTypes: Upper and Lower QuartileA omparison of upper and lower quartile mean perentage of errors is shown in Fig-ure 3.2.3 Standard error bars have not been inluded for reasons of readability, however,3 Note that a histogram would be, stritly speaking, more appropriate for ategorial data, however,it is felt that this method illustrates the relationship between information types both within andaross groups in a more salient manner
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ores on question types for the upper and lower quartilesan be found in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.2: Perentage of Errors by Information Category (Quartiles)The two quartiles show roughly the same response pattern. Compared to upper quartilesubjets, lower quartile subjets make relatively more errors on data ow questionsompared to other question types. On ontrol ow, in ontrast, lower quartile subjets'performane approahes that of the upper quartile subjets (Table 3.4).A one-way ANOVA for repeated measures performed on eah group (lower, upper quar-tile) revealed a highly signiant dierene in the number of errors between questiontypes for the lower quartile (F(4,68)=7.99, p < .001), and a signiant dierene forthe upper quartile (F(4,68)=2.70, p < .04).None of the post-ho pairwise omparisons between question types were signiant forthe upper quartile. For the lower quartile, ontrol ow and data questions had thelowest and highest number of errors respetively. Therefore, the means on ontrol owquestions and data ow questions were ompared against the means of all other ques-tion types, again using the Bonferonni adjustment. Both omparisons were signiant(ontrol ow omparison: t=5.41, p < .001, data ow omparison: t=-4.92, p < .001).
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 613.3.3 Correlation between Prior Programming Experiene and Per-formaneMeasures of previous programming experiene were orrelated with performane onthe experiment. Given that the questionnaire was relatively simple, muh of the in-formation olleted was not deemed to be disriminating enough for further testing.However, two measures were hosen for investigation: the number of languages known,and self-ratings of \expert" for knowledge of any programming language.4There was a highly signiant orrelation between number of languages known andsores on funtional questions (rs = .33, p < .005).Likewise, a self-rating of \expert" orrelated positively with total sore (rs = .27, p <.03) and with sores on funtional questions (rs = .32, p < .005).Neither measure (number of languages known or expert rating in a language) orrelatedsigniantly, either positively or negatively, with any of the other question types.3.3.4 Program SummariesAnalysis of the program summaries presented a number of problems, related primarilyto the fat that the methodology used in previous studies was not reported in suÆientdetail to allow it to be repliated. A new methodology was required, in partiular, adetailed oding sheme for analysing program summary statements. The methodologywhih was developed is presented in Chapter 8, along with a full disussion of therepliability issue. The results of the analysis for this study are provided in Chapter 9.3.4 DisussionThe results of the experiment are surprising in many ways: partiipants sored higheston ontrol ow and operations questions, while data ow and funtion questions werethe most problemati. The results were broadly similar for the upper and lower quar-tiles: ontrol ow questions showed the lowest rate of errors, with data ow showingthe highest. Therefore, a \proedural bias" seemed to manifest itself as muh in thisexperiment as in previous experiments whih used proedural languages.4 Later versions of the questionnaire, e.g. the one used in Chapter 7, olleted more nely-grainedinformation, allowing for a number of other orrelations.
62 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEFurthermore, when examining sores within quartiles from the upper and lower quartilesubjets separately, there were no signiant dierenes between question types for theupper quartile. On the other hand, for the lower quartile subjets, ontrol ow errorswere signiantly lower than all other types, while data ow errors were signiantlyhigher, suggesting that programming skill is an additional fator.At rst sight, these results seem to provide evidene for the proedural mental rep-resentation postulated by Pennington, at least in the initial stages, and exhibited bynovies (Corritore and Wiedenbek, 1991).From an eduational point of view, ndings suh as these seem to suggest that the hoieof teahing language (partiularly, the rst language) isn't as important as might bethought: it doesn't seem to inuene the type of information on whih people fous toa great extent. Seen from the perspetive of urriulum planning, this is reassuring:hoie of language will not \damage" students in some way, or prevent them fromreahing a general understanding about programming whih goes beyond the languagein whih a program is implemented. From the representational point of view, the resultsare more omplex: there seem to be other fators at work apart from the proess ofattending rst and foremost to the partiular information that is highlighted by therepresentation in question.Given the sale and the sope of the experiment, it seems wise to onsider possiblealternative explanations for the results observed, and the impliations these mighthave. These are disussed in the following setions.3.4.1 Impurities of PrologAs disussed in Setion 1, the advantages for novies of Prolog's delarative paradigmand its novel oneptualisation of what denes a program were muh touted. However,empirial work aused novie diÆulties with Prolog to be well doumented. ThesediÆulties may result in part from the fat that a delarative reading of Prolog is notalways suÆient to produe well formed and eÆient programs.For example, students beginning Prolog are often introdued to the \family database"in the rst week, with a very neat delarative reading of the relationships whih holdbetween family members. Shortly after this, they begin to learn that programming in
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 63a delarative way does not always produe the desired results, and that, for example,inorret lause plaement in one's rst reursive program to nd a person's anestorsmay ause the program to loop indenitely. The fous thus shifts to ontrol ow, orhow to lay out programs in suh a way that things happen in the desired order. Cutsonly reinfore this emphasis on ontrol ow. The lak of expliit ontrol ow in theprogram may have a paradoxial eet: rather than allowing students to not worryabout proedural details, it may fore them to fous on it even more and to highlight itas a entral issue so as to avoid unwanted behaviours and outomes. Therefore, Prolognovies may already have expended muh eort on understanding ontrol ow to thepoint where it is not problemati for them.Data ow questions are a dierent matter. In one senario, one ould laim that dataow is in some ways easier to apture: arguments are expliit, and named in all lauses,and one an follow the ow of data by traing argument names through the program.Apart from \assert" and \retrat" operations, inputs and outputs are learly visible.However, this would not explain the diÆulties with data ow whih were observed.The ontrol ow argument (that beause ontrol ow is diÆult, novies spend moretime getting to grips with it) breaks down when applied to data ow: if it is similarlydiÆult, then why would one observe low rates of errors for one and not the other?A speulative answer to this question onerns the interrelatedness of data and ontrolow. Firstly, the ontrol ow in the programs used in the study was quite straightfor-ward: no uts were used, and exeution required almost no use of baktraking. Thedierent types of reursion used in the programs (e.g. non-tail reursion, embeddedreursion) were the only aspets of ontrol ow whih were potentially problemati,and admittedly, reursion has long been reognised as being oneptually very diÆultfor novies to master.When disussing data ow earlier, it was stated that diÆulties with data ow mani-fested themselves in uniation, or a lak of understanding about how data struturesmathed with eah other. Misoneptions about uniation will be exaerbated whenprograms are reursive, as reursive programs often involve extensive uniation in or-der to build up an output list. In fat, George (1996) ontends that many diÆultiesommonly thought to be assoiated with reursion are in fat a result of other diÆul-ties, among them, misunderstandings about variable updating. He gives an example
64 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEof `delayed invoation update' in whih students erroneously think that the return ofontrol to a suspended proess auses a variable's value to be hanged to the parametervalue of a previous invoation.In the experiment reported here, it may be that the design of the programs and ques-tions were suh that, on the one hand, the ontrol ow questions were tapping into gen-eral sequening information about reasonably simple exeution patterns, rather thanspeis about the working of reursion. On the other hand, the data ow questionsmay have been tapping into the diÆulties with understanding reursion, via questionswhih asked about uniation at various points in the reursive proess, thus leadingto a high frequeny of \data ow" errors.3.4.2 The Interation between Prolog Struture and InformationTypesIn addition to Prolog's \impurities" or diÆulties, there is an issue of how the sur-fae struture of the Prolog language might interat with information types. Green(1989) rst oined the term \ognitive dimensions" to refer to a framework for ate-gorising various ognitive aspets of a wide range of notations, inluding programminglanguages. In an appliation of ognitive dimensions to Prolog, Green (pear) makes anumber of points whih are appliable to program omprehension and/or onstrution.One of the ognitive dimensions most relevant to Prolog is role expressiveness, whih, asGreen and Petre (1996) put it, desribes how easy it is to answer the question, \Whatis this bit for?". Role-expressiveness will inuene the degree of diÆulty involved inbreaking a program down into its omponent parts and determining the relationshipsbetween parts. Role-expressiveness is presumed to be high when a notation inludesfeatures suh as meaningful identiers, beaons, and grouping mehanisms (with thelatter inluding modularity and seondary notation). Green starts from the premisethat omprehending a program involves parsing the program bak into its \ognitiveomponents", and draws on theories of natural language parsing to argue that parsingrelies on lexial ues.Aording to Green, programming in Prolog involves ombining a relatively limited setof notational elements in a variety of ways, as opposed to other programming languageswhih have a larger initial voabulary. The result is that programs with very dierent
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 65behaviour may look remarkably similar, beause they ontain the same basi elements,arranged dierently (a point whih will be onsidered again in Chapter 9).This implies that the lak of lexial ues, suh as ontrol ow keywords or the use ofindenting, will make it harder to parse a Prolog program than a similar program inanother language, a hypothesis whih was borne out in an unpublished study by Green.The impliation for omprehension is that Prolog may be based on a dierent semantimodel of programming than Pasal or Basi, but Prolog's surfae struture does notmake these dierenes salient in a way whih allows for easy retrieval.Prolog's lak of role expressiveness would explain why it is generally found to be diÆultto understand, but there may also be an interation between role expressiveness andinformation types. Given that information types are a way of desribing informationwhih is present in the ode (but may need to be inferred), then it may be possibleto link various \roles" with the information types they signal. One might hypothesise,rstly, that languages ontaining role expressive features whih an be mapped toa given information ategory should failitate the retrieval of that information typefrom the program, and seondly, that information types with the greatest number ofrole distintions (within limits, of ourse) in a single information ategory may likelyfailitate retrieval. Given that Prolog will have a very limited number of roles perategory (or perhaps none at all in some ases), then one would expet to nd that theextration of information types from a Prolog program is diÆult (and perhaps moreso, aording to the information type). The idea of mathing roles to information typesis purely speulative however, and would require further thought and testing.3.4.3 Proedural TaintingAnother possible explanation for the results obtained is in terms of \proedural taint-ing": only four of the seventy four students had not learned any other language thanProlog, and for the other seventy, at least one of the languages learned had been pro-edural.Furthermore, for those students who knew more than one language, those who learnedProlog before a proedural language were quite rare, if not non-existent5. Certainly all5 It is impossible to tell with preision, as students who reported that they taught themselves alanguage did not reord when that language had been learned.
66 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEstudents who had learned Prolog in seondary shool were also learning a proeduralprogramming language onurrently.These fators may have led students to regard Prolog through a proedural lter, andto fous on proedural information as a priority. The fat that novies bring a ertainamount of unwanted baggage from other languages with them to new languages is welldoumented (an aount of this an be found in (van Someren, 1990a), partiularlywith respet to transferring from Pasal to Prolog). It may be that sine students areprimarily exposed to proedural languages, they bring this bias with them to Prolog,attempting to map Prolog onto a proedural superstruture, with the result that thisinformation is looked for as a rst step.Unfortunately, nding subjets who have learned a delarative language but not aproedural one is extremely diÆult, and will probably beome more so.3.4.4 Teahing PratiesAnother issue is the question of teahing praties, or what the dominant ulture,in this ase the university, deides is important. In a post-experiment questionnaireadministered to students who took part in a later study on program omprehension andinformation types (Good and Brna, 1998a), students remarked on what they were taughtto attend to, and the types of responses that leturers were looking for on open-endedquestions, or in program omments. Students taking joint degrees in omputer sieneand artiial intelligene (68% of those taking part in the study), noted that they weretaught in omputer siene ourses to explain exatly how a program worked, thusslanting their pereption towards a proedural view of the program. Prolog teahingmay not be immune from this either: students an (and do) use meaningful prediateand variable names to fudge a reasonable desription of the program, therefore theyare often enouraged to provide evidene of in-depth understanding by explaining thehow of the program in addition to the what.3.4.5 Novie Prior ExperieneWhen looking at novie programmers in a partiular language, it is worth rememberingthat they often have some experiene in other languages. Although the self-report
CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 67questionnaire provided only a glimpse of subjets' prior knowledge, it is interestingthat both the number of languages known and subjets' self-ratings of \expert" inany language orrelated positively with both their overall sore, and their sore onfuntional questions. This suggests that subjets with more experiene were better ableto infer the funtion of the program. These results ould also lead to speulation as tothe relationship between level of knowledge and diretion of proessing (e.g. perhaps abottom-up strategy is being used, but only subjets with more programming experienereah the stage of integrating low-level information into a more abstrat, funtionalview), but more investigation would be needed in order to test this hypothesis.3.4.6 Ease of AnsweringOne issue whih does not seem to have been onsidered by either Pennington or Cor-ritore and Wiedenbek is the relative ease with whih eah of the questions an beanswered. It may be that questions are easier to answer not beause the informationrequired to answer the questions happens to have been stored as the dominant mentalrepresentation, but simply beause reonstruting the answer to the question from themental representation of the program (whatever it may be), requires fewer steps.It seems likely that one's mental representation of a program is not a single entity,but a loose bag of onepts and ideas in some form, and that answering a question, ortrying to write the program from memory, involves a reonstrution proess omprisinga variable number of steps, an idea whih is shared by diSessa (1988).This issue is slightly dierent for the urrent study, due to dierenes in methodology:Corritore and Wiedenbek's study was very muh dependent on memory, with studentsrequired to use what they had remembered about the program to try and answerquestions about the program. The present study, where the programwas always in view,was more foused on the searh aspet: students ould searh through the program toidentify the relevant part(s) of the program with respet to the question. However, thismay in fat make the problem easier to address: it is more straightforward to identifythe neessary reasoning steps on an external representation than it is to hypothesisewhat might be the state of the student's mental representation and the steps neededto formulate an answer to a given question.The most pertinent example here is that of operations, whih aording to Pennington
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orrespond to a single statement or less. Answering a yes/no question on op-erations would seem to entail identifying the appropriate line of ode. Questions whihfous on data ow in a program may involve identifying several points in the ode wherea data objet has gone through a transformation, and attempting to reonstrut theentire transformation proess in a oherent manner, a proess whih seems ognitivelymuh more intensive. Therefore, questions whih have low rates of errors may reetmore about the omplexity of the steps involved in answering the question.3.4.7 What is Programming?This is a fundamental question whih is at the heart of this researh. The questionentres on the nature of programming, or more importantly, the ways in whih program-ming is oneptualised. Do people, partiularly novies, pereive programs as ativeentities whih ditate how to do things, and in what order to do them? Or do theylook at programs as being desriptions of an overall goal, with data being transformedin order to fulll this goal?Pair (1990) would maintain the former, laiming that most people equate programmingwith desribing alulations. He goes on to say that programming for most beginnersinvolves mental exeution, or a mental image of all of the alulations involved, ratherthan abstrat funtion denitions. Likewise, researh by Eisenberg et al. (1987) on pro-edures in Sheme, whih are in fat \rst-lass objets", suggests that novies werevery relutant to onsider proedures as objets. Rather, they saw them as ative en-tities whih are ready to operate on stati data, or as the authors so dramatially putit, \as bundled-up `omputational energy' waiting to be unleashed" (Eisenberg et al.,1987, p. 20). Although this desire to see proedures as ative entities aused ompre-hension problems for the novies, it may be a deep-seated one, with its anteedents ineveryday life.This point is niely illustrated by Pennington (1987b), who desribes a reipe, normallythought of as a set of proedural instrutions omplete, in some ases, with parallelisa-tion (\while the ustard bakes, make the raspberry oulis . . . "), in terms of data ow.In the ase of a reipe for fettuini arbonara, the heese moves out of the refrigerator,is grated, and divided into two parts. One part goes to the table, while one goes intoan egg mixture. Likewise, the noodles go into a pot of boiling, salted water, et. (one
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an imagine a desription of the egg transformation from raw to beaten to ooked . . . ).The point about this is that while a data ow desription of ooking is an auratedesription of the hanges in the ingredients over time, it is not neessarily a useful onefor the ook.The same may be true in programming: while data objets obviously undergo trans-formation, from a ognitive point of view, it makes more sense to think in terms of theations whih aomplish this. The benets in doing so may be so great that hangingthe representation of a program (e.g. from proedural to delarative) will not hangethe oneptualisation of what a program is. Researh on query languages shows thatusing a proedural language allows subjets to write diÆult queries more easily thanwith a nonproedural language (Welty and Stemple, 1981). There is also evidene tosupport the view that requiring people to think proedurally an help them to solvealgebra word problems (Soloway and Ehrlih, 1982), although it is not lear whetherproedural thinking refers to using a proedural paradigm or simply the at of pro-gramming itself. Furthermore, this eet has not been onsistently observed (Olsonet al., 1987).3.5 Chapter SummaryThis hapter reported on a study whih investigated the relationship between program-ming paradigm and omprehension, using the onept of information types in order tomeasure omprehension. The study used a methodology very similar to that used byCorritore and Wiedenbek (1991), but looked at Prolog, a delarative language, inthe plae of a proedural language. It was shown that even when a non-proedurallanguage is used, a proedural bias still seems to exist, with students showing lowererror rates for proedural and operations questions. Reasons for why this might beso were disussed, inluding partiular features of the non-proedural language, issuesof teahing ontext and experiene, prior knowledge, ognitive fators, and questionsabout the nature of programming itself. An analysis of the program summary data,obtained by asking students to write a free-form aount of the program, is presented inChapter 8, and suggests that novie omprehension is more subtle than their answersto the omprehension questions might imply.
70 CHAPTER 3: COMPREHENSION AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGEOne issue not onsidered in the hapter was the \math" between the language and theinformation being represented. While it might be assumed that proedural languageshighlight proedural information in some way, it is not lear whih types of informationare highlighted by Prolog, as there is no diret math between information types anddelarativeness. Better results ould likely be ahieved by investigating languages whihare more losely tied to one or more information types: this issue is desribed in thefollowing hapter.
Chapter 4The Math-Mismath Conjetureand Visual ProgrammingLanguages4.1 IntrodutionThe experiment reported in Chapter 3 used information types to look at a languagewith an underlying delarative paradigm. In Chapter 6, we will examine data ow andontrol ow visual programming languages (VPLs) using the math-mismath onje-ture. The two studies have similar objetives in that they aim to shed light on therole played by the programming paradigm in omprehension. This goal of this shorthapter is to provide a methodologial and theoretial bridge between the experimentsby explaining shifts in the methodology and fous of the studies, their empirial basisand underlying theory, and any onsequenes arising from these deisions. The hapterfollowing this one will review the literature relevant to the experiment to be desribedin Chapter 6 in more detail, and desribe the design of the materials.The Prolog study desribed in Chapter 3 highlighted a number of experimental andmethodologial issues, one of the primary ones being that generi laims for the benetsof a language do not neessarily lead to testable hypotheses. When investigating theways in whih the delarative paradigm (embodied here in Prolog) might inuene theextration of information types during program omprehension, it appeared that laimsabout Prolog's benets on the one hand, and results from empirial studies of Prologon the other, led to very dierent hypotheses, and that these hypotheses were bothdiÆult to reonile and to rene to a degree suitable for testing.71
72 CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLSFurthermore, it beame lear that it is diÆult to ompare results from two studies(the Prolog study and the study by Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991)), even if theyshare a very similar methodology. Unless the two experiments are administered bythe same person who pays areful attention to minimising the dierenes betweenstudies, they are likely to dier in ways whih, however subtle, will have some eeton the results. In addition, a dierene in the overall fous of the study may leadto hanges in the proedure. In this ase, the subjet of interest moved from theprogrammer's mental representation of a program and a veriation of the two-stagetheory of program omprehension to an interest in the eet of the representation onprogram omprehension. Not using exatly the same experimental materials will lead toa reinterpretation of the priniples the materials are designed to embody, for example,deiding exatly what data ow is in pratial terms, and how it an best be measured.To summarise these points: there is a need for testable hypotheses about information extration from pro-gramming languages, and these hypotheses are diÆult to derive from generalknowledge about a language; there are problems with omparing results aross studies; a main fous of interest in this researh is in the eet of a programming paradigmon omprehension.Given the above, it seems sensible to work within a framework whih allows for theformulation of hypotheses relating more diretly to representation and omprehen-sion, and in whih within-study omparisons of representations an be made. Themath-mismath onjeture, put forward by Gilmore and Green (1984), oers a way ofaddressing these needs.The onjeture, whih will be explained in detail in Setion 4.2 along with relatedwork, has ertain requirements. The primary ondition is the use of two (or more)relatively onstrained languages whih vary only along the dimension of interest, so asto avoid possible onfounds. Given that it would be virtually impossible to nd twoommerially available languages whih meet this riterion, miro-languages an bedesigned and implemented, a solution whih has been used in previous studies (Green,
CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLS 731977; Gilmore and Green, 1984). Setion 4.3 disusses the use of miro-languageswith respet to the ultimate aim of providing omprehension support for novies, andonsiders how the requirements of the experiment and the aims of the support systemmight be reoniled.4.2 The Math-Mismath Conjeture4.2.1 Development and Previous WorkThe math-mismath onjeture rst appeared in a paper by Gilmore and Green (1984),where it was laimed that \the struture of a notation aets the ease with whihinformation an be extrated both from the printed page and from reall" (p. 47).Green et al. (1991) provide a restatement of the hypothesis as follows: \the onjetureis simply that performane is best when the form of the information required by thequestion mathes the form of the program" (p. 125). The general onept that ttingthe representation to the task is beneial for problem solving is widely aepted,and many ommon examples of the math (or otherwise) between representation andtask are niely illustrated by Norman (1993). Although the idea may seem intuitivelyobvious, it has little explanatory or preditive power when expressed at this level ofabstration, and must therefore be dened in operational terms. This has been donein pratie by Green and his olleagues, whose empirial work has tended to fous onpreise notations and omprehension tasks.The math-mismath onjeture grew out of work by Green (1977) on dierent rep-resentations of onditional statements in proedural miro-languages. Gilmore andGreen (1984) extended this work to investigate various ompeting hypotheses aboutprogram omprehension, namely 1) that some languages are universally \ognitivelyunwieldy", and would hene lead to omprehension diÆulties aross tasks; 2) thatprograms are translated into a unique mental representation, and that some languagesmake this translation proess easier than others, or 3) that the mental operations re-quired by ertain tasks are made easier or harder by some notations (the so-alledmath-mismath eet).Gilmore and Green (1984) investigated two types of textual notations: proedural no-tations, whih an be thought of as having an \if then" struture, and delarative
74 CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLSnotations, whih they feel are more similar to prodution systems. Based on Green'sprevious work on proedural languages, they hypothesised that proedural notations fa-ilitate aess to sequential information (e.g. \when ation X is performed, what mightthe next ation be?"), while delarative notations highlight irumstantial information(e.g. \in what irumstanes will ation X be performed?"). They further hypothe-sised that mathed pairings, i.e. a proedural program with a sequential question ora delarative program with a irumstantial question, will lead to better performanethan unmathed pairings. This hypothesis was largely supported by the data, at leastfor the questions they onsidered.The math-mismath onjeture was then extended to visual languages in an experi-ment whih looked at textual and visual representations of proedural and delarativemiro-languages, pairing them again with sequential or irumstantial questions (Greenet al., 1991; Green and Petre, 1992). A math-mismath eet appears to have beenfound, both overall and for the textual and graphial languages.Moher et al. (1993) repliated this study using Petri Nets as VPLs. They found thatthe math-mismath held for the textual representation, but not for the graphialrepresentation, suggesting that there are perhaps other fators at work.In a parallel line of researh, the onept of \ognitive t" has been investigated byVessey and her olleagues in a number of domains (Vessey and Weber, 1986; Vessey,1991; Sinha and Vessey, 1992). Sinha and Vessey desribe ognitive t as an emer-gent property of a model for problem solving. The model \views problem solving asthe outome of the relationship between the problem (or external) representation andthe problem-solving task, whih are haraterized for the purposes of this analysis bythe type of information eah emphasizes" (Sinha and Vessey, 1992, p. 369). A mathbetween the information highlighted in the representation and task leads to the use ofsimilarly mathing problem solving proesses (and a mathing mental representation).In the mismath ase, the mental representation will be formed either on the represen-tation or on the task. In either ase, mental transformations of the information will beneessary in order to solve the task.The ognitive t hypothesis has been applied to various domains: Vessey (1991) om-pared the use of tables and graphs for symboli versus spatial reasoning, based on thehypothesis that tables support analyti proesses while graphs support pereptual pro-
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esses. Support for the ognitive t theory was found based on analysing the studiesreported in the tables and graphs literature.In the psyhology of programming eld, Vessey and Weber (1986) arried out an ex-periment similar to that of Gilmore and Green (1984), looking at irumstantial andsequential questions using strutured English, deision tables and deision trees. De-ision trees were best for irumstantial questions, while deision trees and struturedEnglish were equally good for sequential questions. Sinha and Vessey (1992) later ap-plied the notion of ognitive t to the domain of reursion and iteration. Using Lisp andPasal as the programming languages in their investigation, they found the languageitself had a muh stronger eet on subjets' performane than did ognitive t. Thisstudy diers from the math-mismath studies of Green and his olleagues in that itlooked at oding rather than omprehension: it may be that this hange in senariointrodues a number of other variables whih dilute the math-mismath or ognitivet eet.The onept of ognitive t is interesting, rstly, beause it has been extended to on-sider not only the t between the problem representation and task, but also betweenthese fators and the problem solving tool. Seondly, it has looked at both omprehen-sion and onstrution tasks in various elds, e.g. program understanding and programoding.4.2.2 Math-Mismath, Information Types and ParadigmsChapter 3 showed that looking at dierenes in language paradigms through dierentinformation types `lenses' is not straightforward. New paradigms tend to be aompa-nied by general laims for the benets of the language, rather than laims whih arespei, and more importantly, testable. These general laims do not relate to infor-mation types in ways whih allow preditions to be made: more detailed statementsare neessary.One possible way of takling this problem is to investigate paradigms whih ould besaid to relate more diretly to information types. Pairing a paradigm with its orre-sponding information type should make it possible to formulate more spei hypothe-ses as to the relative benets of the pairing. Furthermore, looking at two paradigms inthe same study avoids the diÆulties of omparing results from two separate studies (as
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ase with the Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991) study and the study reportedin Chapter 3). Within-study omparisons of programming paradigm ould eliminate toa large extent extraneous variables, and allow one to ensure that onditions are similarfor both groups.Looking at the math between paradigm and information type is eetively a pratialrestatement of the math-mismath onjeture, although it makes various assumptionsabout the nature of the relationship between paradigm and information type. Pen-nington's work on information types stemmed from her notion of program abstrations(Pennington, 1987b). Program abstrations are reated by analysing a sample programin terms of one type of information. The abstrations an be represented graphially,with the resulting representation highlighting one set of relationships present in theprogram while obsuring others. These other relationships are nonetheless derivable,e.g. by looking for repeated data objet names, data ow an be inferred from a on-trol ow abstration. Pennington stresses that the abstrations are based on formalanalyses developed by omputer sientists.In order to ompare two paradigms based on information types, it is neessary to makethe assumption that a given paradigm ats in some way as a program abstration, inother words, that a paradigm highlights the information type orresponding to it. Thisis very muh an assumption, even if it appears to make intuitive sense. Therefore,in a language based on ontrol ow, it is assumed that ontrol ow information willdominate over other types of information. Likewise, a language based on the dataow paradigm is assumed to make data ow information easier to aess. Of the veinformation types, those whih seem to be most amenable to a omparative study areontrol ow and data ow: funtional languages would appear to rely on a denitionof funtion in terms of inputs and outputs, while the information types denition de-sribes funtion as a high level aount of the program's overall goals. Similarly, theinformation types denition of state does not neessarily orrespond to the denitionof state as embodied in a paradigm suh as a state transition mahine. Finally, oper-ations ould be ontrasted with a higher-level representation of information, but it isnot immediately obvious whih paradigm ould provide a higher-level ounterpart toa representation of operations, or for that matter, whih existing paradigm would bestembody operations.
CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLS 77It was therefore deided to develop an experiment to test the math-mismath onje-ture using representations of data ow and ontrol ow paradigms: this experiment isdesribed in Chapter 6. The onjeture was tested on visual miro-languages, and thejustiation for doing so is desribed in the next setion.4.3 Visual Miro-Languages, Math-Mismath andNovie Comprehension SupportThe last setion desribed the math-mismath onjeture, and mentioned the fat thatexaminations of the onjeture have almost invariably used miro-languages or, in thease of the studies reported in (Green et al., 1991; Green and Petre, 1992), a notationalsubset of a pre-existing language (two alternative graphial representations available inLabVIEW).The reasons for doing so are quite lear: nding two ommerial languages whih varyonly on the dimension(s) of interest would likely be impossible. Furthermore, evenif they did exist, it would be diÆult to nd a subjet population with equal priorexperiene of eah language. Cirumventing this by using ompletely novie subjetswould mean teahing them the two languages, again, a prospet whih is not feasiblein a typially short experimental timesale. In addition, many properties of a full-sale language are not neessary in an experimental setting, and may in fat be ahindrane. Therefore, it was deided to develop miro-languages for experimental use,as had been done in the past. Critiism has been levelled at miro-languages for beingtoo far removed from full-sale languages to allow for any omparison, however, this isa onsious trade-o: experimental setups neessarily lose in realism in the hope thatontrol over extraneous variables present in real-life situations will allow the experimentto establish a ausal relationship between independent and dependent variables.The miro-languages whih were designed for the researh reported in this thesis willbe desribed in detail in Chapter 5. The languages were designed with a dual purposein mind: rstly, to be used to test the math-mismath onjeture, and seondly, to beused as the basis for testing out ideas for novie omprehension support. One importantimpliation of this dual usage was the deision to make the languages visual, ratherthan textual.
78 CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLSVisual programming languages are an interesting subjet of study in their own right,partiularly given the gulf between the laims and the empirial results. In additionto this primary interest, it will be argued that the properties of visual programminglanguages may make them more suitable to the addition of support of the kind en-visaged in this thesis than textual programming languages. This setion rst denesvisual programming languages and visual programming, looking at some of the assoi-ated laims and empirial work, before going on to desribe why visual programminglanguages might provide a good basis for information types support.4.3.1 Visual Programming and Visual Programming Languages De-nedThe terms \visual language" and \visual programming" have been used and misused,referring to a variety of environments and ativities. At their most ontentious, theyhave been used to desribe Mirosoft's Visual Basi and Visual C++, neither of whihwould be onsidered to be VPLs by purists, given that the underlying languages aretextual.Some authors use \visual programming" in its widest sense, suh as Shu, who denesit as \the use of meaningful graphi representations in the proess of programming"(Shu, 1988, p. 9). This denition inludes environments allowing the visualisationof programs, exeution, data, information and system design, and languages whihproess visual information, support visual interations and allow programming withvisual expressions (Shu, 1988). Others prefer a more restrited meaning: Myers (1986)uses the term to desribe any system allowing a user to speify a program in more thanone dimension. He exludes textual languages from this denition by virtue of the fatthat they are proessed by a ompiler as a one-dimensional stream.1 For the purposesof this thesis, \visual programming" will be taken to mean the use of visual expressionsin the proess of program onstrution and modiation. Visual expressions are denedas graphis, drawings and/or ions whih must be meaningful, exeutable and involvesome notion of ontrol and/or data ow.Aording to this denition, the following will not be onsidered to be visual program-ming: the use of visual program speiation and/or design tools, beause they are1 Although it is not obvious to the author that his denition, as it stands, expliitly exludes them.
CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLS 79used before writing the program, software visualisation tools and graphial traers, be-ause they are used after writing the program, programming languages for buildinggraphial user interfaes (GUIs), programs for visualising data or information aboutdata (e.g. graphial database query languages) or programming languages for handlingvisual information, i.e. images.4.3.2 VPLs: Claims and Empirial EvideneThe belief that graphial representations an have a positive eet on programmingand learning to program is a widely held one. Claims have often been made that visualprogramming languages are at least a positive step forward, if not downright revolu-tionary, and this belief is evidened by a plethora of visual programming languagesand environments. The laims whih have been made for visual programming are oftenrather optimisti, and seem to be preoupied with a hypothesised \brain underuse",for example:\Various reasons have been ited for the interest in visual programming.Many of them pertain to the better use of the right half of the brain, whihis needlessly at rest and underutilized for the purpose of omputing." (Shu,1988, p. 1)\Visual programming languages allow a programmer to use a oneptualmodel that is lose to her own mental model." (Golin, 1991, p. 5)\The human visual system and human visual information proessing islearly optimized for multi-dimensional data. Computer programs, however,are presented in a one-dimensional textual form, not utilizing the full powerof the brain." (Myers, 1986, p. 60)In a more realisti, i.e. veriable, vein, laims have been made that visual program-ming languages will be easier to use than their textual ounterparts beause visualrepresentations support forward and bakward reasoning (Anjaneyulu and Anderson,1992; Trafton and Reiser, 1991), at as a memory aid (Merrill et al., 1993), and makeertain strutures, e.g. ontrol and/or data ow, more apparent (Cunni and Taylor,1987).
80 CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLSHowever, experimental studies to asertain the benets of VPLs have met with mixedresults. For example, studies omparing a visual language with a textual one werearried out by Anjaneyulu and Anderson (1992), who found no signiant dierenesin performane between the two, and Pandey and Burnett (1993), who found thatprogram generation in the visual language Forms/3 was \at least as easy" as in thetext-based OSU-APL and Pasal languages. Whitley (1997) has provided the mostthorough summary of empirial studies using VPLs to date, and arefully onsiders theevidene both for and against them. Although she alls for more experimental work inorder to provide evidene of the benets of visual programming languages, one reason alear piture may not yet have emerged with respet to visual programming languageshas to do with the sope of the onjetures. Some researhers seem to want to makethe laim that visual languages are simply \better" than textual languages, withoutonsidering dierenes aross users, aross tasks, and the interation between the two.It is likely though that these and other fators play a role, and the graphial nature ofvisual programming annot be onsidered in isolation.However, one might also question whether what is missing from the eld are morenely-grained studies, or whether visual programming languages will simply fail toshow promise. The next setion takes a dierent look at VPLs: rather than askingwhether they are \good" in and of themselves, it asks whether VPLs might be wellsuited to providing the basis for the forms of novie omprehension support envisagedin this thesis.4.3.3 VPLs: Possible Advantages for SupportOne point whih has often been made, perhaps less by VPL designers than by thoseinterested in their ognitive properties, is that there is no suh thing as a purely tex-tual or purely graphial programming language. Fitter and Green (1979) made themore general distintion between pereptual and symboli oding, pointing out that apurely symboli or purely pereptual notation would not be very usable. Thus, textuallanguages are not simply a string of symbols: they make use of layout, indenting andother spatial mehanisms by whih information is onveyed. In the same way, visuallanguages ontain text, suh as keywords, variable names, program names, et. Ratherthan existing in separate amps, textual and graphial languages ould more aurately
CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLS 81be depited as oupying distint loations on textual and spatial ontinua.The fous on the spatial harateristis of graphial notations is evidened in Petreand Green's onept of `seondary notation' (Petre and Green, 1992, 1993). Theydesribe it as \the use of layout and pereptual ues whih are not formally partof the notation (elements suh as adjaeny, lustering, white spae, labelling, andso on) to larify information (suh as struture, funtion or relationships) or to givehints to the reader" (Petre and Green, 1993, p. 57), and postulate that it might bethe main distinguishing harateristi of graphial representations. Raymond (1991)also provides a very interesting view of the spei ase of layout, using Goodman's(1976) distintion between notational and analog languages. Aording to this theory,a language is onsidered to be a notation if it exhibits a number of properties, one ofwhih is nite syntati dierentiation. Non-notational languages violate one or moreof the properties. For example, one of the features of analog languages, a partiularlass of non-notational languages, is that they do not exhibit syntati dierentiation,in other words, they are syntatially dense. Notational systems an be haraterisedby disreteness, while analog systems are haraterised by density. Raymond maintainsthat a visual programming language's \visualness" derives from its layout, whih is ananalog (i.e. syntatially dense) property.However, the textual/spatial distintion doesn't seem to apture all of the dierenesbetween textual and visual languages: textual languages obviously ontain text, butgraphial languages ontain more than simply spatial layout, by denition they ontaingraphial symbols as well, for example, ions, nodes and ars. And although textuallanguages may make use of spatial layout, they tend not to ontain graphial symbols.This is not to imply that previous authors have ignored this, simply that it hasn'treeived muh attention, perhaps beause it seems so evident.This does suggest that rather than desribing textual and visual languages as over-lapping entities, with text and spatial layout as shared harateristis, it might bemore aurate to see graphial languages as a superset of textual languages, ontaininggraphial harateristis (e.g. ions, nodes, ars) in addition to textual and spatial ones.This reharaterisation is of interest from the point of view of deiding whether textualor graphial languages might provide a better platform for novie program omprehen-sion support based on information types. If textual languages ontain text and spatial
82 CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLSlayout, while graphial languages ontain graphial symbols, text and spatial layout,then graphial languages will provide not only more dimensions, but more relationshipsbetween dimensions. As suh, the number of dierent types of information they ouldpotentially represent is greater. Given that the goal is to use a single base representa-tion on whih various types of support an be overlaid (not simultaneously of ourse,but through the use of seletive hiding or highlighting), then the number of dierentdimensions is of great relevane.The graphial, textual and spatial harateristis of a VPL ould be used to expressdierent types of information at any given time. However, another advantage is inallowing for redundant reoding (Fitter and Green, 1979), in other words, expressingthe same information in more than one way. The example the authors give is the useof indentation to represent the nestedness of onditional strutures in the program.The program ode provides this information through the use of keywords, e.g. begin,end, if, then and else, and therefore, although indenting is not stritly neessary, itmakes a big dierene in terms of program readability. In a graphial language, redun-dant reoding, represented symbolially and spatially above, an also be representedgraphially. The same keywords and spatial layout may be used, but now, for example,onditional onstruts may also be signaled by an ion of a distint shape (and usuallyolour) ontaining the onditional keywords. Given the diÆulties whih novies havein piking out the relevant information in a program, one might argue that redundantreoding is even more important.In some ways, hypothesising that graphial representations oer more possibilities forexpressing information may seem to run ounter to the theory of speiity put for-ward by Stenning and Oberlander (1995). Aording to these authors, many graphialrepresentations exhibit speiity in that they allow the expression of some, but notall, abstrations. In a situation where several models are possible, a single graphialrepresentation an typially only represent one of these (e.g. imagine a representationof the sentene \my dog's fur is either snow white or overed in mud"). However,speial onventions an be introdued into the representation for handling abstrationor indeterminay. Graphial representations dier in this respet from non-graphiallanguages suh as natural or logial languages (or omputer languages for that matter)where abstration and indeterminay are more easily expressed. The benet of weak ex-
CHAPTER 4: MATCH-MISMATCH AND VPLS 83pressiveness is its ognitive tratability, and the authors maintain that this, rather thanthe visual nature of graphial representations per se, makes graphial representationsrelatively easy to proess.However, VPLs are dierent from many other types of graphial representations on-sidered by Stenning and Oberlander (1995), in that they tend to be based on semantinetworks. The authors onsider semanti networks to fall at the most linguisti end ofthe graphial ontinuum: as suh, they enfore few speiities. Visual programminglanguages bear little resemblane to pitorial representations: their origins have tendedto be textual languages, and early versions have sometimes been little more than tex-tual languages enased in boxes. They use graphis to onvey abstrat ideas suh asreursion, iteration, onditionals, et. and as suh, make heavy use of abstration.Although their orresponding high level of expressivity may explain to some extent themixed results whih have been observed in empirial studies of visual programminglanguages, it does not weaken the argument that graphial representations ould be ofuse in representing dierent types of information for novie program omprehension: ifanything, it suggests that their powers of abstration are similar to that of a textualprogramming language, and that, in addition, they possess additional dimensions ontowhih various types of information an be mapped.4.4 Chapter SummaryThis hapter overed various issues pertaining to the relationship between the exper-iments reported in Chapters 3 and 6. It desribed why the idea of information typeson its own makes it diÆult to look at the issue of paradigm, and why a method-ology whih allows for omparison between paradigms within a single study is moreappropriate. It disussed the math-mismath onjeture within this ontext, look-ing at prior empirial work, before going on to examine the onsequenes following onfrom this hoie: namely the development and use of miro-languages. It disussedthe additional role whih miro-languages ould play in testing ideas about programomprehension support, and why graphial languages might provide a better basis fornovie omprehension support than would textual languages.
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Chapter 5Control and Data Flow VisualProgramming Languages5.1 IntrodutionThis hapter denes the notion of data ow and ontrol ow paradigms, desribesthe harateristis of both types of language, and summarises the dierenes betweenthem. It then harts the development of ontrol ow and data ow visual programminglanguages from a historial point of view, providing examples of eah. This is followedby a short disussion of empirial studies whih have foused on these paradigms.The seond part of the hapter outlines the design of the miro visual programminglanguages used in the experiments desribed in this thesis. In the rst VPL experiment,desribed in Chapter 6, the languages were designed around the type of informationthey provided (ontrol or data ow) and the format of that information (either trees orgraphs). Later experiments, one of whih is desribed in Chapter 7, onentrated solelyon the informational aspets of the programs, and used graph-based data and ontrolow languages. These languages diered slightly from the graph languages in the rstexperiment, partly as a result of feedbak from the rst experiment, and partly dueto advanes in loally available tehnology: the revised languages will be desribed inSetion 5.6.2.Before dening data and ontrol ow paradigms, it is worth mentioning that repre-sentations are rarely purely data ow or ontrol ow. For one thing, the onepts areinterrelated: the ow of data is often governed by some notion of ontrol, either in theform of onditionals or iterative strutures, and program ontrol habitually involves85
86 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSthe utilisation and transformation of data objets. Furthermore, visual programminglanguages must be exeutable, therefore, they annot exlude information for the sakeof purity. However, even though eah representation ontains elements of the other,one type of information will predominate. Hene, data ow representations will betaken to mean representations whih highlight data ow over ontrol ow, rather thanrepresentations whih inlude only data ow information.5.2 Control Flow Languages5.2.1 A Denition of the Control Flow ParadigmImperative, or ontrol ow, languages were the rst programming languages, and werebased on the von Neumann model. Aording to Agerwala and Arvind (1982), thismodel has two main features: a global addressable memory and an instrution ounter.The instrution ounter provides the mahine with a sequene of instrutions to exe-ute, ating as a single lous of ontrol. The memory is a vast olletion of storageloations whih hold program and data objets, and its ontents are updated by pro-gram instrutions during exeution. Wadge and Ashroft (1985) desribe data as beingfethed one by one from memory and sent to the CPU. A omputation is performedand data are then returned to their loations. Data is therefore normally \at rest".The development of imperative languages was heavily inuened by the von Neumannarhiteture. Statements representing ommands (or imperatives) are exeuted sequen-tially. Variables are used to represent memory loations, and assignment ats to hangethe values of variables. Therefore, programmers using imperative languages must nees-sarily onern themselves with issues of ontrol suh as memory alloation and variabledelaration.A distintion is sometimes made between proedural languages and imperative lan-guages, e.g. Jenkins et al. (1986) maintain that proedural languages supplement im-perative languages with means for expressing ontrol onstruts suh as seletion anditeration. They state further that proedural languages oer the power of a von Neu-mann arhiteture without the diÆulty of having to speify the details of eah parti-ular omputer. Many ommonly used languages today are proedural languages, suhas Pasal and C.
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 87However, the terms proedural and imperative are used interhangeably in many pro-gramming textbooks, and where distintions are made, they are often not onsistentaross texts. Given the limited subset of programming onepts whih will be overedby the experiments desribed in this thesis, the distintion is not important, thereforeimperative, proedural and ontrol ow paradigms will be taken to refer to the sameonept.5.2.2 Graphial Representations of Control FlowControl ow representations, in the form of owharts, have a long history. In fat,Chapin (1970) ites von Neumann as being the \intelletual father" of owharting.Given this history, it is understandable that owharts were designed around imperativeprogramming languages as an aid for understanding ontrol ow. Furthermore, theirearly appearane in the history of programming aounts for the fat that, rather thanbeing exeutable representations of the program, they were designed to aompanytextual programs, and to serve as a support mehanism for design or debugging, or asdoumentation.There are many formalisms for owharts. These result, in part, from the eorts ofompanies to \make their mark" by developing onventions whih were best suited totheir own purposes, and whih distinguished them from their ompetitors at the sametime. However, most owharts share some general harateristis, and have been welldoumented in texts suh as (Chapin, 1970).Flowharts onsist of nodes linked together by ars. Ars represent the ow of ontrolbetween nodes. As ow of ontrol ours in a sequential manner, there is only ever onear between two nodes. Nodes represent tests and ations on data. Test nodes ontainquestions whih an be of a boolean or a ase variety. Boolean tests will ontain twooutput ars (depending on whether the test is true or false), while ase tests will haveas many output ars as there are ases. Data in owharts is represented textually,usually as variables within nodes, rather than by any graphial symbol. There is anobvious temporal sequene to ontrol ow, as only one ar an be followed at any time.An example of a simple owhart an be seen in Figure 5.1.Flowhart onventions have varied over time beause of advanes in software arhi-teture whih in turn hanged the nature of programming. Researhers in the eld
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Figure 5.1: An Example of a Flowhart, from Chapin (1970)attempted to provide improved, and more eÆient notations for owharts, e.g. Nassiand Shneiderman (1973). Rather than using arrows to onnet boxes, they redesignedowharts so as to embed a series of proesses within a single box. However, they werestill envisaged as aids to programming, rather than programs in their own right.5.3 Data Flow Languages5.3.1 A Denition of the Data Flow ParadigmData ow languages are in stark ontrast to the traditional von Neumann approah inthat they share few of the latter's harateristis. They are dened by Davis and Keller(1982) as any appliative language whih is based on the idea of data owing betweenfuntion entities.From a tehnial, implementational point of view, Agerwala and Arvind (1982) statethat data ow an be distinguished from ontrol ow in that it has neither a globalupdatable memory nor a single instrution ounter. The lak of a global memory meansthat data ow models deal with values, rather than addresses. The instrution ounteris not needed as instrutions are enabled when all of the required input values areavailable. Thus there are no sequening onstraints other than the ones imposed by
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 89data dependenies in the algorithm. Similarly, the lak of instrution ounter meansthat there is no single lous of ontrol, rather there are many loally ontrolled events.In the data ow model, omputation an be represented as a direted graph, with eahnode in the graph representing a funtion. Nodes are linked by ars, whih representthe ow of data between funtions, and hene, the data dependenies between nodes.Tokens are units of data whih ow along ars from the output port of the node whihprodued it to the input port of the node whih requires the value. When a node has allthe values it requires, it beomes enabled and an then re. It therefore onsumes thedata input(s) arriving on its input ar(s), exeutes (absorbing the inputs), and plaesan output token on eah output ar. These tokens are then sent to other operatorswhih require these values. Therefore, there are as many ars linking nodes as thereare objets whih are produed, used and/or transformed by the nodes.An example of a data ow graph for alulating X2   2  X + 3 an be seen in Fig-ure 5.2. The \phantom" nodes (X and Result) indiate input from and output to otherprograms.
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Figure 5.2: An Example of a Data Flow Graph, from Davis and Keller (1982)Dennis (1986) summarises data ow exeution suintly in the following rules:1. an node is enabled iff there is a token on eah of its input ars;
90 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS2. an enabled node may be red. This determines the next state of the omputation;3. when a node res, a token is removed from eah of its input links, and a token isplaed on eah of its output links.There are no other side-eets and no sequening onstraints apart from those whih,as mentioned above, result from the data dependenies of the program. Akerman(1982) desribes a number of additional properties of a data ow representation: Loality of eet, in other words, the eets are limited in sope. Davis andKeller (1982) make the point that subprograms an therefore be understood invauo, without the need for information about the program's environment. An \equivalene of instrution sheduling onstraints with data dependenies"(Akerman, 1982, p. 15), meaning that program ontrol is synonymous with datadependenies. A node res when the input data it requires is available, ratherthan beause it is instruted to do so by a entralised ontrol mehanism. A \single assignment" onvention, meaning that a variable may be assigned avalue only one in that part of the program in whih it plays a role. A lak of history whih results from a lak of state variables. As no data isretained between invoations, the proedures do not \remember" in some sense.This an be problemati for omputations whih rely on values other than theurrent input values.In ontrast to the idea of \resting" data in the von Neumann approah, whih arealled from memory only when needed and then replaed, data are dynami, and areproessed while in motion, i.e. while they ow through a data network (Wadge andAshroft, 1985).Given the denition of data ow, i.e. tokens of data owing through a graph omposedof nodes and ars, it is diÆult to dissoiate a data ow language from its graphialrepresentation. In fat, Agerwala and Arvind (1982) state that data ow languages weredened at the outset as graphial languages. Likewise, an artile by Davis and Keller(1982) explored the advantages of graphial representations for data ow programs,
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 91with a view to \dispensing entirely with the text and viewing the graph itself as aprogram" (p. 27).5.3.2 Augmented Data FlowA pure data ow model is dened as one in whih there are no added ontrol owonstruts. There is no speied exeution order and a node res when all of itsinputs are available. Pure data ow models are suitable for some types of omputation,however, in many ases, it is neessary to introdue the idea of \seletive routing ofdata tokens" (Davis and Keller, 1982), in other words, to inlude onditional strutures,a ommon feature of proedural languages. This involves \augmenting" the pure dataow model. In the ase of onditionals a two-step proess is used, whereby a booleantoken produed by a node whih implements a deision proedure is passed to one oftwo seletive routing nodes, seletors or distributors. These are desribed in (Davisand Keller, 1982) as follows: seletors aept a true or false data token, and use it todetermine whih of two inputs will be propagated along the output ar. Distributorsuse a true or false token to pik an output ar on whih to plae their data. Similarstrutures an also be found in other data ow models: Dennis (1986) talks of T-gates,whih pass an input through if the value is true (and absorb it if the value is false), andswithes, whih pass their input onto the output ar whih is designated by the ontrolvalue. Similarly, many of the data ow visual programming languages in use todayhave either implemented variations on seletors and distributors, or invented speialnodes to deal with deision proedures.Likewise, ontrol mehanisms suh as iteration and reursion an be implemented indata ow languages in various ways. For example, reursion an be implemented asa direted ayli graph, with iterative onstruts expressed in terms of tail reursion(Dennis, 1986). One node in the graph, referred to in some models as the \apply" node,but usually having the same name as the entire graph, will ause a new opy of theprogram graph to be reated. Davis and Keller (1982) aution that the implementationof the program should ensure that these expansions of a node into a subgraph donot arry on innitely, although this applies equally to reursive programs in textuallanguages. Iteration has also been added to many data ow languages, often using aspeial onstrut, suh as Show and Tell's iteration box (Kimura et al., 1990).
92 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS5.4 Historial Development of Data and Control FlowFrom a historial point of view, ontrol ow and data ow graphial representationsdeveloped in very dierent ways.Control ow based languages were the rst dominant form of programming paradigm.The tehnology of the time ditated that programming languages be expressed textu-ally. Control ow representations, or owharts, developed in onjuntion with textual,ontrol ow languages. The primary purpose of the owhart was to supplement a tex-tual language and to serve as an aid for understanding during various programmingproesses, suh as design, debugging, et.On the other hand, data ow graphial representations developed muh later, probablyaround the late 1970s. Davis and Keller (1982) made the point that the very natureof data ow made it amenable to being represented exlusively by graphs. Data owrepresentations were designed as atual programs, rather than to be used as doumen-tation or as a omprehension aid for a textual program. Thus, data ow languages are,almost by denition, graphial languages: Luid (Wadge and Ashroft, 1985) is a rareexample of a textual data ow language.Interestingly enough, the few ommerial visual programming languages widely in usetoday are based on the data ow paradigm, suh as LabVIEW (Santori, 1990) andPrograph (Cox and Pietrzykowski, 1990). Control ow representations do not seem tohave made the transition from textual language aids to stand-alone visual programminglanguages, as evidened by the lak of ommerially available ontrol ow VPLs.5.5 Empirial Studies of Representations of Control andData FlowThe historial dierenes between ontrol ow and data ow graphial representationshave also arried over into the empirial studies whih have examined their use. Studiesof owharts have investigated their utility as an aid to onstruting or omprehend-ing a textual program, while data ow studies have investigated graphial data owrepresentations as languages in their own right.The question under investigation in owhart studies has typially been, \Does the
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 93owhart provide support for program omprehension?" where the program was, forexample, a Pasal or Basi program. Data ow studies, in ontrast, have tended toonentrate on the graphial/textual omparison, although there are admittedly fewstudies whih have been arried out, and the data ow issue has often been peripheralto the study's main aims.This setion desribes some of the empirial studies whih have been arried out withgraphial ontrol and data ow representations, before onluding with a summary ofthe dierenes between the two and some autions on the onlusions whih an bedrawn from these studies.5.5.1 Empirial Studies of Visual Control Flow LanguagesThis setion onsiders two types of ontrol ow studies: those in whih a graphialontrol ow representation was used in onjuntion with a textual language for somepart of the programming proess, and those where the ontrol ow representation tookthe form of a visual programming language and, hene, was used as the sole soure ofinformation.Flowhart StudiesThere is a wealth of studies on owharts, investigating their usefulness as an aidto a language, and also omparing them to other forms of representation, suh aspseudoode, design languages, et. The results of these studies have been mixed.A study by Ramsey et al. (1983) ompared owharts against program design languagesfor produing a program design and for translating a design into an implementationin PL/1. They onluded that program design languages were superior to owharts,based on the quality of the designs produed. However, they found no dierenesin program omprehension or in the properties of the implementation (inluding theirquality). The authors onluded that owhartsmay have an adverse eet in the designphase as they fore designers to adopt spae saving measures suh as abbreviations,thus ompromising readability.A series of studies by Shneiderman et al. (1977) are often ited as damning evideneagainst owharts, and have been given partiular redene sine they investigated the
94 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSuse of owharts in onjuntion with several aspets of programming: omposition,omprehension, debugging and modiation. The authors laimed that produing orusing owharts in addition to a program listing did not oer signiant advantagesin any of these irumstanes. However, their results seem ursory in some ways giventhe number of experiments they arried out and the large amounts of data whih theymust have generated. There may well be issues lurking in the data whih have not beendiretly addressed, for example, familiarity: in a study requiring the use of owhartsby two groups of subjets, one whih normally used them and another whih didn't,they found that the groups not used to using owharts performed worse when theywere given a owhart. However, the group whih had used owharts in the pastperformed substantially better when they were allowed to use owharts (both whenompared to their sore without owharts, and to the non owhart group's sorewithout owharts).Other authors, suh as Sanlan (1989), have stated that this work may also suerfrom methodologial aws whih make it diÆult to draw lear-ut onlusions, andertainly to make the sorts of generalisations whih Shneiderman et al. did. Brooke andDunan (1980) point out that beause owharts were used in parallel with programlistings in Shneiderman et al's studies, it is not lear whether subjets atually onsultedthe owharts in all ases, partiularly given the fat that subjets were experienedprogrammers who may have been ontent simply with the program listing.A study arried out by Sanlan (1989) aimed to address some of these methodologialproblems. A omparison of strutural owharts and pseudoode showed signiantadvantages for owharts, partiularly as the algorithms inreased in omplexity, anding whih ehoed that of Wright and Reid (1973). Sanlan's onlusions are verymuh pro graphis, but again, he sees owharts as \graphial doumentation", ratherthan as exeutable program representations per se.However, methodologial diÆulties do not in themselves seem to explain the dierenesbetween ndings, at least for program debugging. Brooke and Dunan (1980) foundno dierenes between a owhart and a program listing for the orret identiationof bugs, a nding similar to Gilmore and Smith (1984), who ompared owharts withprogram listings and Bowles struture diagrams. Gilmore and Smith suggest thatowhart utility is not a lear-ut issue, and provide an interesting framework for
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 95determining performane in studies of this type whih takes into aount the featuresof the program itself, the ontext (i.e. task fators), and the programmer's individualharateristis.Studies of Control Flow Visual Programming LanguagesFPL FPL (First Programming Language) is a proedural, visual programming lan-guage developed at Columbia University, where it has been used, in tandem with Pasal,as a teahing tool for novie programmers. Programs are represented through the spa-tial arrangement of eleven dierent ions representing ations. The authors maintainthat FPL \provides a visual map of the program that diretly emphasizes its logialstruture" (Cunni and Taylor, 1987, p. 116).A study of program omprehension was arried out to ompare FPL with Pasal. Com-prehension questions were designed to test for the ability to reognise simple strutures,ontrol ow and input/output, and to make simple evaluations based on the latter two.Reation time and auray of response were measured, and it was found that FPLreation times were signiantly faster than Pasal. This dierene was most marked inquestions dealing with the evaluation of ontrol ow and/or input and output. Auraywas also better using the FPL program segments. Although ontrol ow errors werethe most frequent type of error in both languages, fewer ourred with FPL than withPasal.The authors onlude with a speulative laim that graphial representations lead tothe reation of mental images and support multiply linked representations, whih inturn aounts for a rapid reation time.R-harts R-harts appear to be one of the few proedurally based visual program-ming languages used on a wide sale, at least in the former Soviet Union. The repre-sentation is in fat a sort of `visual template' whih an be overlaid onto pre-existinglanguages suh as C/C++, Pasal, Assembler, Fortran, and other proedural languages.Ushakov and Velbitskiy (1993) also made the point that the R-hart notation is moreompat than many graphial alternatives, whih is an advantage in the sreen realestate stakes.
96 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSR-harts have a very simple syntax based on a series of vertial arrows whih denotetransition from one state to the next. Text is added to the arrows, with onditionsshown above the arrows, and statements (ations) below them.Figure 5.3 shows an example of a standard ontrol struture and its equivalent in R-harts notation.if (expr) statementelse if (expr) statementelse statement
Figure 5.3: An Example of an R-Chart Control Struture, from Ushakov and Velbitskiy(1993)Ushakov and Velbitskiy (1993) report that R-harts have been studied empirially, andthat good results were reported, partiularly with students and novie programmers,who showed improved understanding and shorter program development time. Unfor-tunately, the full results of this study were reported in a Russian language PhD, whihmakes it partiularly diÆult to obtain more details.5.5.2 Empirial Studies of Visual Data Flow LanguagesDRLPAnjaneyulu and Anderson (1992) developed a visual data ow language (DRLP, orDataow Representation Language for Programming) whih they onsider to be a \vi-sual isomorph" of LISP. The language has various types of nodes (input, funtion,prediate, et.) through whih data ows.
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 97A study was arried out on subjets with little or no programming experiene to om-pare learning and problem solving with DRLP versus LISP (with subjets in the latterondition having aess to a struture editor).The authors found little in the way of signiant dierenes between the two groups.The DRLP group worked its way faster through one of the three hapters whih bothgroups studied, and averaged signiantly fewer iterations on the aompanying pro-gramming exerises. Time taken to omplete a post-test and mean sore were notsigniant.The authors found that the DRLP group had few errors in the ategory relating toLISP syntax, an observation whih hardly seems surprising. In their defene, thesyntax/semantis distintion is sometimes hard to make: `use of variables' omes underthe heading of syntax, whih may mean that DRLP is eetively shielding subjets froma reognisedly diÆult semanti onept. This notwithstanding, the authors felt thatDRLP did not have an impat on the oneptual diÆulties assoiated with the LISPfuntions, a nding ehoed by Carroll et al. (1980).Overall, this study does lead to speulation about the extent to whih the results aredue to the graphial nature of the language, or whether eliminating LISP syntax andallowing funtions to be dened in order of evaluation have in fat played a moreimportant role.LabVIEW Green et al. (1991) performed a detailed study on program omprehensi-bility whih ompared LabVIEW, a visual data ow language, with a textual notation.The study inluded three tasks: Question answering, involving onditional strutures expressed in four notations:text or graphis rossed with sequential or irumstantial. Program omparison, in whih subjets were presented with two programs inone of the four dierent notations and asked to say whether they were the sameprogram or not. Tahistosopi program reognition in whih, given a hoie of two program spe-iations and a pair of programs (both textual or graphial), subjets had todeide whih speiation mathed whih program.
98 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSGreen et al. put forth various hypotheses, some relating to the struture of the pro-gram and the math-mismath onjeture (Gilmore and Green, 1984) and desribed indetail in Chapter 4, and others relating speially to the omparison between text andgraphis. The math-mismath onjeture was not supported, while the text/graphisomparison showed that question answering using the graphial notation took signif-iantly longer than using the textual notation. They had also hoped that, in thetahistosopi program reognition task, answers would be based on ross-referenedreasoning, i.e. reasoning about the relationships between program struture and do-main struture. It turned out that subjets often based their deisions on a single ue.Thus, although they were not able to show that graphial representations promotereognition of program struture, their results did onrm the nding of Cunni andTaylor (1987) that they do aid reognition of individual elements.5.5.3 Comparing Control Flow and Data Flow Empirial StudiesAs an be seen from the previous setions, it is extremely diÆult to draw any un-equivoal onlusions about data ow and ontrol visual programming languages. Thediversity of tasks and of subjet populations makes omparisons unwise, even withinparadigms.Likewise, dierenes in the development of graphial representations of data and ontrolow, and the resulting dierenes in empirial studies, make ross-paradigm ompar-isons unworkable. For example, researh on the utility of owharts led Shneidermanet al. (1977) to make the provoative omment that \sine the detailed owhart maybe merely an alternative representation of the syntax of a program, it should not behelpful to programmers familiar with a programming language. Having a Frenh reipein addition to an English version of the same reipe would not be helpful to a ookknowledgeable in both languages" (p. 381). One possible objetion to this statement isthat Frenh and English reipes, muh like textual and visual programs, will not nees-sarily be informationally equivalent due to dierenes in representation and underlying`ulture'. This objetion notwithstanding, it is lear that the aim of most owhartstudies was to investigate the utility of owharts in onjuntion with a textual lan-guage, not as languages in their own right. It seems unjust to rule out ontrol owvisual programming languages, or even visual programming languages generally, on the
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 99grounds that studies of owharts as an aid to textual programs were inonlusive.Furthermore, the relation of some owhart studies to programming is not alwaysstraightforward. While some of the studies were designed to investigate whetherowharts were of use in the programming proess, either during design, debugging,et., others ompared owharts in a more general way with graphial and non-graphialmethods of representing information. Despite this, many of the materials used, bothin programming and non-programming studies, are quite similar.For example, a study by Wright and Reid (1973) used a deision proess to ontrast dif-ferent alternatives for \expressing the outomes of omplex ontingenies", omparing\bureaurati style prose", to logial trees (whih the authors all \algorithms"), shortsentenes or tables. An example of these ontingenies, expressed in short senteneform, is as follows:Where only time is limitedtravel by roket.Where only ost is limitedtravel by satellite if journey more than 10 orbs.travel by astrobus if journey less than 10 orbs.Sanlan's study omparing strutured owharts with pseudoode for programmingtasks, desribed above, used short programs whih were very similar to Wright andReid's \omplex ontingenies". Likewise, the study by Green et al. (1991) on Lab-VIEW, also desribed above, used problems of the same type.It is understandable to some degree that it is diÆult to distinguish between whatounts as a program and what doesn't: in Wright and Reid's desription of the bu-reaurati prose version, one an see the parallel between qualifying lauses suh as,\If . . . then . . . , unless . . . in whih ase . . . " and traditional programming ontrolonstruts suh as \If . . . then . . . , else if . . . then. . . ". Programs are in many waysno more than a omplex set of instrutions. However, the programs desribed aboveare programs only in a limited sense: boolean values are passed through the program,but there are no variables, no data values being hanged or updated, and there are no
100 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSiterative onstruts, all of whih are ommon features of most programs, even in therelatively small, simple programs whih novies will have enountered.Fitter and Green (1979) make the point, in disussing possible reasons for the dieringlaims for owharts at the time, that the owhart studies with positive results tendedto use owharts whih were eetively deision trees, with only one path from rootto leaf. On the other hand, the owharts used in studies with less positive resultsexpressed loops and jumps, thus resembling networks rather than trees. In order tounderstand what is happening at a given point in representations of this type, it isneessary to searh through multiple possible paths, and to ensure that the ontexthas been understood, inluding any preonditions. This sounds very like the ritiismslevelled at proedural languages in general, and it may be that the results of unsu-essful owhart studies are in fat due more to the underlying paradigm than to therepresentation used.In any ase, in order to fully investigate the issue of paradigm in visual program-ming languages, more studies are neessary, partiularly ones whih ompare paradigmswithin the same study, even if this means that the studies are small and of only lim-ited generalisability. The next two hapters report on studies of this kind, while thefollowing setions desribe the development of the miro-languages whih were used inthese studies.5.6 The Design and Development of the Miro-LanguagesIn order to test hypotheses about the relationship between dierent visual programminglanguage paradigms and task, a number of \miro-language" variations were developed.Miro-languages are, as their name implies, small languages whih ontain a subset ofthe funtionality of a full-sale language. They are not always exeutable, and areusually designed for a spei purpose. Their main advantage in an experimentalsetting is that they allow the experimenter to ontrol for extraneous variables. In thease of the experiments reported in this thesis, nding two full-sale languages, onebased on the data ow paradigm, and one based on the ontrol ow paradigm, whihwere identially mathed on features other than the ones the experimenter wished tomanipulate would have been impossible.
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 101The main requirement for the languages to be used in the experiments was that theyshould be as simple as possible. There were many reasons for this: rstly, the experi-ments were to be arried out with novie programmers. Given the short timesale, thesubjets needed to be able to learn the languages relatively quikly. In addition, thenumber of onstruts in the language needed to be manageable and not ause mem-ory problems over the ourse of the experiment. Finally, keeping the languages simpleallows one to ensure that extraneous variables have not been introdued.Furthermore, the distintions between paradigms should be as salient as possible,namely: for the ontrol ow language:{ ars should indiate ow of ontrol;{ only one ar should be followed at any given time;{ multiple assignment an our;{ side-eets are possible. for the data ow language:{ ars should indiate the ow of data;{ multiple, simultaneous paths are possible;{ only single assignment is allowed;{ no side-eets should our.In the follow desriptions of the miro-language development, \version 1" refers to thelanguages used in the experiment desribed in Chapter 6, while \version 2" refers tothose used in the experiment reported in Chapter 7. The general harateristis ofthe miro-languages will rst be desribed, followed by a denition of eah type ofnode omprising the language. The desriptions are, for the most part, similar to thedesriptions given to subjets in the experiment, with additional omments added asneessary. They are followed by an example program showing how the nodes ombineto form a program.
102 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS5.6.1 Development of the Miro Languages { Version 1The experiment desribed in Chapter 6 used four miro-languages in total: a ontrolow graph, a ontrol ow tree, a data ow graph, and a data ow tree.1All of the representations began with a line of text giving the name of the program, andthe program's inputs and outputs. In the ontrol ow versions, the variable names werepurposely non-desriptive, although the seond line of the program provided furtherinformation as to their type and role:position_3 - inputs(A,B), outputs(C)A: Element, B:List, C:Position of ElementIn the data ow versions, the inputs were desribed as arguments, e.g. :position_3 - inputs(Element, List), outputs(Position)This distintion between versions was made beause variables are not used at inter-mediate positions in data ow programs: subjets must refer to the beginning of theprogram to asertain the names of data objets. In the ontrol ow version, variablenames appear throughout the program, and it was felt that ontrol ow subjets wouldbe at an unfair advantage if those variable names expliitly mentioned the type and/orrole of the data objet in the program.Control FlowControl Flow Graph Control ow graphs are representations whih use the arsbetween nodes to represent the program's ontrol ow. Reursion is represented by anode in the graph whih eetively ats as a reursive all to the program.Tables 5.1 & 5.2 show eah node used in the ontrol ow graph, along with a shortdesription of its funtion.1 In terms of data ow, trees are something of a misnomer in the sense that any operation requiringmore than one data objet at the outset will have more than one root. A more orret name for thedata ow trees would be ayli graphs (as distinguished from yli graphs, suh as the data andontrol ow graphs used in the experiment). However, the similarity between the two terms provedto be rather onfusing, therefore the terms tree and graph were maintained.
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position_3(A,E)
A program node represents an entire program.It ours as a all to a program from within aprogram (if both nodes have the same name, thisexpresses reursion).
empty(B)?
A test node, in the shape of an ellipse, on-tains a binary hoie question. The node alwayshas two output ars, orresponding to either a\true" or a \false" value. These ars eetivelydiret the program's ow of ontrol. Examplesof test nodes are `> ?' and `= ?'.
E=tail(List)
D=head(List)
A binding node is a rounded box ontainingall variable bindings. Note that variables an bebound to values or to the result of an operationsuh as addition, multipliation, seletingthe head of the list, et. In the example,D=head(List), E=tail(List), D will take thevalue of the head of the list, while E takes thevalue of the tail of the list.
Exit
An exit node indiates suessful terminationof the partiular all to the program.
Fail
A fail node indiates unsuessful terminationof the program.A solid line indiates the ow of ontrol fromone node to the next. Only one ar will onnettwo given nodes.Table 5.1: Control Flow Graph Nodes: Version 1
104 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSShape ExplanationA dotted line indiates ow of ontrol betweenprograms (as opposed to nodes).Table 5.2: Control Flow Graph Nodes: Version 1 (ontinued)Figure 5.4 shows an example of a ontrol ow graph for the position program.
D=head(List)
E=tail(List)
C=F+1 Exit
Fails
Exit
position_3 - inputs(A, B), outputs(C)
A=D?
true
false
false
A:Element, B:List, C:Position of Element
true
C=1
F=position_3(A,E)
empty(B)?
Figure 5.4: Control Flow Graph Representation for positionControl Flow Tree Control ow trees dier from graphs in several respets: By denition, there are no loops in the graph (and hene no dotted lines betweenprograms): eah level of the representation represents a all to the program; As eah level of the tree represents a separate all, variable renaming does notour aross levels; There are only three types of nodes: program nodes, and fail and exit nodes.Program nodes ontain all ations and bindings whih our during that partiularall.
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 105The entities making up the ontrol ow tree are desribed in Table 5.3.Shape Explanation
position_3
D=head(B)
A=D?
C=1
A program node represents a single all to aprogram (named on the rst line). If it is alledby a program with the same name, this indiatesreursion. At eah level in the tree, the programnode ontains all of the program events for thatpartiular all, namely, tests and variable bind-ing.
Exit
Exit node: see Table 5.2.
Fail
Fail node: see Table 5.2.A solid line indiates the ow of ontrol fromone level (i.e. one invoation) to the next.\And" ars indiate that both branhes of thetree must sueed for exeution to sueed.Table 5.3: Control Flow Tree Nodes: Version 1Figure 5.5 shows the ontrol ow tree representation for the position program.
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Fail Exit
Fail Exit
position_3
empty(B)?
position_3
empty(B)?
position_3
position_3
D=head(B)
A=D?
C=1
position_3
D=head(B)
A=D?
C=1
position_3
D=head(B)
A=D?
C=1
position_3 - inputs(A, B), outputs(C)
A:Element, B:List, C:Number
empty(B)?
position_3 position_3 position_3
position_3position_3
position_3position_3
B=tail(B) F=F+1
B=tail(B) F=F+1
B=tail(B) F=F+1Figure 5.5: Control Flow Tree Representation for position
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 107Data FlowThe basi model of data ow omprises funtion nodes (similar to the ation nodes inthe ontrol ow language), whih ompute a value. However, ars now denote ows ofdata, with data travelling along the ars in the form of tokens. Thus, instead of one arjoining nodes, there are as many ars as there are data objets required by that node.Control onstruts suh as \if . . . then . . . else" are implemented in the form of a testbox whih eetively ombines Davis and Keller's notion of seletors and distributorswith the test whih produes the boolean output that the seletors and distributorsrequire.Data Flow Graph The data ow language omprises the entities shown in Table 5.4.
108 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSShape Explanation
position_3
Funtion nodes indiate a all to a programor to a partiular ation, e.g. all position re-ursively or take the head of a list.
empty_list?YES NO
FAIL
Test nodes ontain a test in the middle andYES and NO boxes on either side. Datarequired by the test ows into the middle, anddata aeted by the test ows into and out ofthe YES or NO setions of the node. If a datatoken is not output as a result of the test, asmall box attahed to the bottom of the YESor NO box indiates exit from, or, in this ase,failure of, the program.
1 2
Ports are shown at the entrane to programs,allowing the inputs and outputs to be identied.
1
A new objet node indiates the reation of anew data objet. Its value is shown in the node.A solid line indiates data ow. Eah line rep-resents a path along whih a dierent data tokenan ow.Table 5.4: Data Flow Graph Nodes: Version 1
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 109Figure 5.6 show how these nodes t together to form the data ow graph version of theposition program.
21 3
Position
headtail
NO YES=
1 2
3
ListElement
empty_list?YES NO
FAIL
1
position_3 +1
position_3 - Inputs(Element, List), Outputs(Position)
Figure 5.6: Data Flow Graph Representation for positionData Flow Tree The data ow tree representation is essentially an \unfolded" ver-sion of the data graph. Instead of being represented as a node in a graph of the samename, the graph is unfolded into a number of opies of the program, so that dataows through the rst all to the reursive program, and ontinues to ow down therepresentations of subsequent alls, shown below the initial alls as dotted outlines.The nodes used in the data ow tree are essentially similar to the data ow graph, andare desribed in Table 5.5.
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position_3
Funtion nodes: see Table 5.4.
empty_list?YES NO
FAIL
Test nodes: see Table 5.4.
1
New objet node: see Table 5.4.A solid line indiates data ow. Eah line rep-resents a path along whih a dierent data tokenan ow.Dotted outlines of objets: nodes and arswhih are dotted indiate that the all to theprogram may ontinue, depending on the dataprovided.Table 5.5: Data Flow Tree Nodes: Version 1Figure 5.7 shows the data ow tree version of the position program.
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position_3 - Inputs(Element, List), Outputs(Position)
position_3
PositionElement
List
Element List Position
FAIL
tail
NO YES=
head 1
empty_list?YES NO
+1
1head
FAIL
NO YES=
empty_list?YES NO
tail
Figure 5.7: Data Flow Tree Representation for position5.6.2 Development of the Miro Languages { Version 2This setion desribes the seond version of the data ow and ontrol ow miro lan-guages.The languages dier in several respets. From a purely syntati point of view, thelanguages make use of olour. The rst version of the languages were implementedin Hyperard whih, at the time, had diÆulties integrating olour with other desiredfuntionalities. The version 2 languages were implemented in Maromedia Diretor,whih provides not only failities for olour, but also serves as a potential platformon whih further features ould be added. For example, the representations ould be
112 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSanimated, allowing experiments on program omprehension and/or debugging to bearried out with a dynami representation. Furthermore, the basi language denitionould be extended so as to allow program onstrution experiments to be onduted inaddition to omprehension experiments.In version 2, only two languages were reated: a ontrol ow graph and a data owgraph. It was deided to fous on these two types of representation as they were themost likely andidates to at as the basis for an atual visual programming language: asdisussed in (Good and Brna, 1996a), the tree representations have unwanted visosityand diuseness, two of the `ognitive dimensions' identied by Green (1989).Changes to the atual nodes will be disussed under the ontrol and data ow headingsbelow.Control FlowThe ontrol ow language is similar to the rst version of the ontrol ow graph de-sribed in Setion 5.6.1 in that both have program nodes, test nodes and exit (orstop) nodes. However, the language has moved away from elements whih previouslygave it an air of \visual Prolog" by eliminating fail nodes. Finally, the onept ofthe binding node was generalised to an ation node to enompass any type of ationwhih ours in a program (usually as a result of a test).The nodes used in the ontrol ow language are desribed in Table 5.6.Figure 5.8 shows how the nodes t together to form the passes program.
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 113Shape ExplanationA test node tests whether a ertain onditionholds, for example, whether two values are equalto eah other, or whether a list is empty (asin this example). A test always nishes with aquestion mark, and a test node has a true arand a false ar direting the ow of ontrol. Thefollowing tests are used in the experiment: = (equals) > (greater than) < (less than)An ation node performs an ation, for exam-ple, assigning a value to a variable. The follow-ing ations are used in the experiment: set X to Y - sets a variable X to Y, whereY an be a value, or the result of the fol-lowing operations:{ tail(A) - returns the tail, (i.e. all ele-ments exept the rst one) of list A.{ head(A) - returns the head (the rstelement) of list A.{ - (subtration){ * (multipliation){ + (addition) print X - prints a variable join X to Y - inserts element X into thefront of the list Y.A program node represents an entire program.When a program node appears in a graph, italls a program. If the program node has thesame name as the graph it's in, it means that itis alling the program reursively. If it doesn'thave the same name, then it is alling anotherprogram.An exit node indiates that the program termi-nates suessfully.Table 5.6: Control Flow Nodes: Version 2
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Figure 5.8: The passes Program: Control Flow Version
CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS 115Data FlowThe data ow language underwent more hanges relative to the rst version of thedata ow graph desribed in Setion 5.6.1. The hanges were designed to add moregenerality to the language and more larity, based on feedbak from the experimentusing the rst version.The hanges an be summarised as follows: The onept of funtion node from version 1 was separated into ation nodesand program nodes. This is to distinguish between the at of alling a fun-tion and alling a program (this also eliminates unneessary dierenes with theontrol ow representation); Program input and output are now represented as expliit nodes; The omposite test node from version 1 was separated into a test node followedby either a seletor or distributor node. The latter served to diret the owof data depending on the result of the test. It was deided to use this two stageproess, desribed in (Davis and Keller, 1982), as subjets found the working ofthe omposite node diÆult to understand. the new objet node was subsumed under the funtion node, as a partiularinstane of a general funtion.Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 illustrate and desribe the nodes used in the data ow language.
116 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSShape ExplanationAn input node shows the input to a program(one node per input).Likewise an output node shows the output ofthe program (again, one node per output).A program node represents an entire program.When a program node appears in a graph, italls a program. If the program node has thesame name as the graph it's in, it is alling theprogram reursively. It if doesn't have the samename, then it is alling another program.A test node tests whether a ertain onditionholds, for example, whether two values are equalto eah other, or whether a list is empty (asin this example). A test always nishes with aquestion mark. The result of a test will eitherbe a value of true or false. The following testsare used in the experiment: = (equals) > (greater than) < (less than)Test nodes are always assoiated with two typesof nodes: Seletors and Distributors.Table 5.7: Data Flow Nodes: Version 2
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Shape ExplanationSeletors have an input ar on the sideof the node. This represents the resultof the test (and so an be either trueor false). Seletors have two other in-puts at the top of the node and oneoutput ar at the bottom of the node.If the result of the test is true, the inputar marked \T" will be hosen, and thedata on that ar (for example, a num-ber or a list) will ow through to theoutput ar. If the result of the test isfalse, the input ar marked \F" will behosen, and that data will ow throughto the output ar.Distributors also have an input aron the side of the node. Distributorshave only one other input ar at thetop of the node, but two output arsat the bottom. If the result of the testis true, the data on the input ar willow through to the output ar marked\T". If the result of the test is false, thedata on the input ar will ow throughthe node and out along the output armarked \F".Table 5.8: Data Flow Nodes: Version 2 (ontinued)
118 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLSShape ExplanationA funtion node performs an ation, for ex-ample, splitting a list and only letting the tail(i.e. every element exept the rst one) passthrough. The following ations are used in theexperiment: tail - splits the input list, taking o therst element and only letting the tail passthrough. head - splits the input list, disardingthe tail and only letting the head passthrough. print - prints a value. join - takes two inputs, an element and alist, and inserts the element into the frontof the list. subtrat - takes two numbers and sub-trats the element on the right from theone on the left. * - multiplies two numbers together. [ ℄ - reates an empty list (whih is thenusually used to build up the results of areursive all). + 1 - adds 1 to the input number.Table 5.9: Data Flow Nodes: Version 2 (ontinued)Figure 5.9 shows a data ow version of the passes program.
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Figure 5.9: The passes Program: Data Flow Version
120 CHAPTER 5: CF AND DF VPLS5.7 Chapter SummaryThis hapter dened ontrol ow and data ow paradigms. It desribed graphial rep-resentations of eah and explained that, for historial reasons, graphial representationsof ontrol ow (e.g. owharts) have typially been developed to at as aompanimentsto textual programs, in ontrast to graphial data ow languages. It then desribedempirial work whih examined ontrol ow and data ow representations. In a disus-sion of this researh, it was autioned against using owhart studies as evidene forrejeting ontrol ow VPLs out of hand.Finally, the hapter desribed the development of two versions of ontrol and dataow miro VPLs. The next two hapters desribe the experiments in whih the miro-languages were used.
Chapter 6A Preliminary Study on ControlFlow and Data Flow VisualProgramming Languages6.1 IntrodutionThis hapter reports on a study whih tested the math-mismath onjeture (desribedin Chapter 4) using two miro visual programming languages based on the data andontrol ow paradigms (desribed in Chapter 5). Green (1997) provides an interestingdesription of the math-mismath onjeture as follows:Extrating information about a program is orrespondingly easy whenthe information mathes the notation and hard when there is a mismath.A good parallel is swimming upstream or downstream: sequential informa-tion is easy to determine from a Basi program, beause one is swimmingdownstream, but hard to determine from say an event-driven program, be-ause one is trying to swim in the opposite diretion from the language.(Green, 1997, pp. 1-2)In terms of data ow and ontrol ow languages, this onjeture would predit that dataow languages will highlight data ow, therefore tasks requiring data ow informationwill be omparatively easier to perform than if one were using a ontrol ow language.Conversely, ontrol ow languages will make ontrol ow more salient and failitatetasks requiring ontrol ow information. 121
122 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYThe investigation of paradigm relates to ontent, in other words, to a deision aboutwhat information to represent. However, that hoie does not ompletely ditate thesyntati representation: the same semantis an be represented in various ways. Thereexist a number of taxonomies of external representations based, for example, on theempirial study of how people lassify representations (Lohse et al., 1994), or on thespatial properties of the representation (Engelhardt et al., 1996), and Blakwell andEngelhardt (1998) attempt to bring this work together in a \taxonomy of diagramtaxonomies." In the visual programming domain, Shu (1988) makes the distintionbetween diagrammati systems (e.g. harts and graphs), ioni systems, and tables orform based systems. The distintion is useful, but does not seem to have preditivepower in the sense of helping one determine whih type of representation might be bestfor partiular tasks, situations, et.Indeed, it is often not lear what the onsequenes of a syntati hoie might be, orwhy one representation is easier to use or more eetive than another one. Althoughit ould be argued that dierenes between representations are due to the fat thatthe representations are informationally but not omputationally equivalent (Larkin andSimon, 1987), this distintion is not always useful in the sense that the omputationalproperties of the diagram may not neessarily lie with the diagram itself, but in theinteration between the user and the diagram.In the programming domain, a number of early studies looked at the eet of informa-tion presentation in design and omprehension tasks, and the results of a number ofthese studies were presented in Chapter 5 (Ramsey et al., 1983; Sanlan, 1989; Wrightand Reid, 1973). The wide range of results obtained from these studies points to theimportane of the partiular task and setting in determining performane.In the study desribed here, it was deided to further investigate the relationship be-tween representation and problem solving by representing programs in either tree orgraph form. This partiular hoie of representations was diretly related to the useof reursive programs in the experiment. Reursive problems were used as the fousof this study beause, rstly, the psyhology of programming literature douments thediÆulty involved in both learning and using reursion (Anderson et al., 1988; Bhuiyanet al., 1991, 1992; Kahney, 1989; Kurland and Pea, 1983; Pirolli and Anderson, 1985;Pirolli, 1986), with one of the major problems identied being one of seeing reursion
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 123as \looping". Seondly, the nature of reursion is suh that diÆulty is not a funtionof size: small, ompat programs are often more diÆult to understand, and it was feltthat a graphial representation of suh programs would provide a good opportunityfor observing the types of diÆulty disussed in (Green et al., 1991; Petre and Green,1993)Various hypotheses were entertained as to the eet that trees and graphs might haveon the omprehension of reursive programs: trees may represent a larger searh spaein the sense that eah reursive all, rather than being represented impliitly as a\loop" in the graph, generates an additional level in the tree. Thus, even though muhof the information ontained in the tree is a repliation of other levels, reovering fromerroneous paths may be more time-onsuming than for graphs. On the other hand,graphs (and partiularly yli graphs suh as the ones used in the study), while beingmore ompat visually, lak the advantage of trees in that they do not provide a visualreord of states previously visited in the form of a path from the root to the urrentnode. This is partiularly relevant in the ase of reursion, where representing it as anode in a yli graph does little to distinguish it from iteration.Thus, this hapter investigates two graphial ways of abstrating information in pro-grams and two spei ways of presenting this information. The hypotheses whihrelate these issues to task performane are stated in the next setion.Finally, the study was designed so as to gather qualitative data on how people navigatethrough diagrams. Although laims have been made for visual programming languages(Shu, 1988; Golin, 1991), they have not always been supported by empirial evidene.Green et al. (1991) and Green and Petre (1992) highlight some of the diÆulties involvedin using graphial representations of programs; this study provides further informationon the types of strategies used and the misunderstandings whih our when attemptingto use a visual representation of a program.6.1.1 HypothesesTwo main hypotheses were investigated in this study: the math-mismath hypothesisand the presentation hypothesis.The math-mismath hypothesis was formulated as follows: when the question type
124 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY(data ow or ontrol ow) requires information whih is highlighted by the diagram(again, data ow or ontrol ow) then performane will be enhaned, as measured bya lower response time and fewer errors. Conversely, a mismath between the questiontype and the information ontent of the diagram (e.g. a data ow question oupledwith a ontrol ow diagram) should result in a derease in performane, as manifestedby a greater number of errors and an inrease in time taken to omplete the task.1The seond hypothesis onerned the presentation type, i.e. the partiular way in whihthe information ontent is externally represented. In this study, two types of presen-tation were investigated, trees and graphs. It was expeted that diagram type wouldaet performane, with one or the other favouring problem solving, measured again interms of speed and auray. However, this was a bidiretional hypothesis: as desribedabove: there were opposing tensions as to the advantages of eah type of diagram, andit was unlear how these would interat. In addition, the author is unaware of similarstudies whih ompare these two types of presentation in the area of programming andthus empirial or experimental results on whih to base preditions were not available.The nal objetive of the study onerned the possible interation between informationtype and presentation type, and the eet, if any, of ombining a partiular type ofrepresentation (data or ontrol) with its physial manifestation (tree or graph).6.2 Method6.2.1 DesignThe experiment was a two-fator randomised mixed design, with eah fator havingtwo levels. The independent variables were the information ontent of the diagram (inthe form of ontrol ow or data ow diagrams), whih was a between-subjets fator,and presentation type (in the form of trees or graphs), whih was a within-subjetsvariable. Subjets were randomly assigned to either the ontrol ow or the data owondition, and the presentation order of trees and graphs was ounterbalaned arossand within subjets so as to ontrol for order eets.1 Note that in a previous report of this study (Good, 1996), the terms \ongruent" and \inongruent"were used to refer to situations of \math" and \mismath". \Congruent" and \inongruent" shouldbe taken to be equivalent to \math" and \mismath" respetively.
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 125Although a pure within subjets design has the advantage of minimising the eet ofany individual peuliarities, doing so would have made the experiment overly long, afator whih would probably have outweighed any potential benets. Additionally, abetween subjets design was unfeasible given the small number of subjets in the pilotstudy.6.2.2 SubjetsTen subjets took part in the experiment. All exept one were MS students in eitherArtiial Intelligene or Cognitive Siene at the University of Edinburgh.2 All tensubjets had taken, or were in the eighth week of, a ten-week introdutory Prologourse whih inluded extensive use of reursive programs. Subjets were hosen fromthis ourse as it was important that they had some knowledge of reursive onstrutsin order to omplete the experiment.6.2.3 MaterialsThe materials used onsisted of a paper based pre-test, a Hyperard stak whih inor-porated the pratie materials and the experimental stimulus, and a sreen reordingutility to reord the subjets' interations with the system.3 The pre-test, programsused, and orresponding omprehension questions are shown in Appendix B.The Pre-TestThe paper and penil pre-test onsisted of ve multiple hoie questions designed totest subjets' understanding of both tail and non-tail reursion. This was to ensure thatsubjets' knowledge would be suÆient to allow them to take part in the experiment.Given that all subjets knew Prolog, the questions were based on short Prolog programs.The questions required subjets to reognise orret versions of a partiular program,determine the behaviour of a standard but unnamed piee of ode, orret a pieeof buggy ode, determine and distinguish between the eets of two dierent typesof reursive list building, and predit the invoation order of lines of ode, given apartiular query.2 The remaining subjet had already ompleted the MS ourse in Artiial Intelligene.3 Farallon In.'s `SreenReorder' utility, part of the `MediaTraks' pakage.
126 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYIn addition to the reursion questions, the pre-test also inluded a question on thesubjets' knowledge of various programming languages, i.e. whih languages they hadlearned, how long they had used them, and to what extent (e.g. \took a ourse on it",\used extensively in my job", \used o and on").The ExperimentThe experiment was implemented as a Maintosh Hyperard stak, and onsisted ofa familiarisation stage and the experimental trials. The rst sreen showed a shortdesription of the various stages of the experiment. This was followed by the familiari-sation session, whih began with a sreen showing a graph diagram, and a desriptionof eah of the omponent parts of the diagram in terms of their shape, meaning andfuntion (the data ow graph version is shown in Figure 6.1). The subsequent sreenshowed the same diagram and a sample question similar to those asked in the experi-ment proper. This was repeated for tree diagrams, i.e. eah subjet saw a tree diagramaompanied by an explanation of its omponent parts, followed by a sample questionaompanied by the same tree diagram.
Figure 6.1: Pratie Session: An Explanation of the Data Flow Graph Language
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 127The experimental trials followed the pratie questions: after a short textual desriptionof a program in terms of input, output and a onrete example of both, subjets werepresented with either a tree or a graph representation of the program ode along with amultiple hoie question. The question either mathed or \mismathed" the diagram.The next stimulus showed the same diagram and a new question: if the rst questionmathed the information highlighted by the representation, the seond question did not,and vie versa. This sequene of textual desription, followed by diagram plus question,then the same diagram plus a new question, was repeated for a seond program. Thuseah subjet answered a total of four questions, two per diagram.Trials diered for ontrol ow and data ow groups in that the ontrol ow group used aontrol ow tree and a graph, while data ow subjets used a data ow tree and a graph.For both groups, the order of presentation of tree and graph was ounterbalaned, aswas the order in whih the problems were presented (both groups reeived the samequestions: a data ow question and a ontrol ow question for eah diagram).The programs used were position and max. The four versions of the position pro-gram, ontrol ow graph, ontrol ow tree, data ow graph, and data ow tree, wereshown in Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 respetively (Chapter 5). Corresponding versions ofthe max program are shown in Appendix B. The position program takes an element,and a list ontaining that element, and returns the position of the element in the list,while max takes a list of numbers and reursively sans the list to nd the maximumnumber. The problems were hosen beause, although they are not unommon, theyboth have partiular properties: max involves the swapping of values between variables,while a non-tail reursive version of position was seleted as results from Kurlandand Pea (1983) show that performane on tail reursive problems do not allow one todistinguish between a orret model of reursion and a model of reursion as iteration.Figure 6.2 shows one sreen of the experimental setup, in whih a data ow graph formax is presented with a ontrol ow (mismathed) question.6.2.4 ProedureSubjets were rst given the pre-test and allowed to spend as muh time on it as theywished.
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Figure 6.2: Data Flow Graph for the max Program with a Control Flow QuestionSubjets then worked through the experiment, again at their own pae. All sub-jet/system interations were logged and time-stamped using the SreenReorder util-ity.After nishing the experiment, subjets were asked to view a replay of the sreenreording of their session and talk the experimenter through it, i.e. on the basis of themouse movements, explain what they were in the proess of doing at any given time, atehnique used previously by Cox (1996). Subjets used the SreenReorder playbakfailities to fast forward and/or pause the reording as needed, and this part of theexperiment was audio taped.6.3 ResultsThe study was designed so as to allow for the examination of two main eets, infor-mation math-mismath and presentation type, and the interation between the two.Following a brief disussion of the pre-test results, this setion looks at results in terms
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 129of the main eets and their interation, and then goes on to disuss some qualitativeresults from the retrospetive protool analysis.6.3.1 Pre-testThe mean sore on the pre-test was 3.9 (out of 5), with a standard deviation of 0.88.With the exeption of one question, whih all subjets answered orretly, inorretresponses were evenly distributed over questions and multiple hoie options. Themeans of both groups were largely similar (ontrol ow group: 4.0; data ow group:3.8).6.3.2 Programming ExperieneSubjets' self-report questionnaires allowed rude measures of previous programmingexperiene to be olleted. Overall, subjets reporting knowing an average of 3.2 lan-guages, a gure whih was idential for both groups.All subjets knew Prolog, with the next most popular languages being C and Pasal,followed by C++ and Fortran.In terms of number of years of experiene, subjets had used C for the longest periodsof time, followed by Basi and Assembler.6.3.3 Pratie SessionAll subjets saw two questions during the pratie session (one aompanied by a treediagram, and one by a graph diagram). Although these questions were not part of theexperiment per se, the results were ompared so as to ensure that there were no majordierenes between the data and ontrol ow groups, and are summarised below:Condition Mean Response Lateny Auray(in seonds)Data Flow 259.8 70% orretControl Flow 274.2 80% orretTable 6.1: Results of Pratie Questions
130 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY6.3.4 Information Math-MismathThe math-mismath hypothesis, i.e. the hypothesis that performane would be im-proved when the information required by the task mathed that present in the diagram,was examined in terms of both response lateny and error rates.4Eah question was sored simply as either orret (1 point) or inorret (0 points), and itwas expeted that the error rate (in terms of the perentage of inorret answers) wouldbe lower in ongruent situations. Overall, the error rate for ongruent questions was50%, as opposed to 35% for inongruent situations. This dierene between onditionsgoes in the opposite diretion to that predited (i.e. the error rate was lower whenthe information type and question were not ongruent). As the auray data wasdeemed to be ordinal rather than interval, non-parametri statistis were employed.Using a Wiloxon signed ranks test, the dierene between ongruent and inongruentonditions was not signiant (T+=24, N=8, ns).Mean response lateny was 182 seonds for ongruent questions and 165.5 seondsfor inongruent questions, a trend whih again goes in the opposite diretion to thatpredited. The time data was sreened to ensure that requirements for parametristatistis were met. The dierene between onditions was not signiant (t-test, t=.59,ns).Figure 6.3 shows the plotted means for speed and error rates (with 95% ondeneintervals).
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ongruentQuestionsThus, the null hypothesis, that 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y between question type and information4 These were orrelated to hek for speed-auray trade-o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CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 131ontent in the diagram does not lead to dierenes in performane, ould not be re-jeted. In fat, there was a trend for ongruent situations to be assoiated with a longersolution time and a greater number of errors.6.3.5 Data Flow vs. Control FlowAnalysing the data in terms of whether the questions are ongruent or inongruentwith the information highlighted by the representation obsures the issue of the typeof information being investigated. In other words, the relatively high performane inases where the representation does not math the task may in fat be due to one ofthe representations in question being generally better for all of the situations studied.To test this hypothesis, the data was reexamined in order to look at the auray andresponse lateny on ontrol ow and data ow questions for both groups. The resultsare shown in Table 6.2.Condition Question Types OverallCF DFControl FlowMean 158.30 163.10 160.70Std Dev 90.67 51.11 54.23Data FlowMean 167.90 205.90 186.90Std Dev 86.82 28.78 49.40Table 6.2: Mean Response Lateny (in seonds) per Question TypeWhen the data ow and ontrol ow onditions are ompared, it an be seen that theresponse lateny for both types of question is higher for the data ow group, as isresponse lateny overall. These dierenes are not however signiant.Likewise, response auray shows the same trend, with subjets in the ontrol owondition showing more aurate responses overall (Table 6.3). Again, these dierenesare not signiant.Overall, auray rates for ontrol ow questions are higher than for data ow questionsaross both groups, showing that the apparent \inongrueny eet" is in fat largelyunidiretional.
132 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYCondition Question Types OverallCF DFControl FlowMean .70 .60 .65Std Dev .45 .22 .22Data FlowMean .70 .30 .50Std Dev .27 .45 .31Table 6.3: Proportion of Corret Responses per Question Type6.3.6 Presentation TypeThe seond hypothesis onerned the eet of varying presentation type on perfor-mane. Eah subjet reeived two questions aompanied by graphs and two aom-panied by trees. Their sores on eah were ompared. The error rate for tree questionswas 55% as opposed to 30% for graph questions. This dierene was not signiant(Wiloxon signed ranks test, T+=24, N=7, ns).In terms of speed, the mean time taken to answer questions using trees was 198.9seonds, as opposed to 148.7 for questions using graphs. Again, this result is notstatistially signiant (t-test, t=1.277, ns) due to large variation between subjetsand within groups.Figure 6.4 shows the plotted means for speed and error rates (with 95% ondeneintervals).
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CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 133Breakdown of Presentation Type by ParadigmIt was deided to subdivide trees and graphs further by type: ontrol ow tree, dataow tree, ontrol ow graph and data ow graph. This was done in order to investigatewhether the eets lay more with one partiular type of tree or graph, rather than arossboth types equally. The mean response lateny for trees and graphs by ondition isshown in Table 6.4. Condition Question TypesGraphs TreesControl FlowMean 128.10 193.30Std Dev 40.69 117.09Data FlowMean 169.30 204.50Std Dev 87.39 69.78Table 6.4: Mean Response Lateny (in seonds) per Group per Presentation TypeThe dierene in time between groups is more marked for the graph representation asompared to the tree representation (41 seonds and 11.2 seonds respetively). Withingroups omparisons show that for the ontrol ow group, the dierene between graphsand trees is almost double that of the data ow group (65.2 seonds as opposed to35.2 seonds). None of these results were statistially signiant, although the trendindiates that while graphs are assoiated with the lowest response latenies, ontrolow graphs in partiular show the lowest lateny overall.This is further reinfored by the auray data shown in Table 6.5, where it an beseen that ontrol ow graphs show the highest auray, while for the data ow group,auray remains the same over both types of presentation.A Mann-Whitney U test omparing sores aross onditions for the graph question wasnot signiant (U=4.5, p < .10).A Wiloxon Signed-Ranks Test omparing tree and graph sores within groups wassigniant for the ontrol ow group (T+=15, N=5, p < .05).
134 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYCondition Question TypesGraphs TreesControl FlowMean .90 .40Std Dev .22 .22Data FlowMean .50 .50Std Dev .35 .35Table 6.5: Response Auray (Proportion) per Group per Presentation Type6.3.7 Interation between Main EetsAn analysis of variane on the time data was run to determine the signiane, if any,of the main eets (group, presentation type and ongrueny) and their interations.None of the main eets or interations were signiant due to low sample sizes andlarge amounts of variane. Nevertheless, rank ordering the size of the eets suggeststhat the eets of presentation type were more onsistent than the eets of informationongrueny.6.3.8 Qualitative resultsThis setion presents the qualitative data obtained from the retrospetive verbal proto-ols. The verbal protools were taken by audiotaping subjets as they explained theirsreen reording to the experimenter after the experiment. The analysis of the protoollooked at two types of information: the strategies used by subjets as they reasonedusing the diagram, and the misunderstandings5 whih arose. This ategorisation issimilar to Mulholland's (1994) with the exeption that two of Mulholland's three ate-gories, information types and strategies, were ollapsed into one on the assumption thatinformation types are impliit in the strategies used by subjets. Additionally, apartfrom strategies involving the ontrol ow, data ow and goal of the program, whih areappliable to a large number of programming ativities, the remaining ategories weredevised speially for this study.Note that this is an initial attempt at lassifying protool data from a study of this5 Like Mulholland (1994), the term misunderstanding will be used rather than misoneption as it isbelieved that problems observed were due in part to an unfamiliarity with the notation as opposedto any deep-seated oneptual diÆulties.
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 135kind, therefore the method is not overly sophistiated: the ategorisation was developediteratively on the basis of Mulholland's (1994) sheme. When examining the protools,only those utteranes whih were instanes of a strategy or misunderstanding werelassied (i.e. some utteranes were left unlassied). Classiation was arried out bythe author only.The strategies and misunderstandings are dened below, followed by a table indiatingthe number of ourrenes of eah type per ondition. Further disussion of the meritsof this type of analysis an be found in Setion 6.4.StrategiesCF: Reasoning about the ontrol ow of the diagram.CORRES: Mathing something desribed in the question (often in the form of hy-pothesised behaviour) to a partiular part in the diagram whih represents it (asopposed to, say, starting at the beginning of the diagram and working to thatpoint).CV: \Code visualisation" is an attempt to mentally visualise the orresponding textualrepresentation of the program ode.DF: Reasoning about the data ow of the diagram.GOAL: Reasoning about the goal of all or part of the program.META: Rather than using the diagram to reason about the problem, subjets useinformation from the following soures, or a ombination thereof: desriptionof program behaviour, example of program behaviour, program names (whihwere meaningful in the study and hene led to expetations about the node's be-haviour), and information ontained in the answers to the multiple hoie ques-tions.META PART: This is similar to META but applies only to a subset of the diagram,e.g. using knowledge of a partiular proedure to predit the meaning or value ofa partiular part of the diagram.
136 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYMisunderstandingsMisunderstandings inlude erroneous inferenes, or inorret navigational ativities.However, a number of the misunderstandings desribed are derived from the inorretuse of a orret strategy, e.g. CORRESM, METAM and META PARTM.CORRESM: A variation on CORRES whih involves making an inorret orrespon-dene between a situation desribed in the question and the diagram itself, e.g.equating part of the exeution desribed in the question with the wrong level ina tree diagram.DFM: The subjet does not understand the origin of a partiular data objet, or howthe objet arrived at a partiular node in the diagram.FMM: Subjets report that they forget the meaning of a partiular onstrut, e.g.that a triangular shape denotes the reation of a data objet. This does not initself desribe the ation whih then followed: either the meaning was orretlyguessed, or the onept was ignored (ICM) or misinterpreted (WMM).ICM: Subjets do not take a partiular diagrammati onstrut into aount whenreasoning with the diagram, whih is espeially important if it has an eet onthe data, e.g. a node whih takes the rst element o a list and returns the restof the list, as opposed to returning the list intat.METAM & META PARTM: These are erroneous versions of the META andMETA PART strategies desribed earlier. Although these strategies are usedhere, the inferenes made on the basis of the various soures are inorret.MISUNDM: This is an underspeied ategory in the same sense as FMM, as itis unlear what ations follow from it. Although the subjet reported that themeaning of a partiular objet was not understood, he/she did not go on to saywhether the objet was ignored or its meaning reinterpreted.NOCORRESM: The subjet is unable to determine, on the basis of a situation givenin the question, the orresponding point in the diagram.SKIPM: Subjets are at a point in the diagram and skip to another, inorret, point.This may arise, for example, from an inorret evaluation of a hoie point, whih
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 137auses them to jump to the wrong node.STARTM: Investigation of the diagram starts at an arbitrary point rather than atthe start, with the subjet ignoring all proessing ourring before that point.For example, in a diagram whih depits one proedure alling another reursiveproedure, the rst proedure, whih transforms the input data in some way, isignored.WMM: The wrongmeaning is attributed to a onstrut, or the onstrut is assumed tohave a behaviour whih it does not have. This may be due in some ases to short-term memory limitations (e.g. the subjet forgets the meaning of the onstrutand attributes an erroneous one) rather than to a deeper misunderstanding. Ifso, it may be possible to redue these errors by a hange in experimental design.Table 6.6 shows the frequeny of ourrene of eah strategy in total and per group(ontrol or data), while Table 6.7 shows the frequeny of ourrene of eah type ofmisunderstanding in total and per group.Strategy Group TotalControl Flow Data FlowCF 6 4 10CV 1 4 5CORRES 14 3 17DF 4 3 7GOAL 3 0 3META 5 5 10META PART 2 0 2Total 33 19 52Table 6.6: Strategies Reported in the ProtoolLooking at the breakdown per group, the ontrol ow (CF) group showed more report-ing of strategies than the data ow (DF) group: 33 as opposed to 19. At the sametime, the reporting of misunderstandings per group was similar (18 CF group, 22 DFgroup). In the light of the report from many DF subjets that they found the dataow diagrams very onfusing and diÆult to follow, it may be that DF subjets wereless able to artiulate a strategy, whereas CF subjets ould proeed more methodiallyand report on strategies used.
138 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYMisunderstanding Group TotalControl Flow Data FlowCORRESM 4 0 4DFM 0 1 1FMM 0 2 2ICM 3 1 4META PARTM 2 0 2METAM 0 5 5MISUNDM 0 4 4NOCORRESM 4 0 4SKIPM 2 1 3STARTM 1 2 3WMM 2 6 8Total 18 22 40Table 6.7: Misunderstandings Reported in the ProtoolThe results also show that the types of misunderstandings reported varied betweengroups. While CF subjets reported more diÆulty in mathing up parts of the ques-tion with parts of the representation (4 ourrenes eah of CORRESM and NOCOR-RESM in the CF group), DF subjets reported no ourrenes of either. The DF groupreported more diÆulty with attributing meaning to onepts (FMM, MISUNDM,WMM) rather than navigational diÆulties.However, it is diÆult to make a lear distintion between errors whih might be termed\errors of reasoning" and those whih would be onsidered as \errors of navigation". Inother words, is DFM, a misunderstanding about the origin and trajetory of a partiulardata objet, due to erroneous reasoning about how the program deals with data objets,or is it simply a ase of having got lost while traing through the diagram? For thisreason, and in the absene of data whih ould lend further support to these issues,it was deided not to attempt to lassify error types into higher level groupings or toperform more sophistiated analyses on the data.One speulative omment is worth making, nonetheless: the CORRES strategy standsout as being one whih is used muh more by the ontrol ow group than the data owgroup, and whih aounts for 42% of the strategies used by the ontrol ow group.In addition, as noted above, CORRESM and NOCORRESM errors appear only in theontrol ow group. This may indiate that dierent types of task ativity are ourringaross groups: it would appear that ontrol ow subjets spend time trying to map
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 139parts of the task to the representation, an ativity whih data ow subjets engage inless frequently. It may be that rather than sanning the entire representation in anattempt to understand it, ontrol ow subjets are attempting to fous on only thoseparts of the representation whih they feel are neessary for the task. In other words,ontrol ow subjets may be using an \as-needed" rather than a \systemati" strategy(Littman et al., 1986) (but with better results than in the original study . . . ). A studyfousing on diagram navigation, with onurrent verbalisation, might allow possibledierenes in strategy, and the role played the representation in failitating them, tobe eluidated.In brief, the qualitative analysis resulted in a lassiation of the strategies used, andthe diÆulties involved in diagram navigation and attribution of meaning to the variousdiagrammati onstruts. In addition, it provided some indiation that the diÆultiesexperiened by subjets vary aording to the type of information present in the dia-gram. This issue requires further investigation however.6.3.9 SummaryThe following points provide a summary of the main ndings of the study: With respet to the hypothesis that performane is omparatively better if thereis a math between the information ontent of the representation and the informa-tion required by the question, the data did not permit the null hypothesis (thatthere will be no dierene between ongruent and inongruent representations)to be rejeted; There is a (non-signiant) trend for some representations to enhane perfor-mane more than others, regardless of the task. Control ow representationswere assoiated with the lowest times overall and on both types of task (dataow and ontrol ow), as well as the lowest error rates overall. With regard to the representation format hypothesis, although there was a trendoverall for graphs to lead to more aurate responses and a faster reply time, thedierene was not signiant. However, an examination of trees and graphs aording to type (data ow orontrol ow), showed that overall, ontrol ow graphs were assoiated with the
140 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYlowest response latenies and error rates. The dierene between ontrol owgraphs and ontrol ow trees (within group) was signiant. Finally, a qualitative analysis of the strategies and misunderstandings involvedin visual program omprehension and diagram navigation showed dierenes be-tween groups, with the ontrol ow group experiening more diÆulties in math-ing parts of the task to parts of the representation, and the data ow group havingmore oneptual diÆulties.6.4 DisussionThis setion looks at the results not only in terms of how they an be aounted for ona theoretial basis, but also onsiders the inuene of elements within the experiment.As shown above, the math-mismath hypothesis was not upheld. This hypothesispredited that task performane would be relatively better if the information requiredby the question was of the same type as that highlighted by the diagram (omparedto a situation where the information required is obsured by the diagram). In fat,the math-mismath issue seems to mask an issue of \ontrol ow supremay", wherebest performane is assoiated with ontrol ow tasks and ontrol ow representations,regardless of the task. Thus, the issue of semantis per se seems to take preedeneover the semanti-task math.On the other hand, the results from omparing trees and graphs show that the syntax ofthe representation does not have the same degree of inuene: although graphs provedmore beneial than trees, syntax on its own was not signiant. Syntax and semantisdid interat though, in that ontrol ow graphs were most eetive for problem solving,both in terms of speed and auray.These results seem to suggest that one partiular type of representation is best inall situations (at least in the situations examined here), a nding whih goes againstprevious work looking at the math between task and representation (Gilmore andGreen, 1984) or the notion of ognitive t (Vessey, 1991).However, it seems more likely that neither situation tells the whole story: no onerepresentation is probably best for everything, but on the other hand, the math-
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 141mismath onjeture is only one fator in determining an eetive representation forproblem-solving. In some ases, other fators may interat to diminish, or even override,its eet. For example, Sinha and Vessey (1992) applied the notion of ognitive t tothe domain of reursion and iteration in programming, using Lisp and Pasal as theprogramming languages in their investigation. They found the language itself had amuh stronger eet on subjets' performane than did ognitive t. Similarly, in theurrent study, other fators may have ontributed to the results obtained.The following setions will rstly make some general methodologial omments, andgo on to disuss the main experimental ndings, starting with general diagram use,and followed by a onsideration of some of the fators whih may have ontributedto the results obtained, inluding familiarity and previous experiene, the relationshipbetween data and ontrol ow, the oneptualisation of programming, and elements ofthe experimental setup whih may have ontributed to the results obtained.6.4.1 Questions of Methodology: Sreen ReordingBy reording subjets' mouse movements over the ourse of the experiment and askingthem to omment on the reording after the event, the intention was to obtain 1) dataon the method used by subjets to searh through the diagram and 2) some indiationof the inferene proesses they were engaged in at partiular points.However, the tehnique proved to be only partially suessful as a ueing mehanism,as one most subjets saw a partiular diagram on the sreen, they began to use themouse in real time to demonstrate their problem solving to the experimenter, ratherthan following the pre-reorded mouse movements. For those subjets who did tryto oordinate their explanations with the pre-reorded mouse movements, there wasevidene that this proess was very diÆult, judging by the number of requests to eitherstop the reording, redue the playbak speed, or rewind the reording. This suggeststhat visually following the mouse movements, attempting to reall what was happeningat that partiular time and verbalising this to the experimenter may simply be toodemanding, in whih ase, the methodology should be rened for future experiments.
142 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY6.4.2 General Diagram UseIn terms of general observations of diagram use, there was some onrmation of ear-lier ndings, partiularly the idea of familiarity and the need for training. Greenet al. (1991) and Green and Petre (1992) dispute the idea of \graphial superlativism"whereby visual programming languages are \ognitively natural" and hene superiorto textual languages, and stress the importane of training and experiene in usinggraphial notations. This was partiularly evident in the ase of the only subjet toobtain orret answers to all questions, despite the fat that his sore on the Prologpre-test for reursive skills was one of the lowest. The subjet's verbal protool showeda good understanding of how to navigate through the representation and where to lookfor relevant information, with no errors of interpretation reported, and extensive use ofwhat Petre and Green (1992) term \seondary notation". That subjet later reportedthat he used graphial software engineering representations in his work and felt om-fortable onstruting and using many dierent types of representations, inluding dataow diagrams and entity relationship diagrams.Green et al. also found that \ues imply meaning", in other words, that if a graphialelement was visible, it was expeted to have some relevane. This phenomenon did notour in the present study. On the ontrary, some subjets seemed to ignore onstrutspresent in the diagram (and neessary in order to orretly answer the question), in-luding any omputation whih ourred as a result of that onstrut. Reasons whythis might be so are disussed in Setion 6.4.5.6.4.3 Familiarity and Previous ExperieneOne explanation for the lak of support for the math-mismath hypothesis may be thatsubjets were more familiar both with ontrol ow based languages, and with graphialrepresentations of ontrol ow, and that a familiarity eet therefore overshadowed themath-mismath eet.In terms of language familiarity, proedural, ontrol ow based, textual languages werevery important historially, and ontinue to be extremely widely used today, thereforethis paradigm is likely to have been more familiar to subjets. Indeed, the data onprevious programming experiene shows that apart from Prolog, whih all subjets
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 143were familiar with (all were taking or had taken a ourse on it), proedural languageswere both best known by subjets in terms of years of experiene, and known by thegreatest number of subjets.Additionally, owharts have often been used to illustrate the workings of textual,proedural languages, and the experiment desribed here showed an eet of \ontrolow supremay" whih was most marked with respet to graphs. Although the ontrolow diagrams were not stritly speaking owharts, the graphs in partiular borrowedheavily from the owhart tradition, and subjets may have been familiar with diagramsof this type. Unfortunately, the experiment did not ollet data whih ould supportor refute this laim.In any ase, it may be that the subjets were more familiar with this type of layout,both from a semanti and a syntati point of view. One way of investigating thefamiliarity issue might be to use a variation of the ER taxonomy task (Cox and Brna,1993), whih required subjets to sort and label a series of 87 graphial items (maps,skethes, tables, tree diagrams, graphs, et.). This task ould be adapted more to theprogramming domain by using a seletion of graphial representations of programs,inluding ontrol and data ow graphs and trees of the type used in the urrent study.Subjets ould then be asked to rate or group the representations in terms of theirfamiliarity, and the results ould be orrelated with subsequent performane measures.Anedotal evidene suggests, however, that the distintions of interest to the experi-menter may be too ne-grained for the subjets. When running the experiment de-sribed in Chapter 7, the representations used were explained to the subjets in apost-experiment debrieng. Many in the data ow group erroneously jumped to theonlusion that the representations they had used were traditional owharts.Finally, time onstraints make it diÆult to inlude more than a minimum of pre-tests: the fat that the experiment requires students to learn a new (albeit \miro")programming language before answering omprehension questions makes for a relativelylong and intensive experiment, and the number of pre-experiment ativities whih anreasonably be inluded is limited.The issues of familiarity and prior experiene have links to the way in whih one on-eives of programming, an issue whih was introdued in Chapter 3. It was noted there
144 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYthat programs may popularly be oneived of as ative entities whih input data ob-jets and, through a series of proesses, output new data objets. Separating the idea ofoneptualisation from the familiarity issue is not an easy task: do people think aboutprograms as ating on data beause they have been exposed to that type of paradigm,or does the issue go beyond prior experiene? Assuming a ontinued move away fromproedural languages in the future, it will be interesting to see whether novie program-mers who were initially exposed to a nonproedural language (e.g. an objet-orientedlanguage) will have a dierent oneption of what programming involves.6.4.4 The Data/Control Flow RelationshipA major fator whih may have played a role in the results obtained is the interre-latedness of data and ontrol ow. Data ow and ontrol ow are intertwined: dataow diagrams neessarily omprise ontrol ow information and vie versa. Thus, itmay be that, for example, more data ow information was present in the ontrol owdiagrams (in the sense that less inferene was needed to aess it), while less ontrolow information was present in the data ow diagrams.One way to investigate this issue would be to devise a haraterisation of the ognitiveload in terms of the proedural steps involved in searhing the representations andperforming the neessary inferene upon the data obtained from them. This informationould then be inorporated into a ognitive model, a point whih is disussed furtherin Chapter 10.However, even if it is possible to determine the amount of information of varying typespresent in a given diagram, it may be that the nature of both the information and thetask leads us to think in terms of degrees of math rather than a more ategoriallydened notion of math vs. mismath, or ongrueny vs. inongrueny. In other words,beause the information being onsidered is interrelated, and beause the task is suhthat inferene (as opposed to simple read-o) is almost always neessary regardlessof whether the situation is ongruent or inongruent, it may be more useful to rankrepresentations in terms of their eÆay rather than simply ategorise them.
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 1456.4.5 The Use of Additional CuesThe use of \additional ues" in the experimental setting may have inuened the resultsand led to the use of meta-reasoning. Subjets in the experiment had aess to muhinformation about the program in addition to the graphial representation. First, theywere presented with a textual desription of the program in terms of input, output anda onrete example of both. Additionally, the programs themselves were reasonablyommon, and the program names were meaningful (max and position). By the timesubjets atually viewed the representations of the programs, they may well have for-mulated a priori ideas about what the programs did and how they worked, based forexample on expetations stemming from the program's name, its desribed behaviour,examples, or the answers proposed. This may have led them to a less thorough investi-gation of the graphial representation, using it more as part of a hypothesis veriationproess than anything else. This is similar to the situation reported by (Adelson, 1984),in whih the availability of program ode gave subjets an additional soure of infor-mation on whih to base their understanding of a program, whih were meant to havebeen based on an aompanying owhart desribing either the funtional or proeduralaspets of the program.This in itself doesn't neessarily explain why dierenes between onditions were ob-served, both in terms of speed and auray. However, the familiarity issue may play arole here, making more familiar representations easier to searh. The size of the searhspae is also relevant, and one would expet that representations with fewer nodesand less repetition, or whih are more \terse" in Green's ognitive dimensions parlane(Green, 1989), would be searhed more quikly, as seems to have been the ase.Possible solutions to this problem of meta-reasoning inlude the use of non-meaningfulode names and less textual information about the ode, or the use of buggy programs,and fousing the task on omprehension with a view to debugging rather than solely onomprehension. This does not in itself prelude testing the math-mismath hypothesis:e.g. questions about the eets of a faulty ontrol ow representation on subsequentdata ow ould be devised. The potential benet of this approah is that it involves arealisti setting: part of a programmer's job often involves debugging ode written byother programmers.
146 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY6.4.6 The Nature of the TaskOne further element whih is related in part to the use of additional ues stems from thenature of the tasks used. The multiple hoie questions were quite diÆult, while thedistrators ontained various subtleties, embodying suh misoneptions as the \o byone" error. Many questions required both forwards and bakwards mental exeutionof the program using hypothetial data. This senario is very dierent from taskswhih simply require subjets to loate information whih is available in read-o formin a table or graph. Therefore, subjets may again have relied not so muh on therepresentation as on their own mental exeution of the program, the general workingsof whih were surmised from the textual desription of the program rather from theprogram itself.6.5 ConlusionsThe present study has suggested that the relationship between the task and the infor-mation required by the task is not a simple one. It is diÆult to imagine that a givenrepresentation an simply be deemed to be the \right" one for the task in the abseneof information on fators suh as the features of the representation (what informationit ontains and in what format), the nature of the task, the math between the two,and the user of the representation, in terms of both experiene with the representationand ognitive style preferenes.Trends have, however, been eluidated, pointing again to a ontrol ow bias, withontrol ow questions being easier to answer, and ontrol ow representation seeminglyeasier to use. The issue of representation format points to graphs as being superior totrees.This setion attempts to plae this researh in a wider ontext and onsider the impli-ations of this experiment for further work.One point about the researh reported here is that in some ways it addresses ease oflearning, rather than ease of use. Given the short time sale of the study, data isnot available on the use of the representations following the initial learning stages. Arepresentation may be diÆult to learn but prove useful one it has been mastered.
CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDY 147For example, one might argue that the data ow representation is the more \om-plete" representation in the sense that it portrays data ow expliitly, but has alsobeen augmented to inlude ontrol ow onstruts. By ontrast, in the ontrol owrepresentation, data ow must be inferred.On the other hand, the very ompleteness of the data ow representation may alsomake it more omplex: it ertainly requires more nodes to represent the same program.Furthermore, data ow representations require following as many ars as there are dataobjets, thus neessitating, in the ase of more than one data objet, a parallel searhof the diagram, rather than the serial searh aorded by the ontrol ow diagram. Thisin turn plaes more of a demand on memory as plaekeeping operations must ourfor some ars while searh is being direted down others. These operations may makedata ow diagrams intrinsially harder to use unless the program onsists solely oftransformations on a single data objet.The question arises as to whether it is better to start novies o on representationswhih are familiar and easy to use, or whether it is worth investing more eort at theoutset in order to reap more benets in a not-too-distant future (assuming that this isindeed the ase for data ow representations).There are obvious diÆulties with onduting long term studies using miro languages,however, one way of addressing this question is to look at the representations in abroader ontext, and to fous on how they aet other types of understanding thansimply data and ontrol ow. From a pratial point of view, this ould be ahieved byattempting to integrate the methodology used by Pennington (1987b) and Corritore andWiedenbek (1991) with that of Gilmore and Green (1984). This would allow us to lookat the ways in whih the representations interat with various types of information, andalso to obtain a more open-ended measure of students' general program understanding.In addition, the issue of \ognitive style preferene" is worthy of further investigation.Although familiarity with one type of diagram may failitate performane using thatdiagram, some persons may simply perform better using graphial, as opposed to sen-tential, representations. The idea that \graphial readership" is an aquired skill (Petreand Green, 1993) is not disputed, however, there is evidene to support the laim thatsome individuals learn better than others from graphial teahing methods and thattheir skills in a given domain improve to a signiantly greater extent when taught us-
148 CHAPTER 6: A PRELIMINARY VPL STUDYing a graphial teahing method than do those of \less diagrammati" reasoners (Coxet al., 1994; Stenning et al., 1995). How this issue relates to program omprehensionwill be investigated in the next experiment.6.6 Chapter SummaryThis hapter provided an initial investigation of ontrol and data ow visual pro-gramming languages using the math-mismath onjeture. Rather than nding thata math between representation and task failitated performane, a \ontrol owsupremay" eet was unovered: the error rate was lowest for ontrol ow questions re-gardless of the representation used, and furthermore, ontrol ow representations wereassoiated with rapid response rates on both types of question. In terms of informationpresentation (trees vs. graphs), ontrol ow graphs were assoiated with best perfor-mane. Finally, an initial qualitative desription of strategies and misunderstandingswas arried out based on retrospetive verbal protools. Possible explanations for the\ontrol ow supremay" eet were disussed, fousing on issues of familiarity andprior experiene.
Chapter 7Data Flow and Control FlowVisual Programming Languages:A Comparison7.1 IntrodutionChapter 3 desribed an experiment using an information types approah whih resultedin a \ontrol ow supremay" eet: despite using a language based on a delarativeparadigm in the experiment, subjets still performed relatively better on questionsrequiring ontrol ow and low-level operations information than on those requiringfuntional or data ow information. Another experiment, reported in Chapter 6, lookedat the relationship between visual representations of ontrol and data ow and taskusing the math-mismath onjeture. Again, the results showed a trend for ontrolow representations to be assoiated with lower error rates and faster responses forboth types of question, and for ontrol ow questions to be answered more quikly andaurately regardless of the representation.The experiment desribed in this hapter brings together the `math-mismath on-jeture' and `information types' strands of researh in order to investigate the issue ofrepresentation and task one again. At rst sight, this may not seem like a wise move,given that both of the previous experiments seem to suggest that a ontrol ow eet ismasking any potential eets of representation-task math. However, it is argued herethat doing so may allow the advantages of the `math-mismath' and the informationtypes approah to be ombined, while eliminating some of their disadvantages in theproess. 149
150 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON7.1.1 Advantages of the Combined MethodologyCombining the methodology of the information types studies with that of the math-mismath onjeture studies has the potential to apitalise on the positive aspets ofeah type of study.On its own, the math-mismath onjeture is stated in a way that allows for theformulation of relatively foused and preise hypotheses about the relationship betweennotation and task. However, it provides information about only a subset of programomprehension, namely, in a ross omparison, about the two types of informationhypothesised to be obsured or highlighted by eah of the two representations. Forexample, given a math-mismath study involving ontrol ow and data ow tasks andnotations, the onjeture overs the relationship between data ow and ontrol owrepresentations and tasks only: other information types whih may be important toomprehension, suh as funtion or operations, annot be onsidered. The hypothesisis more preise, but the sope is more limited.Information types studies, in ontrast, enompass a broader range of information abouta program (typially, ve types). However, hypotheses do not follow as obviously fromthe onept of information types as they do from the math-mismath onjeture.They embody a partiular way of sliing up, or abstrating from, a program at aninformational level, but need to be ombined with preditive hypotheses. In the past,information types have been used in attempts to asertain the mental representationsof programmers of various levels, but this does not mean that they annot be appliedto other researh questions, suh as the interation between task and representation.Studying a range of information types, rather than only those whih are diretly relevantto the math-mismath onjeture, leads to a further question: what is the relationshipbetween a representation and tasks requiring information types not diretly highlightedor obsured by the representation? There may be no relationship between them, how-ever, desriptions of programming paradigms suggest otherwise, given that dierenttypes of programming information are interrelated, at least from a theoretial pointof view. For example, the semantis of so-alled appliative, funtional languages arelaimed to be losely related to data ow graphs (Dennis, 1986). Aording to Davisand Keller (1982), data ow languages are in fat a subset of funtional languages
CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON 151therefore, it ould be hypothesised that funtional tasks are also failitated by dataow representations.The way in whih the paradigm is represented may also lead to hypotheses about theinterrelationship between information types: when desribing data ow, Dennis (1986)makes the point that a node ring denes the \next state" of the omputation. Giventhat any node an re as soon as its inputs are available, nodes in data ow graphs anpotentially re in parallel. Therefore, it seems likely that there will not be the samewell-dened, or at least easily loalisable, notion of state as in a ontrol ow represen-tation. In the same way, ontrol ow graphs essentially represent a series of sequentialoperations, with low-level operations implemented at a node level. Data ow, on theother hand, sometimes requires more than one node to perform a single operation andthe nodes may not be spatially ontiguous. Combining the math-mismath onjeturewith the information types approah should allow these theoretial laims to be tested:if interrelationships between information types do exist, e.g. information types X andY are related, then representations whih highlight information type X should maketasks requiring assoiated information type Y easier to perform. This is in eet anextension of the math-mismath hypothesis to groups of related information.Although the math-mismath onjeture and the onept of information types providesome theoretial guidelines for experimentation, neither give hard and fast rules for theway in whih evidene of omprehension should be eliited from subjets. Question an-swering1 was used to test the math-mismath onjeture in a study of data ow visualprogramming languages (Green et al., 1991), however, alternative dependent measuresould presumably be used, for example, a debugging task. Likewise, information typesould be eliited through a number of dierent means. However, ombining some ofthe eliitation methods used in the information types studies with those of the math-mismath studies should enable aess to a broad range of information: using multiplehoie questions (as in the math-mismath onjeture study) rather than binary hoiequestions (as in the information types studies) will in priniple allow ner-grained in-formation about students' misoneptions to be olleted. Looking at response latenyin addition to auray, as was the ase for the math-mismath studies, should alsoprovide further insight into the nature of the omprehension proess. Finally, requir-1 presumably multiple hoie, although this is not lear from (Green et al., 1991).
152 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONing subjets to write a summary of the program (information types studies) allows forinvestigation of the dierential eet of notation on general program omprehensionand the way in whih that information is ommuniated to other parties. The open-endedness of the summary request ensures that the experimenter is not foring his/herview of program omprehension on the subjets, and provides a useful ontrast withthe more foused multiple hoie questions.From the design point of view, developing an experiment whih inorporates bothstrands of researh is relatively straightforward. From a theoretial point of view, doingso highlights the tension between internal and external representations, and leads toquite dierent hypotheses. Aording to the math-mismath onjeture, performaneon data ow questions should be better for subjets using the data ow VPL ratherthan the ontrol ow one. Likewise, subjets using the ontrol ow VPL should performbetter on ontrol ow questions than their data ow ounterparts. The onjeture doesnot predit performane on other types of questions. However, based on previousinformation types studies with novies, inluding the study reported in Chapter 3,performane is predited to be best on proedurally based, ontrol ow type questionsregardless of the language. The study reported in Chapter 6 would also predit betterperformane in the ontrol ow ondition as a result of the observed \ontrol owsupremay" eet. These hypotheses are listed in the next setion.An additional aim of the study reported here was to investigate the issue of \graph-ial skill" and its relation to omprehension performane with visual programminglanguages. In other words, just as previous programming experiene tends to orre-late positively with performane, do measures of graphial ability orrelate with visualprogramming skill? Previous investigations of visual programming languages (Cunniand Taylor, 1987; Petre et al., 1995) have used the paperfolding test, part of the Kitof Fator-Referened Cognitive Tests (Ekstrom et al., 1976), but this test appears tomeasure the ability to mentally manipulate objets in 3-D spae, a skill whih does notseem neessary for reasoning with a visual program. It was felt that the pathndingtest, part of the same set of tests, might be a more appropriate measure, as it requiressubjets to trae a path from a starting point to an end point, a behaviour whih isalso required in traing the exeution of a visual program. In order to investigate theutility of these measures, both of these tests were inluded in this experiment.
CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON 1537.1.2 HypothesesThe hypotheses were stated as follows. Aording to the \ontrol ow supremay"hypothesis: overall auray should be higher for the ontrol ow group ompared to the dataow group. overall response lateny should be lower for the ontrol ow group as omparedto the data ow group. time taken to \learn" the miro-language should be lower for the ontrol owgroup ompared to the data ow group, as should time taken to inspet eahprogram.Aording to the math-mismath hypothesis: response lateny on ontrol ow questions should be lower for the ontrol owgroup as ompared to the data ow group, and vie versa for data ow questions. response auray on ontrol ow questions should be should be higher for theontrol ow group as ompared to the data ow group, and vie versa for dataow questions.The following setions report on a study whih investigated the above hypotheses. Thestudy was in fat the seond of two idential studies whih foused on these hypotheses.Unfortunately in the rst study, despite subjets' random assignment to onditions, itwas determined later that the data ow group was the more \skilled" group in termsof all pre-test measures: pathnding test, paperfolding test, Prolog pre-test and overallprogramming experiene (number of languages known, length of time known, and self-rating in terms of level of expertise). Although none of these dierenes on its own wassigniant, the ombined dierenes were felt to suggest that the samples had not beendrawn from the same population, therefore only the seond study will be onsideredhere.
154 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON7.2 Method7.2.1 DesignThe experiment was a two-fator randomised mixed design. The independent variableswere the visual programming language paradigm (either data ow or ontrol ow), abetween-subjets fator, and question type, a within-subjets fator with ve levels:funtional, data ow, ontrol ow, operations and state. Subjets were randomly as-signed to either the ontrol ow or the data ow ondition, and the presentation orderof the programs and questions used was randomised so as to ontrol for order eets.7.2.2 SubjetsTwenty two subjets took part in the experiment. All subjets were in the rst term ofthe seond year of a four year ourse in omputer studies at Napier University, and hadbeen taught C++ and COBOL. Subjets had some knowledge of reursion, primarilyat a theoretial level.In the results desribed below, data from twenty subjets are onsidered: data fromtwo of the subjets had to be disarded as they experiened diÆulties during theexperiment, whih were manifested either in the form of missing data, or by asking theexperimenter questions at points whih would have adversely aeted the timing data.27.2.3 MaterialsThe experiment inluded two pre-tests: the paperfolding test and the pathnding test,both part of the Kit of Fator-Referened Cognitive Tests (Ekstrom et al., 1976). Thepathnding test is usually administered in two parts, eah of whih lasts seven minutes,and ontains items of inreasing diÆulty. Beause of time onstraints, a split halfversion of the pathnding test was devised using odd items from one part and evenitems from the other, thus limiting the total time needed to administer the test to sevenminutes. Both tests are shown in Appendix C.2 An examination of the students' programming self-report questionnaires showed that neither hadtaken the rst year ourse (one was a foreign student while the other had transferred from a tehnialourse). Thus both may have had insuÆient knowledge of reursion, taught in the rst year, tounderstand the programs).
CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON 155A self-report questionnaire was also devised to determine subjets' prior programmingexperiene and familiarity with various programming languages (shown in Appendix C).This questionnaire had previously been used in the unreported study, but was modiedslightly so as to allow for a ner-grained assessment of programming skill. In additionto asking for details about how subjets had learned the language in question (shool,university, self-taught or used in job), it also asked them to rate their level of pro-gramming expertise for eah language on a sale of 1 to 5, regardless of how they hadoriginally learned the language (in the original questionnaire, subjets were only askedto rate their knowledge if the language was self-taught).The experimental setup was implemented in Maromedia Diretor and ran on a Ma-intosh. Five programs were used (the rst being a pratie program). The programswere hosen beause they were reursive and they inluded reasonably omplex passingof values between arguments. However, they were relatively short programs (equivalentto approximately 10-12 lines of ode in a textual language). In hoosing the programs,two issues were onsidered: program names needed to be meaningful in some real-worlddomain (e.g. a program about taxi sheduling or hoosing a basketball team), as one ofthe issues of interest was the level at whih subjets would hoose to desribe the pro-gram in their free-form summary (i.e. whether they desribed it at a domain, program,or detailed level). As a result, nonsensial or minimalist names (as used in the studydesribed in Chapter 3) ould not be used. Additionally, it was neessary for programnames to be relatively unmeaningful at a programming level, so as to avoid a situationsimilar to that desribed in Chapter 6 where subjets made use of the program nameto infer details about the program's funtion and behaviour rather than relying solelyon the graphial representation of the program.The rst sreen of the program allowed the experimenter to hoose between the data orontrol ow versions of the experiment. The next sreen was the introdutory sreen forpartiipants, explaining the overall struture of the experimental session. The followingsreens provided an introdution to the language: eah suessive sreen introdued anew node, with an aompanying text desribing the node (Figure 7.1 shows a sreenwith several ontrol ow nodes and the aompanying explanation for the most reentlyintrodued node).Following this, a series of sreens showed a sample program, explaining eah stage in
156 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONthe program, and how eah node ontributed to produing the overall program output.Figure 7.2 shows a sreen desribing the workings of a simple data ow program.The last part of the pratie session gave subjets a simple example program andrequired them to rst study it. The next sreen showed a blank text box and askedsubjets to type in a summary of the program. The program was not visible on thissreen. The subsequent ve sreens showed a series of multiple hoie questions (oneper sreen), with the program shown alongside the questions.The experiment itself onsisted of four programs, whih were displayed (in a randomlygenerated order) as in the pratie session above: eah program was followed by a sreenasking subjets to write a summary of the program. The summary sreen was followedby ve multiple-hoie omprehension questions, orresponding to the ve informationtypes. These questions were presented in random order, one per sreen.Control ow and data ow versions of the passes program an be found in Figures 5.8and 5.9 respetively (both of whih are in Chapter 5). Finally, Figure 7.3 shows one ofthe omprehension questions (in this ase, the funtion question) with aompanyingmultiple hoie answers. Note that for all questions, there is only one orret answer(in the example shown, this is the answer seleted).The data and ontrol ow versions of all programs used in the experiment, along withthe aompanying multiple hoie questions3, an be found in Appendix C.The experimental program was designed so that it automatially generated a log of eahsubjet's session, inluding time spent on eah sreen, the ontents of the programsummary eld, and responses to eah multiple hoie question. It also marked theresponses for orretness and reorded this information in the log le.7.2.4 ProedureSubjets were run individually, and eah experimental session lasted between 1 and 1.5hours.3 Previous instantiations of the \ve types" methodology used binary hoie questions, inluding(Pennington, 1987b), (Corritore and Wiedenbek, 1991), and the experiment reported in Chapter 3.Given the 50% hane of guessing the right answer, and the fat that wrong answers do not providemuh information on the types of misunderstandings whih students might harbour, it was deidedto develop multiple hoie questions for the experiment.
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Figure 7.1: Explanation of Control Flow Nodes in the Pratie Session
Figure 7.2: Explanation of a Data Flow Program in the Pratie Session
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Figure 7.3: The passes Program: Funtion QuestionSubjets were rst given two paper and penil pre-tests: the paperfolding and pathnd-ing tests (the latter being a split half version of the full test). Both tests were timed.Following this, subjets were asked to ll out the self-report questionnaire on their priorprogramming knowledge.Subjets then moved to the omputer and were told to work through the experimentat their own pae. Points where questions ould be asked were indiated on the sreen.Subjets read through the desription of either the data ow or ontrol ow languagedepending on the ondition. The desription spanned several sreens, and explainedeah omponent of the language, then showed how the individual omponents t to-gether to form a program. Subjets were able to move both bakward and forwardthrough the explanations. After asking questions of lariation (if any) to the exper-imenter, subjets worked through a pratie problem sequene whih was idential instruture to those used in the experiment: a short program (slightly less omplex thanthose used in the experiment itself), followed by a request to summarise the program(the program was not visible at this time), and ve omprehension questions, one perquestion type, whih were shown one to a sreen and aompanied by the program. Fol-lowing another opportunity to ask questions of lariation, subjets worked through
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nding Paperfolding(out of 16) (out of 20)Control FlowMean 7.6 13Std Dev 4.58 3.86Data FlowMean 6.5 11.1Std Dev 3.66 4.25Table 7.1: Mean Sores per Condition on Pre-teststhe four problems.7.3 Results7.3.1 Pathnding and Paperfolding Pre-testsMean sores on the pre-tests per group are shown in Table 7.1.Although the mean sores for both tests were higher for subjets in the ontrol owgroup, the dierenes were not signiant.Correlations were omputed between the pre-tests and between the pre-tests and ex-perimental sores. A summary of these orrelations follows: Correlations between pre-tests: there was a signiant orrelation betweenthe pathnding and paperfolding pre-tests overall (rs = .55, p < .02), and alsofor the ontrol ow group (rs = .76, p < .01). Correlations between pre-tests and overall sores: the only orrelationbetween a pre-test and overall performane was for the data ow group, wherethere was a positive orrelation between the paperfolding test and overall sore(rs = .73, p < .02). Correlations between pre-tests and information types items: there was apositive orrelation overall between the paperfolding test and auray measureson state questions (rs = .49, p < .03). There was also a signiant negativeorrelation, for the ontrol ow group, between response lateny on ontrol owquestions and paperfolding sores (rs = -.76, p < .02).
160 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON7.3.2 Self-Report Questionnaire on Programming ExperieneSubjets reported knowing between 2 and 8 languages, with the mean being 3.95 overall(3.7 for the ontrol ow group, and 4.2 for the data ow group).All subjets knew C++ and COBOL as a result of their ourse. Basi and Pasal werethe next most popular languages both overall and per group.60% of the subjets, both overall and per group, had learned a language in seondaryshool, with the average number of ourses taken being 1.1 in the ontrol ow groupand 1 in the data ow group.50% of both ontrol and data ow subjets had taught themselves a language. Of those,the mean number of self-taught languages was 1.4 in the ontrol ow group and 2.2 inthe data ow group.When asked to rate their level of expertise on a sale of 1 to 5 (1 = novie and 5 =expert), 80% of ontrol ow subjets reported having at least intermediate knowledgeof one or more languages, ompared to 70% in the data ow group. The number oflanguages known at this level was equal for both groups (20 languages per group). Onlyone subjet (in the ontrol ow group) rated himself as having expert programmingknowledge.A summary of orrelations between prior programming experiene and other measuresis shown below. For eah, it is indiated whether these orrelations apply to all subjetsor to the ontrol or data ow group only.1. Correlations with languages learned in shool: the number of languageswhih were learned in shool (prior to starting university), orrelates both withthe total number of languages known (overall: rs = .55, p < .02, ontrol ow group:rs = .66, p < .04), and also with the subjet's rating of him/herself as havingintermediate/expert knowledge (a rating of 4 on the sale desribed above) of oneor more languages (overall: rs = .46, p < .05).2. Correlations with number of languages known: the number of languagesknown orrelates with subjets' self-rating of programming knowledge at an in-termediate level (overall: rs = .52, p < .02), and at an intermediate/expert level
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ontrol ow group: rs = .92, p < .001); data owgroup: rs = .77, p < .01). It also orrelates with subjets' sores on funtionalquestions (overall: rs = .58, p < .008; ontrol ow group: rs = .67, p < .04).3. Correlations between level of expertise and experimental measures: apositive orrelation between subjets' self-rating of intermediate/expert program-ming knowledge and funtional questions approahed signiane (overall: rs =.44, p = .05).In short, breadth of knowledge seems to be assoiated with depth of knowledge (asevidened by orrelations between number of languages known and level of expertisereported). The number of languages known and a relatively high level of knowledge(intermediate/expert) is also assoiated with high sores on funtional questions.7.3.3 Language Study Time/Program Inspetion TimeA measure was taken of the total time needed to \learn" the programming language, inother words, how muh time subjets spent reading and studying the explanations ofthe language omponents during the pratie session. The mean language study timewas 285.19 seonds for the ontrol ow group, and 463.54 for the data ow group.4This dierene was highly signiant (t = -3.81, p < .005).Given that the data ow notation was slightly more omplex, it required more expla-nation than did the ontrol ow notation (16 sreens of information as opposed to 13).The times above were orreted for by working out a `mean time per sreen', whihwas 21.94 seonds for the ontrol ow group and 28.97 for the data ow group. Notethat this method is not fool-proof, given that subjets ould go bak and forth arosssreens as many times as they wished. However, it seems preferable to inorporatesome measure of orretion rather than simply use raw sores. The dierene betweenthe orreted sores was signiant (t= -2.17, p < .025).Program inspetion time refers to the mean time whih subjets spent studying eahprogram. For the ontrol ow group, this was 108.58 seonds, while it was 155.41seonds for the data ow group. This dierene was signiant (t= -1.77, p < .05).4 As language study time for one of the data ow subjets was missing, the mean group time wassubstituted.
162 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONFinally, time taken to write the program summary was heked: although there is noreason to expet this to dier aross groups, there may have been a possibility thatsubjets used the program summary time to reet on and onsolidate their knowledgeabout the program following the program inspetion phase, and that, for example, ashort inspetion time may have been followed by a longer summary writing time. Themean time program summary writing time was 312.50 seonds for the ontrol owgroup, and 320.13 for the data ow group (t = -.11, ns). Furthermore, there was astrong positive orrelation between program inspetion time and program summarytime for both groups (rs = .87, p < .001 for the ontrol ow group, and rs = .85, p< .002 for the data ow group), suggesting that subjets were not using an \inspetquikly, and reet while writing the summary" strategy.57.3.4 Response Lateny and Auray A Note on Analysis MethodologyDuring the experiment, eah subjet inspeted four programs and answered vequestions about eah program (eah question representing one of the informa-tion types). Thus subjets answered four questions per information type. Thequestions were multiple hoie, with one orret answer and three distrator items(one of the items was always \None of the above", whih was the orret responsein 25% of ases).Ideally, it would have been possible to make use of a previously validated set ofquestions when performing the experiment, but these do not exist. Alternatively,a set of questions ould have been developed and validated prior to the experi-ment. This, however, is very time-onsuming, as it eetively involves runningan entire experiment with the sole aim of testing the questions. Instead, it wasdeided to perform a qualitative item analysis on the questions used in order todetermine whih questions were the best indiators of performane, and whihwere potentially ontributing only \noise" to the data. Although many formalitem analysis tehniques exist, most were felt to go beyond the sope of the itemvalidation required for this experiment. Nonetheless, there are many oasionswhen simple item analyses suh as the one used in this study would benet the5 The analysis of program summaries themselves an be found in Chapter 8.
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hology of programming eld.When performing an item analysis, it is worth remembering that item analysisis distint from item seletion, and the former does not determine the latter. Inother words, item analysis tehniques may allow items to be rated aording tosome riteria, suh as diÆulty, but, apart from items whih are learly patho-logial (i.e. for whih no one hooses the orret response), they do not providehard and fast guidelines for hoosing to use an item or not. For example, a wellonstruted but easy item may be appropriate as a pratie item but not as anitem in the main experiment.In examining the questions used in this experiment, overall item diÆulty wasrst onsidered. Anastasi (1988) suggests that in order to ahieve maximumdierentiation between test takers, items should be hosen at the .50 diÆultylevel (i.e. 50% of persons taking the test answer the item orretly). Questionswhih produe oor or eiling level eets allow little dierentiation. In addition,Anastasi suggests that for multiple hoie items, the desired proportion of orretanswers should be set slightly higher to ompensate for guessing.Multiple hoie questions also require analysis of the distrator items used inonjuntion with the orret answer in order to determine whether they are fun-tioning orretly. All distrators should preferably attrat responses (Thorndikeand Hagen, 1977), but it should be ensured that distrators do not distrat thebest subjets (Kline, 1986).Items were seleted for further onsideration based on the following riteria:{ the item reeived at least 35% and not more than 75% of the responses (i.e.around a mean of 50% but with a slight upward adjustment to aount forguessing (Anastasi, 1988));{ not more than one distrator reeived 0% of the replies;{ no distrator attrated more responses than the orret option.As subjets answered four items per question type (data ow, ontrol ow, fun-tion, operations and state), it was deided that this method would only be feasibleif at least two items for eah question type met the above riteria. This was thease for all information types, with the data ow type having three questions meetthe riteria. Therefore, only these questions are onsidered in the analysis. Note
164 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONCondition Question Types OverallFUNC CF DF OPS STAControl FlowMean 31.41 32.77 35.50 17.60 34.31 30.79Std Dev 9.79 7.26 22.57 10.88 10.96 9.22Data FlowMean 38.24 39.71 44.49 21.66 47.63 38.91Std Dev 24.98 22.92 16.06 7.90 19.59 9.37Table 7.2: Mean Response Latenies (in seonds) and Standard Deviations for the 5Comprehension Question TypesCondition Question Types OverallFUNC CF DF OPS STAControl FlowMean .50 .75 .57 .75 .65 .64Std Dev .41 .26 .39 .26 .41 .18Data FlowMean .65 .40 .77 .60 .45 .59Std Dev .24 .32 .22 .39 .37 .12Table 7.3: Proportion of Corret Responses and Mean Sores and Standard Deviationsfor the 5 Comprehension Question Typesthat the item analysis was arried out for all subjets as a whole, and thereforeshould not favour one group over the other.The mean response lateny for all questions was 30.79 seonds for the ontrol owgroup and 38.91 seonds for the data ow group. This dierene was signiant (t=-1.95, p < .04).The overall mean number of orret responses (out of a total of 11) was 7 for the ontrolow group, and 6.5 for the data ow group (Mann-Whitney U test, U= 41.5, ns).Response lateny and auray were further partitioned by question type. Mean re-sponse lateny (and standard deviation) for eah group, both overall and per questiontype, are shown in Table 7.2.For response auray, the proportion of orret answers for eah group overall and perquestion is shown in Table 7.3.Figure 7.4 shows the mean response lateny per group and per question type. Although
CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON 165response times for both groups follow the same general pattern, times for the data owgroup are onsistently higher.6
Figure 7.4: Mean Response Lateny per Group and per Question TypeFigure 7.5 shows the perentage of orret responses per group and per question type.In ontrast with the lateny data, there is a marked dierential pattern of responsebetween the ontrol and data ow group, with data ow subjets soring omparativelyhigher on funtional and data ow questions, and ontrol ow subjets performingbetter on ontrol ow, operations and state questions.A mixed design ANOVA with group as a 2 level between-subjets fator and questiontype as a 5 level, repeated-measures, fator showed a main eet for group whihapproahed signiane (F=4.22, df(1,18), p = .055), and a highly signiant eet forquestion type (F=5.96, df(4,72), p < .001), but no group by question type interation(F=.24, df(4,72), ns).As the auray data was deemed to be ordinal, rather than interval, parametri testsould not be used. As there is no non-parametri equivalent for mixed, repeated mea-sures ANOVAs, the auray data ould not be tested in the same way.6 Stritly speaking, a bar hart would be a more appropriate way of representing this data, as it isategorial rather than ontinuous. However, it is felt that the dierenes between groups aross theinformation ategories are more visually salient when represented in this way.
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Figure 7.5: Perentage of Corret Responses per Group and per Question Type7.3.5 Corret Responses OnlyA further analysis involved taking into onsideration the mean times for orret re-sponses only, to ensure that the lateny data was not being adversely aeted by quik,but inorret, responses. The response lateny for orret responses only is 28.43 se-onds for the ontrol ow group and 38.88 seonds for the data ow group, whih isroughly similar to the overall response lateny reported above, and whih, again, issigniant (t=-2.04, p < .03).An examination of response latenies by question type shows largely the same pat-tern for orret responses as for all responses. However, further analysis ould not beperformed beause of the number of missing ases (i.e. subjets who had no orretanswers on the questions for a partiular information type).7.3.6 The Math-Mismath HypothesisThe appliation of Gilmore and Green's math-mismath hypothesis to this experimen-tal situation predits that performane on a data ow question should be better whenthe subjet is using the data ow VPL than the ontrol ow VPL and vie versa. Inorder to test this hypothesis, response lateny and auray for the ontrol ow and
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ow questions only were onsidered. This information is shown graphially inFigure 7.6.
Figure 7.6: Math-Mismath: Lateny and Auray for Data Flow and Control FlowQuestionsAs an be seen, no math-mismath eet ours relative to lateny: lateny for thedata ow group is slower regardless of the question type (as for all types of questions:see Figure 7.4). However, a math-mismath eet an be observed in the auraydata, an eet whih is strongest for the data ow group. The signiane of this eetwas tested, and the results are shown below. Beause the data are treated as ordinal,an overall test of signiane ould not be arried out, as there is no non-parametriequivalent for a mixed, repeated measures ANOVA.Aording to the math-mismath hypothesis, mean response auray will be: higher for the ontrol ow group relative to the data ow group on ontrol owquestions (supported: Mann-Whitney U test, U= 22.5, p < .04); higher for the data ow group relative to the ontrol ow group on data owquestions (not supported: Mann-Whitney U test, U= 35.5, ns); higher for the ontrol ow group on ontrol ow questions relative to data owquestions (not supported: Wiloxon signed-ranks test, T+= 25.5, ns); higher for the data ow group on data ow questions relative to ontrol owquestions (supported: Wiloxon signed-ranks test, T+= 50.5, p < .01);Therefore, the lateny data provided no evidene for the math-mismath hypothesis
168 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON(whih is to be expeted given the pattern shown in Figure 7.6), while the auraydata suggested a math-mismath eet whih was, for some of the omparisons atleast, signiant.7.3.7 The Grouped Math-Mismath HypothesisAs desribed in the introdution to this hapter, dierent types of programming in-formation are often thought to be assoiated with eah other, although these assoia-tions have usually been theoretially based rather than empirially tested. Informationtypes whih are not expliitly represented in the notation, but are linked with the in-formation whih is, ould be said to be grouped information types. This leads to the\grouped math-mismath hypothesis": if task X requires information X, and if infor-mation X is assoiated with information highlighted by the representation (informationY), then performane should be better as ompared to performane on tasks requiringnon-assoiated information (e.g. information Z and task Z).This hypothesis was tested by omparing ombined sores on data ow and funtionalquestions aross groups, and ombined sores on ontrol ow, operations and statequestions (again aross groups).Table 7.4 shows the results for eah.Condition Grouped Question TypesFUNC/DF CF/OPS/STAControl FlowMean Sore .54 .72Std Dev .25 .21Data FlowMean Sore .72 .48Std Dev .10 .24Table 7.4: Proportion of Corret Responses and Standard Deviations for CombinedQuestion TypesThis grouped math-mismath eet is illustrated in Figure 7.7.Mann-Whitney U tests performed on the data were signiant for the ontrolow/operations/state grouping (U= 23.5, p < .03) and approahed signiane forthe funtional/data ow grouping (U = 30, p = .065).
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Figure 7.7: Proportion of Corret Sores on Grouped Question Types (Control andData Flow Groups)7.3.8 Summary of ResultsThe results of the experiment an be summarised as follows:Pre-Tests: there was a positive orrelation between pre-tests overall and for the on-trol ow group, and some evidene of positive orrelations between the paper-folding test and the experimental measures;Programming Self-Report Questionnaire: the number of languages and level ofknowledge orrelates positively with subjets' sores on funtion questions (aneet also found in the experiment reported in Chapter 3);Language Study/Program Inspetion: data ow subjets spent signiantlylonger learning the miro-language and inspeting the experimental programsthan did the ontrol ow subjets;Response Lateny and Auray: the mean response lateny was signiantlylower for the ontrol ow ondition ompared to the data ow ondition. Re-
170 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONsponse lateny for orret responses only showed muh the same pattern. Therewas no signiant dierene in overall auray however;The Math-Mismath Conjeture: the math-mismath onjeture was supportedto some extent, although not with respet to lateny. For auray, sores on dataow questions were signiantly higher than ontrol ow questions in the dataow ondition, while sores on ontrol ow questions were higher for the ontrolow group when ompared with sores on ontrol ow questions for the data owgroup;The Grouped Math-Mismath Conjeture: in terms of response patterns arossindividual information types, ontrol ow subjets sored signiantly higher onontrol ow, operations and state questions, while data ow subjets sored morehighly (although not signiantly) on data ow and funtion questions.7.4 DisussionMany interesting ndings arose from the study reported in this hapter. This setiononsiders them in more detail under the following headings: Visual Programming: what skills are involved?; Overall results and individual information types; Math-mismath and beyond; Impliations for teahing and design of VPLS;Before doing so however, it onsiders some methodologial issues.7.4.1 Questions of MethodologyOne methodologial deision whih may be questioned is that of taking measures ofboth response time and error rate. Green (1977) notes that aording to Poulton(1965), subjets an be persuaded to keep either their speed or auray onstant,meaning that the eets of that variable will appear in the other, making it muhmore sensitive. Previous tests of the math-mismath onjeture used this approah,
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onsidering time as the variable of interest. Certainly, from a statistial point of view,this approah would have made sense: given that there is no non-parametri equivalentof a mixed ANOVA with repeated measures, an overall measure of the math-mismatheet ould not be alulated. It is likely that if parametri statistis had been used, aneet would have been found, however, it was neessary instead to look at dierenesbetween individual variables rather than an overall eet.Nevertheless, it an be argued that examining both time and auray allowed aninteresting eet to be unovered: namely the fat that a math-mismath eet oursat an auray level, but that a \ontrol ow supremay" eet ours at a latenylevel. In other words, questions requiring information highlighted by the paradigmmay be answered more aurately than when the information must be inferred, butthe time taken to answer these and all of the other questions depends on the paradigmitself, rather than on the interation between task and paradigm. This eet would beinteresting to explore further.7.4.2 Visual Programming: What Skills are Involved?One of the aims of the study was to investigate fators whih might be involved insubjets' suess (or otherwise) in using visual programming languages. Visual pro-gramming skill might be seen as having two main omponents: programming skilland graphial readership/aptitude skills. This skill distintion maps roughly onto asemanti/syntati distintion, with programming skill involving the semantis of theprogramming domain, and graphial skill orresponding to the syntati elements ofthe representation.Part of the investigation desribed here entred on trying to asertain, rstly, whetherprogramming and diagrammati skill an be measured, and, seondly, whether either ofthese orrelated positively with suess in using the visual language. The investigationtehniques are fairly rude, but do give some initial pointers to issues whih ould befollowed up.Graphial SkillAs mentioned in the introdution to this hapter, one of the issues of interest in thisstudy was to look at measures of graphial skill, with the ultimate aim of determining
172 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONwhih skills might predit performane with a VPL. The paperfolding task, used in priorstudies (Cunni and Taylor, 1987; Petre et al., 1995) appears to measure a subjet'sability to mentally simulate the manipulation of objets in 3-D spae, a skill that doesnot at rst sight seem neessary for 2-D visual programming. Although it orrelates tosome extent with experimental measures, the overall pattern is not lear-ut.The pathnding test was hosen as a possible alternative to the paperfolding test. Itappears to be more representative of the ativities involved in traing the exeutionof a visual program of the node and ar variety, namely, following a path through aquite omplex representation.7 Nevertheless, the pathnding test did not orrelate ina meaningful way with experimental measures.Does this mean that measures of graphial reasoning are never good indiators ofsubsequent visual programming skill? Probably not, but it does all for a ner-grainedapproah to try and identify the skills whih omprise visual programming skill, andthen to nd or possibly even develop tests whih measure these abilities.However, before disarding tests suh as pathnding and paperfolding, it seems worth-while to study extreme sores, e.g. onsidering sores from only the top and bottomquartiles. The sores reported in this study do show some variation, but there are fewextreme sores. The paperfolding and pathnding sores from the rst, unreported,study were substantially higher, but again, did not ontain suÆient variation. Unfor-tunately, ross study omparisons annot be made due to other, extraneous dierenesbetween subjets (namely, large dierenes in the ourses being taken, the objetivesof the ourse, and subjets' general aademi bakground).Programming SkillThe study also attempted to determine whether programming skill orrelates positivelywith overall performane. Programming skill was measured via a self-report question-naire, a less desirable option than atual performane measures, but in this ase, theonly viable one. Information suh as marks in programming ourses were not obtainedfor ethial reasons, while it was not possible to inlude a programming pre-test (suhas the one used in the unreported experiment) beause of time onstraints.7 Even if it ould be argued that the pathnding test requires only one path to be followed, unlikemost data ow programs.
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orrelation was found between prior programming experiene,both in terms of breadth and depth of experiene, and sores on funtional questions.The fat that it does not orrelate with overall auray and response lateny suggeststhat one should not read too muh into the orrelation. On the other hand, the fatthat the orrelation involves funtional questions rather than other types of questionsis probably noteworthy: previous studies laim that a funtional understanding of theprogram is assoiated with greater expertise and/or deeper levels of omprehension(Adelson, 1984; Pennington, 1987b; Corritore and Wiedenbek, 1991).7.4.3 Overall Results and Individual Information TypesThe overall results of the study are intriguing: data ow subjets take longer to learnthe miro-language (ompared to ontrol ow subjets learning the ontrol ow miro-language), and they spend more time studying the programs. Although their responsesfollow the same pattern as for ontrol ow subjets in that questions that are answeredquikly for ontrol ow subjets are also answered omparatively quikly by data owsubjets, data ow subjets have slower response times, not only overall, but on everytype of question. This extra time does not seem to result in improved performane, infat, performane of the data ow group is slightly worse than the ontrol ow group.One question whih ould be asked was whether the programs used in the experimentwere biased toward ontrol ow, i.e. they were more easily represented in a ontrolow manner. This issue arose when deiding how to represent reursion: for someprograms, the programmer assisting with language design felt that ontrol ow repre-sentations were more amenable to representing reursion as tail reursion, while dataow representations were more appropriate for representing reursion as non-tail re-ursion. However, for the programs in question, it was deided to use a single type ofreursion in both representations, and to bias it toward the data ow representation,i.e. to use non-tail reursion for both representations. As the results show, this did nothave the eet of improving the performane of the data ow subjets relative to theirontrol ow ounterparts.On the basis of the results, it ould be onluded that data ow is not really a ontenderin ontrol ow/data ow omparisons, given that it leads to longer response times forslightly less aurate responses.
174 CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISONHowever, auray, while not signiantly dierent overall, shows a markedly dierentpattern when examined at the level of individual information types: a math-mismatheet ours, with subjets in the data ow group soring higher on data ow questionsas ompared to the ontrol ow group (and also to the data ow group's sores onontrol ow questions). Similarly, subjets in the ontrol ow group sore higher onontrol ow questions relative to the data ow group (and to their own sores ondata ow questions). Thus, fousing only on overall performane ignores interestingdierenes whih are ourring at an information types level.7.4.4 Math-Mismath and BeyondAs mentioned above, math-mismath eets ourred in the auray data, some ofthem signiant. This seems to indiate that representations of ontrol and data owparadigms, at least the ones used in this study, do in fat highlight ontrol and dataow information respetively, an assumption whih was made in the introdution to thishapter. This is an important issue, as visual programming languages dier from theprogram abstrations disussed by Pennington (1987b) in that they must, by denition,be exeutable. Therefore, although they might highlight some types of information byvirtue of the fat that they embody a partiular paradigm, they annot exlude infor-mation whih might be onsidered irrelevant in a \pure" abstration. The requirementfor ompleteness ould well have lashed with the requirement for highlighting, but itdoes not look like this was the ase.In addition to this simple math-mismath eet, a grouped math-mismath eet alsoseems to our, operating at the level of ombined information types. Informationthought to be assoiated with data ow or ontrol ow information, either from a theo-retial or a representational point of view, did in pratie seem to be highlighted by therepresentation with whih it was thought to be assoiated. Control ow representationsshowed a proedural grouping, inluding low-level operations and state information.Data ow representations appeared to highlight higher-level onepts suh as funtion.Therefore, the ontrol ow group sored highly on ontrol ow, operations and statequestions as ompared to the data ow group, who sored more highly on data owand funtional questions.An objetion ould be made to this interpretation whih annot be disounted. The
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tion 7.1 that the funtional information type was related to dataow from a theoretial point of view, while state and operations were related to on-trol ow from a representational point of view. Just as it was neessary to questionthe relationship between paradigm and abstration, one must also query that betweenquestion type and paradigm, in partiular, whether funtional questions relate to thefuntional paradigm in any meaningful way, or whether they simply share the samename. Funtional questions are onerned with the overall goals of the program. Fun-tional paradigms are based around the idea of evaluating funtions whih use inputvalues as arguments and whose value is the result of the omputation. In that sense,it is diÆult to say that funtion questions are eetively tapping into the funtionalinformation assoiated with a data ow paradigm. This distintion does not seem tooperate in the same way for the other information types: state and low-level operationsdo appear to be information types whih are both expliit in the ontrol ow repre-sentation, and whose denitions orrespond to the type of information required by theorresponding question. One hypothesis is that representational assoiations are moresalient than semanti assoiations.In the data ow/funtion assoiation, an alternative explanation may be that the morediÆult and unfamiliar the representation, the more time must be invested in under-standing it. This in turn leads to a more omplete understanding of the program, andhene, to improved performane on abstrat questions suh as the funtional ones. Thispoint is returned to in Chapter 8.7.4.5 Impliations for Teahing and DesignThe ndings of this study have a number of impliations, both from the point of viewof teahing visual programming, and of designing visual programming languages.Firstly, the way in whih a program is represented does make a dierene to programomprehension. Data ow representations favour data ow omprehension, likewise forontrol ow representations and ontrol ow omprehension. There was an obviousproedural bias evident in the languages known by subjets, whih was probably rein-fored by the ourse of studies in whih they were engaged (a pratial, mainstreamomputing ourse, with little emphasis on alternative or experimental paradigms). Thisbias may have favoured response lateny for the ontrol ow representation, but the
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uray shows that the representation does have an eet.The impliations are enouraging for teahers of omputing who wish to expose theirstudents to dierent paradigms. This study suggests that hanges in paradigm leadto hanges in the information whih is aessed from the representation. Changingparadigm may in itself be a useful teahing aid when addressing the issue of programomprehension.Furthermore, the study seems to indiate that these eets still our when there isonsiderable \proedural bias", in other words, when students have been exposed eithersolely or primarily to proedural programming languages, and/or been taught from aproedural perspetive. Thus, students may not neessarily be \harmed" by initialexposure to proedural languages, as Wells and Kurtz (1989) and others have feared.Note that the topi of interest here is a representational issue related to program om-prehension by novie programmers. The author is not suggesting that paradigm in anyway inuenes program design, in the sense that learning a partiular paradigm willause students to think and to write programs in that paradigm. It has already beensuggested that programmers, at least experts, design programs in a personal pseudolanguage and an swith mentally between paradigms as required (Petre, 1996).In terms of language design, the basi impliation is that there is a mapping betweentasks requiring information of a partiular type, and language paradigms whih high-light that information. Additionally, the relationship between the semanti and repre-sentational levels goes beyond a single type of represented information, and enompassesinformation whih is semantially related to the information being represented. Thisoers an opportunity whih an be apitalised on when designing a representation.7.5 Chapter SummaryThis hapter reported on an experiment whih ompared small ontrol and data owVPLs. The study used a ombination of the math-mismath onjeture and the infor-mation types methodology in order to investigate the eet of paradigm on omprehen-sion, both in terms of the information purported to be highlighted by the representation,and in terms of general omprehension. The results were split aross the hypothesesin the sense that ontrol ow subjets learned the languages and performed all tasks
CHAPTER 7: A DATA FLOW { CONTROL FLOW VPL COMPARISON 177more quikly than data ow subjets, regardless of the math between paradigm andtask (ontrol ow supremay hypothesis). However, the auray sores, largely sim-ilar overall aross groups, showed dierential patterns of response for the questiontypes orresponding to the representation in question (math-mismath hypothesis).In addition, a \grouped math-mismath eet" was found whereby tasks requiringinformation types thought to be related to the information type highlighted by therepresentation also appeared to be failitated.One aspet of the data analysis whih has not been overed in this hapter is that ofthe program summaries. As mentioned in Chapter 3, it was neessary to develop a newmethodology for analysing this data. Chapter 9 presents the analysis of the programsummary data, and shows that it lends further support to the ndings disussed in thishapter.
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Chapter 8A New Methodology forProgram Summary Analysis8.1 IntrodutionProgram summaries have played an important role in the information types methodol-ogy, and data of this type was olleted by Pennington (1987b), Corritore and Wieden-bek (1991) and in the experiments desribed in Chapters 3 and 7.A program summary is a free-form aount of a program whih a subjet produesafter studying the program. Instrutions given to subjets have tended to be relativelynon-diretive, leaving the ontent essentially up to them. Although Pennington doesnot provide details of the instrutions she gave to her subjets, Corritore reportedin a personal ommuniation that her instrutions were \funtionally oriented". Theexperiment reported in Chapter 3 followed Corritore's lead and asked subjets to \writea short summary of what this program does". Later experiments, e.g. the one desribedin Chapter 7, used a more open-ended wording, asking subjets the following: \Nowwrite a short summary of the program you just saw." The lak of expliit guidelinesfor the ontent of the summary allows for wide sope and variation in the responses.The advantages of the program summaries whih are produed is that they are valu-able soures of rih data. Furthermore, the program summary methodology neatlyirumvents the problems of `false positive' results often assoiated with binary hoiequestions, and the diÆulties assoiated with developing sensitive and reliable multiplehoie questions and orresponding distrator items. Program summaries allow sub-jets to express their view of a program, using their own words, at their hosen level of179
180 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISabstration and providing as muh (or as little) detail as they feel is neessary.As always, the prie to pay for rih data is the diÆulty of analysing it: quantitativestatistis are not always appropriate, and qualitative methods must be devised. Thereare numerous ways of analysing written texts of this type, however, it is not simply aase of identifying the `orret' method in the same way one hooses the right statistialtest, partiularly when the semanti ontent of the text is of interest. Given dierenesin researh aims between studies, it is almost impossible to hoose a sheme `o theshelf' as it were, and Bakeman and Gottman (1997) are of the opinion that borrowing apre-existing analysis sheme is akin to \wearing someone else's underwear". Althoughthis may be strething the point, it does suggest that analysis shemes are not universal:they are both ontent and ontext sensitive, and must be developed through what isoften a lengthy, iterative proess.The omplexity of the analysis is related to the repliability of the analysis. Rih,omplex data may lead to omplex analysis shemes: extra are must be taken toensure that these shemes are in fat understandable and usable, and are no moreomplex than is neessary for the purpose of the analysis. Repliability an also beompromised by shemes whih are ill-dened. Shemes whih are not fully worked outand/or whih are not aompanied by expliit instrutions enabling them to be usedby persons other than the original researher are not of muh use: it is impossible toompare results reliably.Previous analyses of program summaries by Pennington (1987b), and Corritore andWiedenbek (1991) have suered from some of these problems. Pennington arried outher analysis by dividing the summaries into statements, and lassifying the statementsas being of one of three types: data ow, ontrol ow, or funtional. The data was usedto supplement that obtained from the multiple hoie questions. Although this maybe a worthwhile aim, reports of program summary analyses have been skethy, withlittle in the way of a methodology or instrutions for performing the analysis. This hasrendered previous analyses unrepliable, and therefore made it impossible to ompareresults aross studies.In an attempt to overome these diÆulties, this hapter rst desribes the method-ology used in previous experiments (Pennington, 1987b; Corritore and Wiedenbek,1991), and looks ritially at the diÆulties whih were enountered when attempting
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 181to reapply the sheme. Following this, it onsiders other methods for analysing programsummary data, and proposes a new analysis sheme based on a program hierarhy. Theadvantages and disadvantages of the sheme are then disussed.8.2 Pennington's Methodology for Program SummaryAnalysisAnalysing program summaries as a way of measuring program omprehension an betraed to an experiment arried out by Pennington (1987b). In addition to answeringbinary hoie questions about a program of moderate length, subjets were also askedto write a summary of the program. Although the exat wording of the request is notgiven, it is more than likely that the instrutions were brief and non-diretive withrespet to the type of information the summary should ontain.Summaries were requested at two points during the experiment: rstly after a 45minute study period, and again after having arried out a modiation to the program.Pennington hoped to ompare the two in order to see how their fous hanged overtime. Unfortunately, she was unable to do so, as rather than writing a seond sum-mary, subjets tended to simply refer to their earlier summaries, and then desribe themodiation they had just arried out. This is an interesting example of how a hangein ontext resulted in a hange in behaviour even though the task remained the same.Pennington performed two analyses on the program summaries, lassifying eah state-ment by both information type and level of detail. The results of Pennington's analysisan be found in Chapter 2, the fous here is on the methods used in the analysis,desribed in the following two setions.8.2.1 Information Type AnalysisPennington states that the information types investigated inluded proedural, dataow, and funtion statements. The other ategories used in the program omprehen-sion tests, namely operations and state, do not seem to have been used: no results werereported for them in any ase. Why they were omitted from the analysis is not dis-ussed. Pennington's denition of eah ategory is very brief, and expressed primarilythrough examples. She denes the three ategories as follows:
182 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS \proedural statements inlude statements of proess, ordering, and ondi-tional program ations." (Pennington, 1987b, p. 332); \data ow statements also inlude statements about data strutures" (Pen-nington, 1987b, p. 332); funtional statements are not dened by Pennington, merely illustrated withan example.Pennington provides the following summary exerpts to illustrate eah type of state-ment, all from (Pennington, 1987b, p. 332):Proedural: \after this, the program will read in the able le, omparing against theprevious point of able le, then on equal ondition ompares against the internaltable . . . if found, will read the tray-area-point le for mathing point-area. Inthis read if found, will reate a type-point-index reord. If not found, will readanother able reord."Data ow: \the tray-point le and the tray-area le are ombined to reate a tray-area-point le in Phase 1 of the program. Phase 2 tables information from thetype-ode le in working storage. The parameter le, ables le, and the tray-area-point le are then used to reate a temporary-exeed-index le and a point-index le."Funtional: \the program is omputing area for able aesses throughout a building.The amount of area per hold is rst determined and then a table for ables anddiameters is loaded. Next a able le is read to aumulate the sum of the ables'diameters going through eah hole."8.2.2 Level of Detail AnalysisIn terms of level of detail in program summaries, Pennington dened four levels:detailed : referenes to a program's operations and variables;program : referenes to a program's \proedural bloks";domain : referenes to real world objets;
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 183vague : statements with no spei referents.Pennington uses the example summary segments above as illustrations of the levelof detail: the proedural summary is the most detailed, the data ow summary isdesribed at the program level, the funtional summary is desribed at the domainlevel, and an example of a vague statement is, \this program reads and writes a lot ofles." (Pennington, 1987b, p. 333).Little detail is provided about the analysis: the above denitions omprise the desrip-tion of the sheme, while the oding proess itself it not mentioned.8.3 Analysing Analysis ShemesAt a joint workshop between researhers at the Computer Based Learning Unit of theUniversity of Leeds, the Department of Artiial Intelligene (University of Edinburgh),and the Human Communiation Researh Centre (also University of Edinburgh) on theanalysis of eduational dialogue, a preliminary desiderata for oding shemes was drawnup.The list was based on a large-sale exerise whih involved oding a range of eduationaldialogues using various shemes and omparing the results. The hope is that this listwill ontinue to be developed and eshed out so as to ultimately provide a useful toolfor judging the relative utility of a oding sheme, and also for omparing two or moreshemes.In the meantime, it was deided to selet the relevant points from this list1, to reviseand restruture it, and to use it to analyse Pennington's two oding shemes, alongwith the sheme whih is proposed in later setions. The main hanges to the initiallist were to separate the various questions into those onerning the sheme itself andthose onerning the appliation of the sheme. Also, at the workshop, a separate listwas drawn up whih overed omments arising from pratial experiene: these weretransformed into questions whih ould be asked of a sheme.Note that this approah is rmly interdisiplinary in that it is taking ideas and methodsfrom disourse analysis and applying them in the psyhology of programming eld. As1 Given that the framework was designed to look at oding shemes for analysing dialogue arising ineduational settings, not all of the points are appliable.
184 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISsuh, it should not be read as a ritiism of work whih has previously been arriedout or as implying that the work is faulty or inomplete in some way. The aim is thatits appliation will highlight the need to onsider the methodologial issues involved indevising quantitative analyses for urrent and future work.Furthermore, the sheme is being applied to what is essentially a reonstrution ofPennington's program summary analysis based on the information ontained in (Pen-nington, 1987b). It may well be that Pennington's analysis has been spelled out morethoroughly in other douments, and therefore it should be borne in mind that it is thereonstruted program summary analysis sheme whih is being ontrasted with thesheme proposed in Setion 8.6.The revised list of questions is shown below:Analysis of the Sheme What is the theoretial bakground of the sheme? What are the aims of the sheme, in other words, what hypotheses does it allowone to test, either in atual fat, or potentially? To what domain is the sheme appliable? Does the sheme ome with a oding manual whih desribes how to apply it(thus ensuring an improved hane of reliability)? Is the sheme aompanied by an example transript? Categories:{ How many ategories does the sheme ontain?{ Is there a hierarhial struture to the sheme (i.e. ategories at dierentlevels)?{ If there are dierent levels, are they interdependent?{ What is the level of granularity of the ategories (e.g. segment, sentene,utterane, paragraph)?{ Are the ategories orthogonal?{ Are the ategories mutually exlusive?
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 185{ Are oding examples provided for eah ategory in the sheme? Does the sheme aount for non-ideal behaviour?Analysis of the Appliation of the Sheme Is hindsight allowed in oding or must a dialogue/disourse be oded sequentially? How many oders were used? Were the oders trained? If more than one, was the reliability reported? Categories:{ Is the number of ategories manageable? (i.e. do some ategories end upbeing unused beause there are so many of them?){ Is it straightforward to make a ategory deision? Is there any deisionproess provided for doing so (e.g. a deision tree?){ Does the sheme inlude default ategories whih are misused (i.e. theybeome \buket" ategories)? Is the sheme aompanied by analysis tools? If there is ambiguity in applying the sheme, is it due to the sheme or to the realworld?8.4 A Critial Analysis of Pennington's MethodologyThis setion desribes the appliation of the ategories outlined above to Pennington'ssheme. Eah of the questions is restated, and its appliability to Pennington's shemeis disussed.Pennington's lassiation onsisted of two separate passes over the text, onsideringstatements rstly in terms of information types, and then in terms of level of detail.Some of the questions apply to the sheme in general, suh as its theoretial basis,while others, suh as the number of ategories in the sheme, an only be answered by
186 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISlooking at the information types sheme and the level of detail sheme in isolation. Ifthe latter is the ase, it will be indiated below.Analysis of the ShemeWhat is the theoretial bakground of the sheme?The sheme is part of a study whih investigates the nature of programmer's mentalrepresentations. It is based on theories of text omprehension elaborated by van Dijkand Kintsh (1983) and applied to program omprehension by mapping strutures intext omprehension theory onto a program's organisational struture (e.g. plan knowl-edge).What are the aims of the sheme, in other words, what hypotheses does itallow one to test, either in atual fat, or potentially?Pennington used the sheme to investigate programmers' mental representations, bothin terms of their nature and in terms of how they might hange over time as a result ofa hange in the programmer's task goals (although it proved to be diÆult to determinethe latter via the program summaries: see Setion 8.2 for a disussion of this).To what domain is the sheme appliable?Program omprehension.Does the sheme ome with a oding manual whih desribes how to applyit?No. This is unfortunate, as it would seem to be neessary in order to repliate Pen-nington's results. An operational denition of the entire oding sheme in the form of aoding manual would allow one to answer suh questions as what should be done rst,how to proeed, whether oding should be sequential and/or whether one an go bakand hange things, at what level (if appliable) the oding should start, and if morethan one sheme is being applied, whether one should be applied before the other, et.Is the sheme provided with an example transript?Not an entire program summary, but summary exerpts of a few sentenes in lengthare provided.Categories:
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 187 How many ategories does the sheme ontain?Information Types: 3Level of Detail: 4 Is there a hierarhial struture to the sheme (i.e. ategories at dif-ferent levels)?No. There is no subategorisation in either lassiation. If there are dierent levels, are they interdependent?As mentioned above, neither lassiation has levels, however, the two lassia-tions are interdependent to some extent. Pennington states that a relationshipbetween the two was observed in that a majority of proedural statements wereexpressed in terms of program objets, while funtional statements were expressedin terms of real world objets. This relationship between lassiations is some-what unlear nonetheless, as not all types of statements an be expressed at everylevel of detail. For example, a basketball team (domain) ould also be desribedas a list of numbers (program or detailed, depending on how one reads Penning-ton's lassiation). However, when the objet being desribed is a program,referenes will almost always be made in program terms, as it is hard to imaginewhih domain terms ould be used to refer to a program in general, or how areferene to a program ould be ouhed in detailed terms (the latter is usuallyreserved for the internals of the program). Likewise, a proedural statement willlikely be desribed at a detailed level, as the low-level details of a program oftenannot be desribed in domain terms. What is the level of granularity of the ategories (e.g. segment, sen-tene, utterane, paragraph)?Pennington desribes the lassiation in terms of `statements' but unfortunatelydoes not dene the term. It ould be assumed that it is the smallest segment oftext to whih one ategory an unequivoally be applied. On the other hand, thestatements may have been larger, with more than one ode being appliable, andthe ode representing the \best t' to the data being the one that was applied.With respet to the level of detail analysis, the granularity of lassiation wasunlear: did the lassiation refer to program ations, to program objets, orboth? It is likely to be both, but again, this is not stated.
188 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS Are the ategories orthogonal?It would be more appropriate to say that the two lassiations (informationtypes and level of detail) are orthogonal. Are the ategories mutually exlusive?Information Types: This is very diÆult to asertain without pratial experieneand will therefore be addressed in the setion on the appliation of the sheme. Atrst glane, the ategories do appear to be mutually exlusive: ertainly, notionsof funtion, ontrol ow and data ow are ommon parlane, and their denitionsdo make lear the distintion between eah.Level of Detail: Yes, these appear to be mutually exlusive. Are oding examples provided for eah ategory in the sheme?Yes, for both shemes, although these are very vague. A marked-up summarysegment is not provided, rather Pennington shows segments whih \inlude" amajority of statements of a partiular ategory.Does the sheme aount for non-ideal behaviour?No, the sheme does not onsider errors.Analysis of the Appliation of the ShemeIs hindsight allowed in oding or must a dialogue/disourse be oded se-quentially?Not mentioned.How many oders were used?It is not stated whether Pennington herself lassied the statements or whether anindependent rater was used. Likewise, there is no mention of there having been morethan one rater. It is quite likely that Pennington herself ated as the rater.Were the oders trained?Again, it is not lear, but assuming that Pennington both developed the shemes andoded the summaries, the question is not appliable.If more than one, was the reliability reported?
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 189No report on reliability (but reliability annot be measured if only one oder is used).Categories: Is the number of ategories manageable? (i.e. do some ategories endup being unused beause there are so many of them?)There are only 3 information types ategories and 4 level of detail ategories,therefore this isn't a problem. Is it straightforward to make a ategory deision? Is there any deisionproess provided for doing so (e.g. a deision tree?)Category distintions are very hard to make in both lassiations, and no dei-sion proess is provided.As mentioned above, Pennington's ategory denitions are skethy, and based es-sentially on examples whih \inlude" these ategories. Also, it is not lear whyonly a subset of the information types ategories from the omprehension ques-tions were used in lassifying the summaries. Without a more preise denitionof eah ategory, and further examples, it is impossible to apply the ategories toother data.Obviously, terms suh as data ow and ontrol ow ertainly have some meaningwithin a omputer siene ontext, and are used frequently with, one hopes, ashared denition. One an assume that they denote onepts whih are agreedto exist at some abstrat level. However, lassifying statements requires preise,operational denitions of the terms, and unfortunately, these are not provided.Clear denitions are partiularly important in the ase of borderline statementsand ambiguous ases. Suh a ase arises in one of the examples provided byPennington. The following sentene is lassied as proedural:If not found, will read another able reord.while the statement below is lassied as a funtion statement (or at least it istaken from a summary whih Pennington says \ontains many funtion state-ments" . . . ).Next a able le is read to aumulate the sum of the ables' diametersgoing through eah hole.
190 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISIt is diÆult to distinguish between these statements. It may be that it hingeson viewing the program as an ative or a passive agent: in the proedural ase,the program is ative, while in the funtional ase, the data is simply read in.This is only onjeture, as the information provided in the paper does not allowone to make this distintion. This does not mean that the distintion is invalid:it simply suggests that more preise denitions are neessary, along with a num-ber of expliitly marked up examples. Rather than giving exerpts of programsummaries, it would be helpful to provide several omplete, oded, program sum-maries. Finally, a deision proess, suh as a owhart or a deision tree, wouldfailitate oding. Does the sheme inlude default ategories whih are misused (i.e. theybeome \buket" ategories)?:This is diÆult to judge without having managed to apply the sheme, but thereis no default ategory, and it seems unlikely that any partiular ategory wouldbe overapplied.Is the sheme aompanied by analysis tools?No, or at least it does not appear to be.If there is ambiguity in applying the sheme, is it due to the sheme or tothe real world?Information Types: There is onsiderable ambiguity in applying the sheme, probablydue both to the sheme itself (lak of lear denitions) and to the real world (interre-latedness of the dierent ategories of information in programming).Level of Detail: This lassiation does not seem to suer from the same sort of ambi-guity.SummaryThe primary ritiism whih an be levelled at Pennington's analysis is the lak ofdetail. This is not to say that the analysis sheme itself is neessarily inadequate insome way, but the absene of detail does not allow this to be asertained. In fairness,the program summaries are only one soure of data from the experiment rather than
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 191the main fous, whih may explain to some extent why little information is providedabout their analysis. On the other hand, the distint lak of information as to how theprogram summary analysis was arried out makes it impossible to repliate.8.5 Alternative ShemesSeveral attempts were made to apply Pennington's sheme using one rater, two ratersand groups of raters. In the latter ases, reliability proved to be extremely low. Thiswas likely due to the lak of information and detail as to the oding sheme and itsappliation. Furthermore, the programs used in the urrent study were muh shorterthan those used by Pennington, whih has an eet on the way in whih statementsare lassied (e.g. a desription of a piee of ode whih produes an average may beonsidered quite low-level in a very large program, but when the program is only 10-15lines long, the desription may in fat represent the program's main funtion). Thisfator may also have had a negative eet on attempts to apply the sheme.However, Pennington's distintions between information types are very pertinent, par-tiularly within the ontext of omparative studies: they have the potential to shedlight on the question of whether dierenes in language (or representational style) leadto dierenes in subjets' desriptions of their understanding of a program.In the ourse of trying to arry out analyses of the program summaries, it beame learthat a new sheme was neessary. A number of ideas were tried out, and rejeted forvarious reasons: they are desribed in the setions below.8.5.1 Analysis by SummaryAn initial attempt was made to haraterise an entire program summary rather thanlooking at individual statements, again using the following information types: fun-tion, data or ontrol. It was thought that this tehnique might be viable based on theassumption that the program summaries produed in the studies desribed here wouldbe more oherent, and represent more of a `nished produt' than those analysed inthe study by Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991). As Corritore and Wiedenbek did notallow subjets to view the program they had studied when answering the omprehen-sion questions, the program summary may have played the role of an aide memoire,
192 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISwith subjets jotting down anything of potential use in answering the questions. In thestudies desribed in Chapters 3 and 7, the programs were shown alongside the ompre-hension questions, therefore subjets did not need to rely on the program summary toanswer the questions. It was felt that this situation might allow subjets to `oordinate'their summaries, thus produing a more oherent aount of the program, rather thansimply a summary of things that might later prove to be useful.The primary disadvantage of looking at the entire summary is that it is too oarse-grained: it applies a single ategory to summaries whih may vary onsiderably inlength and detail, and whih ontain varying perentages of the three information types.Furthermore, it suers from the same problems as Pennington's analysis: namely, theategories are too ill-dened to be applied reliably and onsistently.8.5.2 Linguisti AnalysesTwo further analyses were arried out whih foused on the linguisti struture of theprogram summary rather than on the ontent: the identiation of ue phrases, and`keywords in ontext'. Both involved taking a lower-level, bottom-up approah andinvestigating the way in whih program summaries were strutured.Cue phrases are dened as \phrases whose funtion is to link spans of disourse to-gether" (Knott and Dale, 1994, p. 45). Examples of ue phrases are rstly, after,or else, moreover. It was hoped that looking at the ourrene of ue phrases in thesummaries would lead to the disovery of dierential patterns of use between the twogroups. The analysis involved identifying and ounting the ue phrases in eah sum-mary.Although interesting, analysing program summaries in terms of ue phrases presenteda number of problems: rstly, they fous on very limited segments of the program sum-mary, therefore, they would need to be used in onjuntion with another type of anal-ysis. Seondly, not all of the ue phrases are meaning independent in the programmingdomain. For example, many ommon ue phrases are also ommon ontrol keywords inprogramming languages, e.g. if, then, else, otherwise. This onfusion meant that theanalysis ould, for some ue phrases, be mistaken for a semanti analysis, when thiswas not the intention.
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 193The \keywords in ontext" indies provided a listing of eah word in the summary,surrounded by its ontext, i.e. the words whih preeded and followed it. Reframingthe data in this way was interesting in two respets: it highlighted the repeated useof partiular words of interest, e.g. data objets and verbs desribing program ations,and by showing them in their ontext, allowed us to hek how subjets were usingexpressions. Keywords in ontext provided an initial way of deteting patterns oflanguage use so as to begin to think about what they might mean in terms of aninformation types lassiation: this is disussed in the next setion.8.6 Proposal for a New ShemeAs disussed above, it is not feasible to apply Pennington's sheme as it stands, at leastnot on the basis of the information provided in (Pennington, 1987b). However, it isimportant to be able to lassify program summaries aording to their informationalontent: they provide useful information, perhaps about the way programmers men-tally oneptualise a program, but ertainly about how they hoose to express theirunderstanding of a program, and the possible role of program representation in theproess.Therefore, two new shemes for program summary analysis are proposed. The lassia-tion is similar to Pennington's in that it depends on two passes through the summaries:one based on information types and the other based on objet desriptions. The infor-mation types lassiation is a more nely-grained and fully speied renement ofPennington's sheme.The objet lassiation is essentially a more restrited version of Pennington's levelsof detail: it was deided to fous solely on data objets within the program, as desrib-ing program events in terms of level of detail was felt to entail an unwanted overlapwith the information types lassiation. For example, if one is desribing a programation, it is diÆult to dierentiate between desribing that ation in proedural terms(information types) and program terms (levels of desription). Furthermore, lookingat objet desriptions allows one to fous on those objets whih an be desribed invarious ways (e.g. a basketball team, a list of heights, or a list of numbers) and toinvestigate the ways in whih subjets hoose to desribe program objets.
194 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS8.6.1 Information Types ClassiationThe information types lassiation is used to ode summary statements on the basis ofthe information types they ontain. In the setions below, the ategories whih make upthe lassiation are rst desribed, followed by a short disussion of the relationshipsbetween ategories, and the way in whih they t together to form a program summary.Information Types Categories: Desriptions and ExamplesThe information types lassiation omprises eleven ategories, desribed below withexamples of eah. Note that the examples are taken from atual transripts, andspelling and puntuation have not been orreted. In some ases, segments preedingor following the segment of interest have been inluded to provide ontext and aidunderstanding (shown in square brakets).funtion: the overall aim of the program, desribed suintly. In the ase of the shortprograms used in the experiments desribed here, one funtion ode (and moreinfrequently, two) will be suÆient to desribe the program goals.{ The program is seleting all players over a ertain height and allowingthen to join the yeam.{ The program heks the heights of a list of basketball player to see whois over 180m tall.{ The program alulates the dierenes between the input distanes . . .ations: events ourring in the program whih are desribed at a lower level thanfuntion (i.e. they refer to events within the program), but at a higher levelthan operations (desribed below). For example, an ation may involve a smallgroup of nodes rather than one node only. Alternatively, it may be desribedas operating over a series of inputs, or desribe ations in non-spei ways, e.g.desribing tests in general, rather than the exat tests being arried out.{ This sub-program heks eah individual element of this list . . .{ `Sun Span' is then worked out.{ . . . omparing eah of the other elements . . .
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 195{ The program makes two heks . . .{ . . . they are stripped in turn out of the list.operations: small-sale events whih our in the program, suh as tests, assignment,et. Operations usually orrespond to one node in a VPL, or one line of textualode.{ . . . then the program sets the height to head(height) . . .{ . . . then it inrements the ounter by 1 . . .{ A seletor heks to see if the set is equal to [ ℄ ie 0 . . .{ the head value and the previuse head value are then subtrated.state-high: a high-level denition of the notion of state. Pennington didn't inludea state ategory, but it was felt that one was neessary in order to aount forstatements whih desribe the urrent state of a program when a ondition hasbeen met (and upon whih an ation is dependent). State-high diers from state-low in terms of granularity: the former desribes an event at a more abstrat levelthan the latter (whih usually desribes the diret result of a test on a single dataobjet). The relationship between the two is akin to the relationship betweenations and operations.{ One all the elements have been proessed . . .{ [The program goes through a set℄ until it nds 5 heights greater than180 . . .{ [The program takes a set and goes through it adding one to a ounter(originally set at 0)℄ if the value being examined at the urrent iteration isgreater than 65.{ [The program ontinues℄ until there are no player left unheked in theliststate-low: a lower-level version of the ategory desribed above. State-low usuallyrelates to a test ondition being met, or not met, and upon whih an operationdepends. Again, this ategory was felt to be neessary as many summary state-ments desribe not only the tests in the programs, or the operations following thetests, but also the results of the tests, in other words, the state of a partiulardata objet within the program.
196 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS{ If the head is greater than 180 . . .{ If the head is greater than 65 . . .{ . . . when the test is empty is true . . .{ . . . if empty distanes (eg[℄) . . .{ If the height test is true . . .data: inputs and outputs to programs, data ow through programs, and desriptionsof data objets and data states.{ The program aepted a list of numbers indiating sunhours.{ . . . it then passes a list of heights to a sub-program . . .{ . . . the heights over the height are sent ot the team . . .{ . . . the nal result of the program is the number of players over the height180.{ . . . all heights are entered into an empty set and sent out as results.ontrol: information having to do with program ontrol strutures and with sequen-ing, e.g. reursion, alls to subprograms, stopping onditions.{ . . . and the sub-program is alled reursively.{ . . . the nested reursions begin to unwind.{ It exits the program and goes bak to the main program . . .elaborate: further information about a proess/event/data objet whih has alreadybeen desribed. This also inludes examples.{ [If the urrent mark is above a ertain pass level℄ (65 in this ase) . . .{ [The head(numbers) is assigned to one variable℄ (whih I'll all mark). . .{ . . . [the head value and the previuse head value are then subtrated℄ andthe dierene taken.meta: statements about the partiipant's own reasoning proesses, e.g. \I'm not surewhat this does".{ . . . . . . . . . I an't remember!{ Dhoo! forgot where that route went!!!
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 197. . . [and then joins it to the other value it would if reated if he had donewhat i just said℄ (ompliated).unlear: statements whih annot be oded beause their meaning is ambiguous oruninterpretable. This ategory is not synonymous with an `error' ategory how-ever: statements whih are not orret within the program, e.g. \the programprodues a list" when it in fat produes a number, but whih an be ategorisedas being of a partiular type are lassied.{ [If the height is greater than 180, 1 is added to the ounter℄ and theheight is reorded. It is not lear here whether `reorded' means `printed',`added to a list', `assigned to a variable' . . .{ [This program takes a number of sunny hours℄ and determines whetherthe amount of sunny hours is hi or lo. The program (whih is also thesubjet of the desriptions below) in fat alulates the range betweenthe highest and lowest numbers.{ The program is listing how many hours of sun there was only when thesun was High.{ [Then the results are sent to a set through a seletor proess℄ to makesure the results are HiLn . . .inomplete: statements whih annot be oded beause they are inomplete. State-ments whih fall into this ategory tend to be unnished sentenes (exampleswere not felt to be neessary here). Note that this only ourred with the Prologexperiment, where subjets were timed.Information ategories are related to eah other in terms of level of granularity, whihan be envisaged as follows: at the top level, the program an be desribed in termsof a small number of funtions (in some ases, just one, given that the programs beingexamined were quite small). At a ner level of granularity, these funtions are aom-plished by a series of ations. The ations may be dependent on ertain onditions,represented by state-high nodes. At an even ner level of granularity, the ations them-selves are implemented in the program by operations whih, in a VPL, often orrespondto a single node. Likewise, state{low nodes desribe the state of a data objet, usuallyjust after a test.
198 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISOne point worth noting is that the information types lassiation does not inludethe lassiation of erroneous statements: statements whih are not orret within theontext of the program but an still be lassied aording to an information type areategorised as suh.The Coding ProessThe short examples shown above were designed to give a avour of the way in whihstatements are oded: the full oding proess in desribed in the oding manual (Ap-pendix D).A simple oding environment, using Word maros, has been designed to failitate theoding of both the information types lassiation and the objet lassiation, whihwill be desribed below.The program summaries are represented in table ells, with one summary segment perrow. The lassiation system is represented as a panel of buttons (see Figure 8.1), witheah button representing a ategory, and ategories grouped together as appropriate.The button ions do not bear a diret relation to the ategory, but they were useful invisually distinguishing between ategories when oding, and so were maintained.
Figure 8.1: Coding Panel for `Information Types' Classiation
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 199With the ursor on the line to be oded (or the rst line if one is oding sequentially),oding onsists of liking on the button with the desired ode. That ode is thenplaed in the ell next to the program segment, the entire row is shaded in a olourorresponding to that ode, and the next row is highlighted, ready for oding. Codingan already oded statement overwrites any prior ode, so reoding is simple.The olour shading is quite useful as a desriptive aid, and allows two summaries tobe ompared easily. For example, Figure 8.2 shows a relatively high level programsummary, with the program being desribed primarily in terms of its funtion and highlevel states.
Figure 8.2: A High Level Program SummaryFigure 8.3 shows a program summary whih ontains more low-level state and opera-tions statements, with some data ow statements at the end.
Figure 8.3: A Low Level Program SummaryIn addition to the information types and objet desription palettes, a palette was also
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arry out basi oding and segmenting ations, suh as splitting segments,inserting/deleting new lines, et.8.6.2 Objet DesriptionsThe aim of this lassiation is to look at the way in whih objets are desribed.The basi question being asked is, \How do subjets, when not onstrained by speiinstrutions, hoose to desribe objets present in the program?". The most interestingases are those in whih there is a hoie of levels at whih the objet an be desribed.For example, an input to the program ould be desribed as a list of numbers, oralternatively, as a series of basketball player's heights.There are various points to note about lassifying objets: some objets annot be lassied at more than one level. For example, a programis, by denition, a program spei objet: it is hard to imagine it as a desriptionof something existing in the real world domain (although it is in some asespossible, e.g. a alulator). similarly, objets introdued within the program (i.e. not inputs or outputs), andwhih have a raison d'être only within a program, annot be lassied in domainterms. An example is a ounter: it is used only within the program to keep trakof objets aross iterations or reursive alls.The main distintion being made is between program objets and domain objets.Pennington's program and detailed lassiations have been ollapsed into one \pro-gram" lassiation, while other ner-grained distintions have been introdued andare desribed below.Objet Categories: Desriptions and ExamplesThe objet lassiation omprises seven ategories, whih are desribed below withexamples. Note again that the examples are taken from atual transripts, and spellingand puntuation have not been hanged.program only: refers to items whih our only in the program domain, and whihwould not have a meaning in another ontext, for example, a ounter. A useful
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 201question for distinguishing this type of objet is to ask oneself whether the objetwould be required if one were solving the problem using paper and penil ratherthan a omputer.{ This program initially sets a ounter to zero . . .{ . . . then the ounter is not inremented and the sub-program is alledagain.program: an objet, whih ould be desribed at various levels, desribed in programterms. Program terms refer to the use of any program spei data struture(e.g. a list) or variable (either indiated by the lak of an artile, or the word inquotes, apitalisation, et.){ . . . heking rst whether the list is empty or not . . .{ If `Hight' is then equel to or less than 180 `Sub Team' is run again.{ If the urrent height variable is above . . .program { real-world: objet desriptions using terminology whih is valid in bothreal-world and program domains, e.g. results, numbers, values (the latter only if itisn't being used to desribe the value of a variable). The term real-world is beingused in ontrast to domain as follows: domain terminology refers to the problemdomain, e.g. basketball players' heights, exam marks, distanes between ities.All of these entities ould be represented in the real-world as numbers. Thesenumbers are not spei to a problem domain (as seen here, they ut aross allof the domains), but they not spei to programming either (if one were addingup exam marks by hand, one would also be manipulating numbers). Therefore,a referene to numbers would be lassied as a program { real-world desription,while exam marks would be lassied as a domain desription. Originally, a`real-world' ategory was also reated (similar to the domain/program { domaindistintion), but it turns out to be diÆult to determine whether the objetis being desribed in a way whih is ompletely free of the program ontext.therefore it was felt to be safer to have only a `program { real world' ategory.{ The program takes 2 numbers . . .{ The program gives out the 5 highest values that were input to the pro-gram.
202 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS{ It then passes a list ontaining numbers to a sub program whih rstextrats . . .program { domain: objet desriptions whih ontain a mixture of program andproblem domain referenes, e.g. a list of marks (note that are must be taken toensure that domain referenes are not in fat being used as variable names), ora referene whih is equally valid in the program and the problem domains (e.g.dierenes){ The rst height beomes . . .{ This is proessing a list of marks . . .{ . . . it then passes a list of heights to a sub-program.domain: an objet whih is desribed in domain terms rather than by its representa-tion within the program, e.g. a mark, a distane, sunny days.{ This program heks a basketball players height from [the list given℄.{ This program takes a number of sunny hours and . . .{ This program alulate the number of studends who passed . . .indiret referene: an anaphori referene to a data objet. These referenes an bemathed to the objet by referring bak in the program summary, thus anotheroption would be to ount them as two instanes of the same ategory. However,this has the unwanted eet of inating the ategory in question.{ . . . they are stripped in turn out of [the list℄.{ . . . if it is then the program returns to the main program.{ . . . and adds 1 to it.unlear: statements whih are ambiguous and annot be oded, either beause thestatement itself is unlear, or beause the objet whih is being referred to annotbe identied.{ . . . then the amount of passes is inremented by 1.{ . . . is sent ti the pass marker . . .{ . . . [the head goes into℄ a folder.
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 203Although not all of the ategories are related, some do have links between them. Pro-gram and domain ategories ould be referred to as `pure' ategories in the sense thatthey refer to one level of desription only. Program { real-world and program-domainare amalgamates of pure ategories. Program only is a speial ase: unlike the ate-gories just mentioned, it is used for objets whih are inherently linked to the programdomain and hene annot be desribed at other levels. Finally, indiret referene andunlear statements are independent ategories in the sense that they are not linked tothe others in any obvious way.Coding ExamplesThe oding proess is desribed in a short oding manual in Appendix D, however,examples of the oding proess are shown here.The environment used for oding is idential to the one desribed for the informa-tion types lassiation, with the exeption of the panel of buttons used (shown inFigure 8.4). This panel ontains buttons orresponding to the objet desription ate-gories, rather than the information types.
Figure 8.4: Coding Panel for `Objet Desription' ClassiationAs mentioned in onjuntion with the information types lassiation, olour shadingis quite useful as a desriptive aid, and allows two summaries to be ompared easily.For example, Figure 8.5 shows a summary whih is primarily foused on program
204 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSISdesriptions, while Figure 8.6 shows a summary whih is largely domain oriented.
Figure 8.5: A Summary ontaining mainly Program Statements
Figure 8.6: A Summary ontaining mainly Domain Statements8.7 A Critial Analysis of the ShemeThis setion presents a ritial analysis of both new lassiations by applying the listof points desribed in Setion 8.3. As this hapter does not over the appliation ofthe sheme, only the sheme itself will be analysed here: the appliation of the shemewill be analysed in Chapter 9.What is the theoretial bakground of the sheme?The sheme is part of a study whih investigates VPL program omprehension bynovies, omparing the data ow and ontrol ow paradigms. The sheme is not baseddiretly on a theory as there is, to the author's knowledge, no theory of novie reasoning
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 205with data ow and ontrol ow VPLs. The sheme is however based on Pennington'swork on information types (Pennington, 1987b).What are the aims of the sheme, in other words, what hypotheses does itallow one to test, either in atual fat, or potentially?Information Types: This sheme aims to look at the ways in whih novie program-mers ommuniate their understanding of a program, by lassifying their summarystatements aording to the types of information they highlight. The sheme shouldbe partiularly useful when arrying out ross-omparisons of language paradigms orrepresentations.Objet Desription: The sheme aims to investigate the level of abstration at whihnovies hoose to desribe the data objets in programs whih they have studied. Again,the sheme should be most informative in the ontext of omparative studies.To what domain is the sheme appliable?Program omprehension.Does the sheme ome with a oding manual whih desribes how to applyit?Yes, see Appendix D.Is the sheme provided with an example transript?Yes, transripts are shown in Appendix E.Categories: How many ategories does the sheme ontain?Information Types: 11Objet Desription: 7 Is there a hierarhial struture to the sheme (i.e. ategories at dif-ferent levels)?Information Types: There is no hierarhial struture in the sense that one ategorywould be a sublass of another, however, there are dierenes in the level ofgranularity between some ategories.Objet Desription: No.
206 CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS If there are dierent levels, are they interdependent?Information Types: Yes, on a semanti level (e.g. `ations' are higher-level desrip-tions of `operations', and `state-high' is related to `state-low' in obvious ways),but this does not have reperussions for oding, in the sense that there are nonested ategories.Objet Desription: Not appliable. What is the level of granularity of the ategories (e.g. segment, sen-tene, utterane, paragraph)?Information Types: Segments, whih orrespond to what Bales (1951) terms `unitsto be sored' in Interation Proess Analysis, an early language oding systemwhose methods have been well-tested. They are represented textually as single,simple sentenes with a subjet and prediate (either of whih may be implied).Objet Desription: Segments, whih are dened as a piee of the program sum-mary whih ontains exatly one referene to a data objet. Note that the dif-ferene in the denition of segment means that program summaries must besegmented twie: one for eah lassiation. Are the ategories orthogonal?Again, it would be more appropriate to say that the two lassiations (informa-tion types and level of detail) are orthogonal. Are the ategories mutually exlusive?Information Types: Yes, although again, this distintion beomes more lear oneoding is attempted.Objet Desription: Yes (see above omment). Are oding examples provided for eah ategory in the sheme?Yes.Does the sheme aount for non-ideal behaviour?No, the sheme does not onsider errors.
CHAPTER 8: PROGRAM SUMMARY ANALYSIS 2078.8 Chapter SummaryThis hapter disussed a reonstrution of Pennington's original lassiation of pro-gram summary statements aording to information types and level of detail. It anal-ysed the lassiations used in the sheme in relation to a number of riteria, and wenton to propose two new lassiations whih fous on information types and objet de-sriptions. The lassiations are based on Pennington's, but are more omplete andwell-dened. These shemes were also analysed using the same riteria, whih allowsfor some omparisons to be made.Both lassiations are aimed at oding essentially the same types of information in thesame domain, however, the reasons for doing so dier: Pennington et al. are interestedin mental representations, while the fous of the studies desribed in this thesis is theeet of notations and representations on desriptions of programs.As ompared to Pennington's sheme, the shemes proposed in this thesis providemore onise denitions of ategories, inluding spei types of elements whih arelassied under eah heading, more extensive examples, ompletely oded transripts,and a oding manual. Furthermore, the relationship between the shemes is morelearly spelled out.The next hapter looks at the appliation of these new shemes, at the results ob-tained, and also looks ritially at the sheme itself, allowing it to be ompared withPennington's sheme on the issue of appliation.
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Chapter 9Results from the ProgramSummary Analysis9.1 IntrodutionProgram summaries provide an important soure of data in the so-alled `informa-tion types' studies, a point whih was disussed in detail in Chapter 8. Produing asummary allows subjets to desribe a program in their own words, so summaries ansupplement more narrowly foused questions in order to provide a fuller aount ofprogram understanding. Typially, program summaries have been analysed along twodimensions: the information ontained in the summary statement and the level of detail(Pennington, 1987b; Corritore and Wiedenbek, 1991). Although these ategorisationsdo not map diretly onto the ve information types used in the program omprehen-sion questions, parallels an be drawn between the information types and the programsummary analysis in suh a way that the results from eah task an either provideonrmation of the other, or highlight dierenes in information type use/extrationaross tasks.A number of fators will undoubtedly inuene the prodution of program summaries.Corritore and Wiedenbek showed that program length may aet the use of informa-tion types in the summary, but there are surely others, suh as the task, the nature ofthe program, the paradigm, the programming notation, level of understanding, exper-tise, et., all of whih seem interesting avenues to explore. These types of investigationsare well suited to the methodology of omparative studies, where it is easier to ontrolfor other fators and fous on the issue of interest.209
210 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSOne of the major problems assoiated with program summary data is that the method-ology used for analysing it has been ill-dened and, as a result, diÆult to apply. Thisled to the development of a new analysis sheme, as desribed in Chapter 8, and thishapter provides both a ritial look at the appliation of the sheme, and an overviewof the results obtained.A disadvantage of proposing a new approah is that it makes it diÆult to ompareresults with previous studies. However, it ould be argued, rstly, that an underspe-ied methodology also makes omparisons problemati, as there is likely to be widevariation in the way in whih it is applied. Seondly, omparisons between studies arefraught with diÆulty in any ase, as very often there will be other fators, in additionto the fators of interest, whih result in unwanted dierenes between the studies.This is ertainly the ase for the studies reported here (the Prolog study and the VPLstudy), where dierenes in fators suh as whether the experiment was timed or notand whether the program was visible during the summary writing proess are likely tohave had an eet on the summary produed. Therefore, any omparisons between thestudies reported here and previous studies will be made autiously and with the under-standing that they are speulative. The only reliable omparisons whih will be madeand desribed in detail are those between the ontrol ow and data ow languages inthe VPL study.This hapter has three main parts: the rst provides a walkthrough of a oding examplein order to give the reader a feel for what is involved in oding a summary. The seondpart looks at the appliation of the sheme, and analyses it aording to the frameworkput forward in Chapter 8, Setion 8.3. The nal part desribes the results of theprogram summary analysis for the Prolog experiment desribed in Chapter 3, thenlooks at the data from the VPL study in Chapter 6. The hapter onludes with ageneral disussion of the results and the main issues arising from the analysis.9.2 Program Summary Analysis: An ExampleThis setion provides a brief desription of how a statement is oded, so as to providea fuller understanding of the ritial analysis of the sheme in the next setion.Figure 9.1 shows a short program summary.
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Figure 9.1: An Example Program SummaryLine 1 shows a typial ation statement: it desribes something that happens in theprogram, but is not spei enough to allow it to be oded as an operation. Forexample, \heking a basketball player's height to see if it is greater than 180"would be an example of an operation, while this is an instane of a non-speiproessing ation involving the input list.Line 2 desribes the outome of an operation, in other words, it desribes the stateof a partiular data objet whose value has just been tested. It is lassied asa high-level desription, while a orresponding low-level desription of the sameevent would be, for example, \if the number > 180".Line 3 desribes in essene the overall goal of the program, whih is to selet basketballplayers for a team.Line 4 again desribes the state of a data objet in high level terms (a state-lowequivalent would be \if the ounter = 5 test is true . . . ").Line 5 desribes program termination. Any ation suh as reursion, iteration, ontrolpassing to a subprogram, or the program stopping, failing or exiting would belassied as suh.9.3 A Critial Analysis of the Sheme AppliationThis setion applies the questions desribed in Setion 8.3 of Chapter 8 to the applia-tion of the oding sheme (an analysis of the sheme itself having been arried out inChapter 9).
212 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSIs hindsight allowed in oding or must a dialogue/disourse be oded se-quentially?Hindsight is allowed, and even enouraged. Ensuring reliability within ategories seemsmore important than enforing a strit sequential oding order.How many oders were used?One.This sheds some doubt on the reliability of the sheme, and the issue of inter-raterreliability must be addressed in the future. However, the appliation of the sheme todata from dierent experiments provides initial evidene of its feasibility. Both analysesrely on a low-level, ontent based investigation of the summaries. The fat that theyonsider the semantis of the domain requires oders to have an in-depth understandingof the programs whih the subjets studied, the dierent ways in whih the programswere represented, the variable names used and the domains represented. Coders needto understand basi programming in general, but also the ways in whih programmingulture might inuene subjets' desriptions. For example, students from EdinburghUniversity, who had been taught Prolog, onsistently referred to lists as lists, whilestudents from Napier University, who had been taught COBOL and C++, referredto lists as `sets', whih, if taken in the mathematial sense, are not the same thing.However, they were treated as suh for the sake of the analysis, as it was lear that itwas a matter of terminology rather than misunderstanding.A further example from the objet desription sheme illustrates the subtleties of od-ing. The following three sentenes, taken from the summaries, all use the word results:{ . . . the number of results greater than 65.{ . . . one is added to the results whih is initially set at 0.{ . . . it then outputs the results.In the rst sentene, the subjet is referring to a program whih looks at exam results,therefore results is being used in a domain ontext. In the seond sentene, the subjetis referring to a data node in the data ow representation whih is alled `results': thiswould be lassied as a `program' referene. In the third, the subjet is referring to
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 213the overall results, or output, of the program, and this would be lassied as `program{ real-world'.In many ases, the distintion between a domain objet, say, a height, and its variablename within the program, Height, is very diÆult to make, and requires attention tovery subtle indiators of use.The need for in-depth knowledge in order to arry out oding diers from other shemes,for example, those whih require oders to mark onversational `moves' in dialogue(Carletta et al., 1997), where a thorough understanding of the domain is not as ruialand/or the `domain' in question is limited (in this ase, two versions of a simple maponsisting of a route via a small number of landmarks).This requirement means that although training a oder would be entirely possible, itwould also be quite time-onsuming.Were the oders trained?Not appliable, given that the author developed the sheme and oded the segments.However, if additional oders were to be used, they would require extensive training toapply the sheme reliably.If more than one, was the reliability reported?N/A.Categories: Is the number of ategories manageable? (i.e. do some ategories endup being unused beause there are so many of them?)There are 11 information types ategories and 7 objet desription ategories.This allows for ner-grained distintions than does Pennington's sheme, but thenumber of ategories is not overwhelming (previous versions of the sheme useda number of subategories in eah ategory, resulting in over 50 ategories, andwere substantially pared down with the goal of manageability in mind). Is it straightforward to make a ategory deision? Is there any deisionproess provided for doing so (e.g. a deision tree?)
214 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSCategory distintions are not straightforward (see above for examples). However,it is felt that this is due to the nature of the oding task, e.g. diÆulties indisambiguating the use of similar or idential words, rather than with aws inthe oding sheme itself.In addition to a desription of the ategories, with examples, a deision tree isprovided for both lassiations (see Appendix D). Does the sheme inlude default ategories whih are misused (i.e. theybeome \buket" ategories)?:Information Types: It does not appear to be the ase. The `unlear' ategoryaounts for 1.82% of statements in the Prolog study, and in the VPL study,4.07% and 1.36% for the ontrol and data ow groups respetively. All otherstatements were lassiable in other ategories.Objet Desription: Likewise. This sheme was not applied to the Prolog data,however, the `unlear' ategory aounted for 0.39% and 1.03% of statements inthe VPL study for the ontrol and data ow groups respetively.Is the sheme aompanied by analysis tools?Yes, it is aompanied by a oding tool, implemented in Word, whih inorporates aseries of oding panels whih allow one to ode (and reode) a sheme by pressing thebutton orresponding to the desired ode.If there is ambiguity in applying the sheme, is it due to the sheme or tothe real world?Information Types: There is ambiguity involved due to the fat that the dierent infor-mation ategories are interrelated in a program.Objet Desription: Again, there is some ambiguity involved, as a result of trying todetermine the level at whih subjets are using objet desriptors: it may be that it isnot lear to the subjets themselves, and that they are moving oneptually betweenthe problem domain and the task domain.
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 215SummaryThe sheme aims to provide a more omprehensive, ne-grained methodology foranalysing program summaries. This inevitably means that it has beome more de-tailed than Pennington's original sheme. The benet of this inreased detail is aorresponding inrease in larity. However, it may paradoxially exhange old diÆul-ties in oding for new ones: whereas before, distintions were hard to make beausethe sheme did not speify them very well, now the distintions may be so ne-grainedthat they are tedious to make.However, it is diÆult to see how the problem an be avoided if one wishes to arry outthis type of analysis, as the aims of the sheme make oding a skilled proess. It wasalready mentioned that oding relies on in-depth and quite preise knowledge aboutthe programming domain and the task domain, in ontrast with other shemes whihallow one to ode on the surfae strutures of the text.Coding shemes are sometimes ritiised for not being usable `o-the-shelf' as it were,in other words, beause they require substantial knowledge, pratie and experieneon the part of the oder. This is perhaps unjust: for example, one expets a personmarking exam sripts to have an in-depth knowledge of the domain, the questionsbeing asked, and in many ases, the marker reeives spei guidelines for marking.It follows that the type of oding desribed here, whih is dependent in the same wayon a detailed understanding of the ontent of the subjet's reply and the domains towhih it relates would have the same requirements.On the plus side, the sheme appears at rst sight to be widely appliable. It wasinitially devised on the basis of the ontrol ow VPL data, and then applied to thedata ow VPL summaries. Finally, the sheme was applied to the data from theProlog experiments. Thus, it has been shown that the sheme an be used with verydierent paradigms (ontrol ow, data ow, delarative) and representations (graphial,textual). An obvious question is whether the sheme will sale up beyond the simpleprograms whih have been used in these experiments: for the moment, that questionannot be answered.
216 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS9.4 Prolog ExperimentThis setion desribes an analysis of the program summary data from the Prolog ex-periment desribed in Chapter 3. Given the points made in the introdution, it isdiÆult to ompare the data obtained from this study with previous studies. However,the results are interesting in themselves, and furthermore, they provide support for theappliability of the sheme.Before desribing the results, it should be noted that the data from both the Prologand the VPL studies has large amounts of variane. This is likely to be inherent inthe nature of the task, as writing a program summary is very dierent from answeringmore onventional experimental questions. Firstly, subjets were not given speiinstrutions as to what to put in their summaries, and seondly, there is no rightanswer to the request for a program summary.9.4.1 Word CountThe mean length of the summaries was 19.01 words. The relatively short length ofthe summaries may be due to the fat that subjets had a xed time period in whihto study the program, answer the omprehension questions, and write the programsummary. The request for the program summary was the last item on the page, whihmay have limited even further the time they had to devote to the summary.9.4.2 Information Types ClassiationProgram summaries were rst segmented aording to the denition of a segment givenin Chapter 8 and then ategorised.The mean number of segments per summary was 2.38. Again, this is quite low, probablydue to time onstraints. The data annot be ompared with previous studies (Penning-ton, 1987b; Corritore and Wiedenbek, 1991), as this information was not reported andfurthermore, the segmentation may well have been arried out dierently.
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al AsideUsing the information types lassiation with the Prolog data showed up an importantdierene between Prolog and other types of languages suh as the data and ontrolow languages desribed later in this hapter.In many languages, ations and operations on data are represented expliitly as suh,even in languages whih are not traditional, proedural languages. For example, inthe data ow language investigated in this thesis, an operation to take the head of thelist is represented as a single node, marked \head". In the ontrol ow language, thisoperation an also be traed to one node, whih usually assigns a value to a variableat the same time as taking the head, e.g. \set Distane to head(Distanes)".However, in Prolog, taking the head of the list is not so muh an expliit ation as away of representing the data. In the example below:adjust_sub([X|Xs℄, Y, [Z|Zs℄):-Z is X + Y,adjust_sub(Xs, X, Zs).The expression [X|Xs℄ is eetively taking the head of the list, simply by virtue of theway the list is represented, but this is very dierent from an operation as dened in mostlanguages. It is diÆult to know therefore, when speaking about Prolog, if referenes to\taking the head of the list" should be onsidered as data or as operations. Certainly,this representation has the same eet as a node whih expliitly splits the list, but itis more impliit, and resides in the data struture itself. In fat, the same program anbe written for novies as suh:adjust_sub(List, Y, [Z|Zs℄):-List = [X|Xs℄,Z is X + Y,adjust_sub(Xs, X, Zs).in order to make this operation more expliit, and more like an operation in otherlanguages.
218 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSEvents suh as these, whih are diretly linked to data struture representation, fallsomewhere between the data and operations ategories. In the same way that operationsan be desribed at a more abstrat level in terms of ations, Prolog gives rise to ahigher level desription of program events whih ould be lassied as either data orations: data ations as it were.Classifying these events as data ould lead to the ritiism that the analysis is skewedtowards the data ategory simply beause subjets have no other way of desribing theations and operations in the program. On the other hand, reating new ategoriessuh as data operation and data ation should be avoided unless a denite need an beidentied. Therefore, an initial analysis was arried out by lassifying statements twiein order to determine whether this makes a dierene to the overall results: rstly,inluding these types of statements as data, and seondly, onsidering them as eitheroperations or ations. Table 9.1 shows the result of these lassiations, giving themean proportion of information types ategory statements, with standard deviations.Columns 2 and 3 show the results of lassifying data operations and data ations asdata, and olumns 4 and 5 show this data relassied as operations and ations.Category Data Class. Op/At Relass.Mean Std Dev Mean Std Devfuntion 29.58 22.40data 27.71 17.84 18.40 15.83ation 15.52 13.26 19.03 15.45elaborate 6.30 9.09inomplete 5.13 9.54ontrol 4.98 8.61meta 3.05 13.70state-high 2.76 5.27unlear 1.82 4.51state-low 1.65 4.17operation 1.50 3.36 7.31 9.77Table 9.1: Mean Proportion of Information Types StatementsAs an be seen in the olumn entitled, \Data Class.", funtional statements predom-inate, followed by data ow statements. Ation statements are also reasonably well-represented in program summaries. All other types of statements our relatively in-frequently (less than 7%).Figure 9.2 represents the data oriented lassiation (olumns 2 and 3 of Table 9.1).
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Figure 9.2: Information Statement Categories: Data CategorisationA repeated measures ANOVA with statement type as an 11 level fator was highlysigniant (F=53.51, df(10,730), p < .001).Figure 9.3 shows the relassiation of this data (Table 9.1, olumns 4 and 5), withdata operations and data ation statements lassied as operations and ations respe-tively. It an be seen that funtional statements still predominate, but the relassi-ation has the eet of more or less equalising ation and data ow statements. Therelassiation aets the operations statements to a muh greater degree than theation statements.Again, a repeated measures ANOVA with statement type as an 11 level fator washighly signiant (F=38.85, df(10,730), p < .001).9.4.3 Internal Validity of Program SummariesCorrelations were arried out between the dierent types of summary statements inorder to determine whether ertain types had a tendeny to o-our. The orrelationswere performed for eah of the lassiations desribed in Table 9.1 to ensure that theyheld for both ategorisations of data ow, operations and ation statements (this wasthe ase). Rather than provide an exhaustive table of all possible orrelations, onlythose whih are signiant at p < .05 or higher will be desribed in the paragraph
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Figure 9.3: Information Statement Categories: Op/At Categorisationbelow.Funtional statements orrelated negatively with all statement types apart from dataow statements. Data ow statements orrelated negatively with ation and ontrolow statements. Both state-high and state-low statements orrelated positively withoperations and ontrol ow statements. Finally, ontrol ow and operations statementsorrelative positively.9.4.4 Relationship between Program Summaries and ComprehensionQuestionsIn order to investigate possible relationships between the two tasks used in the exper-iment, i.e. the binary hoie questions and the program summaries, orrelations wereperformed between statement types and question sores. This was done in order toinvestigate whether, for example, high sores on a partiular information type questionorrelated with the frequeny of that type of statement in the program summaries.Three signiant results were observed: a positive orrelation between operations ques-tions and funtion statements (rs = .29, p < .02), between ontrol ow questions and
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 221operations statements (rs = .27, p < .03), and a highly signiant positive orrelationbetween funtion questions and elaboration statements (rs = .45, p < .001).The orrelation between summary length and overall sore was heked, and was sig-niant (rs = .24, p < .04). It had previously been hypothesised that short summariesmight be assoiated both with low overall sores (as subjets have diÆulty in formu-lating their understanding of the program), and with high sores (as they understandthe program well enough to produe a less verbose, high-level aount rather than ablow-by-blow desription), thus produing a bell shaped urve. This was not borne outhowever: instead, it seems that high sores are assoiated with longer summaries, andvie versa.On a related note, the relationship between total sore (on the binary hoie ques-tions) and the dierent types of statements present in the program summaries (fun-tion, data, operations, ation, ontrol, state-high and state-low) was investigated. Theonly signiant orrelation was between total sore and the perentage of `elaboration'statements, whih are statements whih provide further information about somethingalready present in the summary, or onrete examples of the program's behaviour (rs= .24, p < .04).9.4.5 Objet Desription ClassiationThe objet desription lassiation was not arried out on the program summariesfrom the Prolog experiment as non-meaningful program and variable names were usedin order to avoid giving lues to subjets about the program's funtionality. However,this meant that subjets did not have the option of desribing objets in domain terms,and were essentially restrited to program only, program, and program { real-worldterms. As the main question of interest with respet to objet desriptions was whethersubjets hoose to use domain or program terms, it was deided not to lassify thesummaries using this sheme.9.4.6 Disussion and ImpliationsThe most striking result from the Prolog data is the high proportion of what mightbe termed `high-level' statements, partiularly funtional summary statements (almost
222 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS30%). Funtional statements are followed by data ow and ation statements in termsof frequeny (in dierent proportions depending on the way in whih data ations arelassied). On the other hand, statements relating to ontrol ow, low-level operationsand state our relatively infrequently.These results dier from those of similar experiments in two respets. Firstly, this studyappears to be the only information types study to nd that funtional statements werethe dominant type of statement, and onversely, that proedural (i.e. ontrol ow andoperations) statements were quite rare.Seondly, unlike the other studies, the results of the program summary analysis do notmap neatly onto the results from the binary hoie questions used in the experiment.The lowest rate of errors on the binary hoie questions ourred for ontrol ow,operations and state questions, with funtional and data ow questions having thehighest rate of errors (30.6% and 43.2% respetively). This is in ontrast both toprevious researh and to the VPL study reported in Setion 9.5, where the multiplehoie question and program summary data omplement eah other quite well.These results are quite intriguing, and the next setions onsider why they might haveourred. When the results from the omprehension questions were onsidered in Chap-ter 3, the disussion foused on an examination of some of the features of the Prologlanguage that may have ontributed to the results observed. Likewise, the following se-tions hypothesise that the patterns of information present in the program summariesmay revolve more around the features of the Prolog language than the underlyingdelarative paradigm. Before disussing this, it is worth noting that it is often diÆultto distinguish between what neessarily follows from a partiular paradigm in terms ofthe semanti and representational features of the language, and what is optional. Fur-thermore, it is sometimes diÆult to separate out the semanti and syntati featuresof the language, and distinguish between them, as the disussion will show.The following setions onsider rstly hypotheses relating to the frequeny of our-rene of various information types in Prolog program summaries, and nish with somethoughts on what makes for a `good' program summary.
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 223Ation Statements: Familiarity?As reasons for the ourrene of eah of the three dominant statement types (funtional,ation and data) will be onsidered, this setion looks at ation statements. This ismore for the sake of ompleteness, so as to over all three information types, ratherthan any theoretial impliations, therefore, this setion will be brief.Distinguishing between operations or ations often revolves around the sope of theevent, in other words, whether it is desribed as being applied to one data objet (e.g.\it takes the rst element of the list, adds it the ounter, and then reurses on the tailof the list") or to all objets (e.g. \it adds the value of eah suessive element to theounter").The high proportion of ation statements suggests that subjets had a good generalunderstanding of reursion, and did not feel it was neessary to disuss how the programated on eah element of the list, understanding that until the base ase is reahed, theation will be the same for all list elements. Given that reursion is Prolog's prinipalontrol struture, in ontrast to other languages, and therefore that subjets would havealready had muh exposure to reursive programs, this is not surprising. Data fromthe VPL study, in whih subjets had only a theoretial understanding of reursion,showed muh more evidene of desriptions of the program behaviour at an operationslevel, suggesting that they were `feeling their way through' the reursive onstrut foreah suessive element in the data struture.Dataow Statements: Expliitness of Data?One explanation for the high frequeny of data ow statements has to do with theexpliitness of Prolog's data representation: data is represented very learly in eahprediate as arguments, whih an either be input or output arguments (or both, de-pending on the irumstanes in whih the prediate is alled). Beause data objetsare more visible omponents of programs than they may be in other languages, dataow through a program an be traed relatively easily. This fous on data objetsseems to be reeted in desriptions of Prolog programs, with many of the statementslassied as `data' statements desribing the program's inputs and outputs.
224 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSDataow Statements: is Prolog really a Data Struture Language?Although Prolog is onsidered to be a delarative language, and some have suggestedthat Prolog is in many respets a data ow language, this study suggests that Prologmight more aurately be desribed as a data struture language. Setion 9.4.2 pointedout that what might normally be onsidered ations and operations in other languagesare, in Prolog, embedded in the way in whih partiular data strutures are represented.The following example was used earlier in the hapter to show that taking the rstelement from a list is an operation whih is embedded in the data representation [X|Xs℄.adjust_sub([X|Xs℄, Y, [Z|Zs℄):-Z is X + Y,adjust_sub(Xs, X, Zs).Using the same example, it an be seen that the operation of adding an element to alist is expressed as [Z|Zs℄, in other words, in exatly the same way as the operation totake the head of a list ([X|Xs℄). The way in whih these data struture representationsfuntion within the program will depend on their instantiation, and on other eventswhih our both before and after the exeution of that partiular line of ode. Thisexample serves to show that the distintions in other programming languages betweenwhat might be onsidered data on the one hand, and ations or operations on the otherhand, are blurred beause of a shared representation in Prolog.It seems quite likely that this feature of Prolog leads to the data ation anddata operations desriptions whih were observed. Certainly, Bergantz and Hassell(1991), who used an adapted information types methodology to examine verbal proto-ols of professional Prolog programmers, felt the need to introdue a new informationtype: that of data struture, in order to aount for subjets' initial understanding ofProlog.Funtional Statements: Time Limitations or Diuseness?Time Limitations One pratial explanation for the preponderane of funtionalstatements is the limited time whih subjets had to reply, as opposed to the VPL study,where subjets ould take as muh time as they needed to formulate their summaries.
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 225It seems plausible that given time onstraints, subjets would opt to provide a onise,high-level view of the program, as they simply would not have time to give a low-levelsequential aount of the program's exeution. On a related note, this may explainwhy funtional aounts tend to be assoiated with expertise: given that experts areoften asked to examine programs of moderate length or longer, say 200 lines or more, itseems unlikely that they would be able to give a blow-by-blow aount of the program,and may therefore resort to shorter, funtional aounts.On the other hand, an explanation based on time onstraints would not explain theresults obtained by Pennington (1987b) and Corritore and Wiedenbek (1991): bothimposed time limits on their subjets, and neither observed high levels of funtionalstatements. It is more likely that the explanation lies elsewhere.Diuseness When disussing the fat that there was no dierene, visually, betweentaking the head of a list and adding an item to a list, it was noted that a orretinterpretation depended on ations whih may have preeded or followed the line ofode in question. This suggests that Prolog is in some way \diuse". Unfortunately,the term \diuseness" is not used here aording to the denition given in Green andPetre (1996), where it is used in onjuntion with \terseness" to desribe the numberof symbols or graphial entities whih a notation requires to ahieve a partiular aim.Aording to Green and Petre's denition, Prolog would be onsidered to be quiteterse: Prolog programs tend on average to be shorter than equivalent programs writtenin proedural languages.The term `diuse' is used here to desribe the fat that events in Prolog whih mightbe seen as funtionally related, or related in terms of exeution, are often dispersed inthe program text. Events may appear in the program whih annot atually take plaeuntil an event further in the program auses the rst event's data struture to beomeinstantiated.An example will hopefully make this learer: one might desribe the program shownabove by saying that a list is split into head and tail, Z is alulated and added to a list,and adjust_sub is alled again with the tail of the input list, a ommon desription.The ode ordering in this desription would be: beginning of line 1, line 2 (at whihpoint Z beomes instantiated), end of line 1, line 3. It beomes apparent that Prolog
226 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSdoes not lend itself to straightforward sequential desriptions of a program, proeedingline by line. Thus, it may well be that omprehending a program whih is diuse in thismanner requires more ognitive eort than understanding one in whih the ations arerepresented in a logial fashion in the program text. Rather than a line by line readingof the program, a program synthesis stage may be required, whih might then lead toa higher level, abstrat desription of the program, i.e. a funtional desription. It isinteresting to speulate as to whether spelling out eah variable instantiation expliitly,as was shown for the input argument of the adjust_sub prediate in Setion 9.4.2,would, beause it allows a more sequential reading of the program, result in fewerfuntional desriptions. In any ase, the issue of diuseness is disussed in relation tothe data ow VPL later in this hapter, where the same phenomenon ourred.Task FatorsOne question whih has not yet been answered is why the results from the programsummary data do not orrelate well with those from the binary hoie questions. Var-ious tentative hypotheses might be put forward to explain this: Chapter 3 desribedpossible reasons why the results from the information types questions were quite similarto those obtained with proedural languages, despite Prolog's obvious dierenes. Onehypothesis was that the questions might not be tapping into the information types theywere designed to unover, for reasons having to do both with the design of the ques-tions, the interrelatedness of various information types, and the partiular programshosen. This fator might also explain the lak of orrelation with the informationtypes statements in the program summaries.However, it is also felt, as a general rule, that binary hoie questions may be neithersensitive nor realisti indiators of program omprehension: there is a 50% hane,with eah one, of guessing the orret answer. Certainly, Pennington reognised theirpotential lak of eologial validity, stating that, \The ability of programmers to answerour omprehension questions is a limited indiator of suess at more goal diretedprogramming tasks." (Pennington, 1987a, p. 112). Although multiple hoie questionswere used in later experiments, the quest for realisti tasks ould be taken further. Forexample, one ould investigate whether Prolog provides aess to funtion and dataow information in more realisti situations whih require that information, suh as
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 227debugging or maintenane.This brings up the issue of what any given task might require in terms of information.With respet to the program summaries, it may be that the subjet feels that the type ofinformation asked about in the omprehension questions does not have any relevanein a summary of the program. In other words, it is one thing to be able to answerquestions about program operations with relative ease, but it does not neessarilyfollow that the same person will feel it is important to inlude operations informationin his/her program summary. The issue of how the subjet's pereption of the task ofsummary writing, inluding its goal, purpose, intended audiene, et., might inuenehis/her performane is onsidered in detail in (Good and Brna, 1998a).What should be in a Summary?The disussion above leads niely to questions about what a summary should ontain.The evidene from the Prolog experiment seems to suggest that the presene of anyone information type in program summaries is not assoiated with an inreased levelof understanding. Rather, the length of the summary seems to be important, as isthe tendeny to provide examples or restatements of events whih have already beendesribed. In fat, there is a signiant orrelation between the length of the summaryand perentage of elaboration statements (rs = .39, p < .001).Data suh as this does not provide support for a two-stage model of omprehension,whereby programs are rst understood in terms of low-level operations before a fun-tionally oriented view is developed in the seond stage. If this were the ase, one wouldexpet program summaries with high levels of data ow and funtional statements toorrelate well with performane on omprehension. Instead, it seems that subjets whosore highly on the omprehension questions provide explanations whih ontain botha generi desription of the program (at whatever level of abstration they hoose)and a onrete example showing how the program transforms its inputs into outputs(\elaboration" statement).
228 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS9.5 Visual Programming ExperimentThis setion presents an analysis of the program summary data obtained in the exper-iment desribed in Chapter 6. As the experiment ompared the performane of twogroups, the ontrol ow group and the data ow group, the analysis desribed here willallow us to look at how the paradigm might inuene the way subjets ommuniatetheir understanding of the program.9.5.1 Word CountBefore being normalised for the between groups omparison, a word ount was takenof eah summary. The mean length of the ontrol ow summaries was 70.91 words, asompared to 48.85 words for the data ow summaries. Beause of the high degree ofvariane (ontrol ow standard deviation: 42.46, data ow standard deviation: 24.43),the dierene was not signiant (t-test(unrelated), t= 1.42, ns).9.5.2 Information Types ClassiationAs explained in Chapter 8, the information types lassiation onsisted of 11 ategories(although only 10 were used here, as the `inomplete' ategory was not neessary forthe data from this experiment). Program summaries were rst segmented and thenategorised.The mean number of segments per summary was 9.5 for the ontrol ow group and 7for the data ow group, a dierene whih was not signiant (t-test(unrelated), t=1.14, ns). Given the number of words and number of segments for eah group, thismeans that segments of the data ow group were slightly shorter in length than thoseof the ontrol ow group (7.46 words per segment for the ontrol ow group and 6.99for the data ow group).Table 9.2 shows the mean proportion of information types ategory statements, withstandard deviations, for the ontrol and data ow groups.Summaries from the data ow group ontain higher proportions of funtion, ation,state-high, and data ow information types than do the ontrol ow group. The ontrolow group's summaries ontain higher proportions of operation, state-low, and ontrol
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 229Category Control Flow Data FlowMean Std Dev Mean Std Devfuntion 11.62 19.02 20.93 31.73ation 7.10 8.64 9.10 7.39operation 30.22 17.37 15.67 12.68state-high 6.22 8.07 8.23 7.36state-low 12.93 10.81 10.04 7.53data 13.10 13.45 24.68 12.97ontrol 14.10 9.68 5.33 4.22elaborate .49 .79 3.61 5.17meta .15 .49 1.05 2.57unlear 4.07 7.18 1.36 2.26Table 9.2: Mean Proportion of Information Types Statements per Groupow statements. In terms of other types of statements, data ow subjets tend touse more elaboration statements (often in the form of examples), and more meta-statements, while ontrol ow subjets made more statements whih were judged to beunlear.Figure 9.4 shows this information graphially.A mixed design ANOVA for repeated measures with groups as a 2 level between-subjetsfator and statement type as a 10 level, repeated measures, fator, showed a signianteet for statement type (F=7.19, df(9,162), p < .001), and an almost signiant groupby statement interation (F=1.94, df(9,162), p = .05). Post-ho pairwise omparisonswere made using the Bonferonni adjustment. Four omparisons were made, therefore,only probabilities of less than .0125 were onsidered to be signiant.Table 9.3 summarises the results of the unrelated t-tests: only the ontrol ow om-parison was signiant.Statement Type Resultfuntion t= -.80 p= .219 nsoperations t= 2.14 p= .023 nsdata t= -1.96 p= .033 nsontrol t= 2.62 p= .011 sigTable 9.3: Pairwise Comparisons of Statement Types aross Data Flow and ControlFlow Groups: Results of unrelated t-testsOne issue of interest when investigating the ourrene of information types in programsummaries is the level of abstration of the information type (where, for example,
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Figure 9.4: Information Statement Categories per GroupCondition Info-High Info-LowControl FlowProportion 30.94 57.24Std Dev 29.51 36.35Data FlowProportion 53.83 31.04Std Dev 21.62 21.13Table 9.4: Proportion of High and Low Information Statements per Groupfuntion and data ow are onsidered to be higher level abstrations than operationsand ontrol ow).In order to examine dierenes in abstration levels aross groups, two omposite mea-sures were devised: info-high, made up of funtion, data and state-high statements,and info-low, made up of operations, ontrol and state-low statements.1 The meanproportion of info-high and info-low statements per group is shown in Table 9.4.This information is shown graphially in Figure 9.5.A mixed design ANOVA with groups as a 2 level between-subjets fator and statement1 `Ation' statements were not inluded as they would appear to fall somewhere between the two.
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Figure 9.5: `High' and `Low' Information Statements per Grouptype (info-high, info-low) as a 2 level, repeated measures fator, showed an interationfor group and statement type whih approahed signiane (F=4.05, df(1,18), p =.06), but no main eet for group (F=.42, df(1,18), p = .53), or for statement type(F=.02, df(1,18), p = .89).9.5.3 Internal Validity of Program SummariesOne question whih arose was the extent to whih summaries were internally onsistent,in other words, whether the usage of partiular types of summary statements orre-lated with others. The results of orrelating information types statements is shownin Table 9.5. It an be seen that so-alled high-level statements (funtion, data) donot orrelate positively with eah other. Low-level statements (state-low, operations,ontrol) orrelate positively with eah other, and negatively with high-level statements.9.5.4 Objet Desription ClassiationIn order to lassify summaries aording to the way in whih program objets weredesribed, the summaries were resegmented in suh a way that one data objet ourred
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 Data Control Op Sta-Low AtionSta-High rs = -.45 rs = .34 rs = .15 rs = -.04 rs = -.04 rs = .55p < .05 ns ns ns ns p < .02Fun - rs = .10 rs = -.82 rs = -.55 rs = -.61 rs = .01ns p < .001 p < .02 p < .005 nsData - - rs = -.52 rs = -.67 rs = -.44 rs = .72p < .02 p < .001 p < .05 p < .001Ctrl - - - rs = .85 rs = .80 rs = -.32p < .001 p < .001 nsOp - - - - rs = .70 rs = -.47p < .001 p < .04Sta-Low - - - - - rs = -.37nsTable 9.5: Correlations between Statement Typesin eah segment.The mean number of segments per group was 11.6 for the ontrol ow group and 8.4for the data ow group. This dierene was not signiant (t-test, t= 1.29, ns).Table 9.6 shows the mean proportion of objet desription ategory statements, withstandard deviations, for the ontrol and data ow groups.Category Control Flow Data FlowMean Std Dev Mean Std Devprogram only 4.07 3.75 3.81 3.62program 46.93 28.15 33.84 22.15program { real-world 11.21 8.52 18.55 7.28program { domain 4.52 3.75 5.29 7.77domain 22.78 30.74 20.46 15.08indiret 10.09 7.09 17.02 8.56unlear .39 .84 1.03 3.24Table 9.6: Mean Proportion of Objet Desription Statements per GroupSummaries from the data ow group ontain higher proportions of program { real-world, program { domain and indiret statements than do the ontrol ow group. Theontrol ow group's summaries ontain higher proportions of program only, programand domain statements. Finally, data ow subjets made more referenes to objetswhih were judged to be unlear than did ontrol ow subjets. Figure 9.6 shows thisinformation graphially.
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Figure 9.6: Objet Desription Statements per GroupObjet-High Objet-LowControl FlowProportion 27.30 51.00Std Dev 29.92 30.47Data FlowProportion 25.75 37.65Std Dev 21.17 22.89Table 9.7: Proportion of High and Low Objet Desription Statements per GroupA mixed design ANOVA with groups as a 2 level between-subjets fator and statementtype as a 7 level, repeated measures fator, showed a signiant eet for statementtype (F=15.83, df(6,108), p < .001), but no group by statement interation.Finally, two omposite measures were devised: objet-high, made up of domain andprogram { domain statements, and objet-low, made up of program and program onlystatements.2 The mean proportion of statements per group is shown in Table 9.7, andgraphially in Figure 9.7.A mixed design ANOVA with groups as a 2 level between-subjets fator and statement2 Again, program { real-world statements were not onsidered, as it is not lear where exatly theyfall on the high { low ontinuum.
234 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTStype (objet-high, objet-low) as a 2 level, repeated measures fator, showed a signif-iant main eet for group (F=11.94, df(1,18), p < .005), but no eet for statementtype (F=2.34, df(1,18), p = .143) or group by statement interation (F=.26, df(1,18),p = .618).
Figure 9.7: `High' and `Low' Objet Desription Statements per Group9.5.5 Relationship between Information Types and Objet Desrip-tionsWhen looking at the relationship between information type and level of detail, Pen-nington (1987b) stated that there was a tendeny for funtional desriptions to bedesribed in domain terms, while proedural statements were expressed in terms ofprogram objets. This suggests that desriptions at high levels of abstration will usemore domain based terminology, while lower-level desriptions will use program spe-i terminology. In order to test this, the level of information type (high or low) andthe objet desription level (again, high or low) were orrelated. The results, shownin Table 9.8, learly support Pennington's hypothesis overall and for the ontrol owgroup: there is a strong positive orrelation between information types statements andobjet desription statements of the same level of abstration, and a strong negative
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 235orrelation when the levels of the two types of statements do not math.However, this trend is not found in the data ow group: apart from a signiantpositive orrelation between high level information types statements and high levelobjet desriptions, no signiant orrelations were observed.Group Category Info-Low Info-HighOverall Objet-Low .71 -.76p < .001 p < .001Objet-High -.64 .68p < .002 p < .001Control Flow Objet-Low .77 -.81p < .009 p < .005Objet-High -.75 .72p < .02 p < .02Data Flow Objet-Low .54 -.61ns nsObjet-High -.50 .67ns p < .04Table 9.8: Mean Proportion of Objet Desription Statements per Group9.5.6 Relationship between Program Summaries and ComprehensionQuestionsIn addition to exploring the relationship between statements within the summary, de-sribed in the previous setion, orrelations were investigated between statement typesand multiple hoie question sores. This was done in order to determine whetherhigh sores on a partiular information type question orrelated with the frequeny ofthat type of statement in the program summaries. There were, by and large, very fewsigniant results, either overall or per group.The orrelation between summary length and overall sore was heked, and was notsigniant (neither overall nor per group). It was hypothesised, as with the Prologstudy, that short summaries might orrelate positively with low multiple hoie questionsores, as evidene that subjets had problems formulating their understanding of aprogram, and with high sores, showing that they were produing a higher level, lessverbose aount of the program. A satterplot showed that this was not the ase.The relationship between total sore (on the multiple hoie questions) and the level
236 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSof desription was investigated, heking orrelations between total sore and high andlow level objet and information desriptions. Again, total sore did not orrelate withany of the measures, neither overall nor per group, apart from a positive orrelation,for the data ow group, between low-level information types statements and overallsore (rs = .66, p < .04).These desriptions (high-objet, low-objet, high-info, low-info) were then orrelatedwith sores on eah of the ve information types multiple hoie questions (funtion,data, operations, ontrol, state). Overall, sores on operations questions orrelatednegatively with both info-high and objet-high summary statements (for both: rs =-.45, p < .05). Operations sores also orrelated positively with objet-low statements(rs = .56, p < .01).No signiant orrelations were observed for the ontrol ow group, however, the dataow group had a positive orrelation between ontrol ow sores and low-info state-ments (rs = .71, p < .02) and a negative orrelation between funtional statements andlow-info statements (rs = -.65, p < .05).Finally, sores on eah of the ve information types multiple hoie questions (funtion,data, operations, ontrol, state) were orrelated with the dierent types of statementspresent in the program summaries (funtion, data, operations, ation, ontrol, state-high and state-lo). Again, very few lear-ut results emerged from these orrelations.9.5.7 Summary of ResultsThe main results of the program summary analysis for the VPL study are as follows: Program summaries from the data ow group were shorter than those of theontrol ow group by approximately 30%. The information types ontained in the program summaries varied betweengroups: statements in the data ow summaries were more likely to be high-level statements (funtion, data ow, state-high), while those in the ontrol owsummaries were low-level (operations, ontrol, state-low). The objet desriptions showed a dierent trend: ontrol ow subjets tendedto desribe objets in programming terms, while data ow subjets, rather than
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 237using more domain based terms, seemed to make more referenes to objets innon-domain, real-world terms, or to refer to them indiretly. There was a strong orrelation between level of information and level of desrip-tion overall, with high-level desriptions of objets orrelating positively with theuse of high-level information types, and vie versa. From a methodologial point of view, it was shown that the ategorisations ofinformation types and objet desriptions developed in Chapter 8 ould be ap-plied to the program summary data, and yielded results whih were onsistentwith the data from the multiple hoie omprehension questions also used in theexperiment.9.5.8 Disussion and ImpliationsThe following setions examine some of the issues arising from the analysis in moredetail, onsidering the eet of paradigm on omprehension, along with the issue ofdiuseness and how it inuenes information type use and program omprehension.Paradigm and ComprehensionThe results of the program summary analysis provide support in many ways for thequantitative results disussed in Chapter 7. In terms of the information types presentin the program, subjets in the data ow group used a higher number of funtionaland data ow statements, while desriptions of state were also written at a more ab-strat level. Control ow subjets, on the other hand, provided more detailed programsummaries, with many more desriptions of low-level operations, state, and more men-tions of ontrol ow. Overall, data ow subjets produed shorter, more higher level,abstrat aounts of the program, whih plaed more emphasis on the data ow rela-tionships in the program. Control ow representations seemed to promote a fous onthe lower-level workings of the program, on the operations whih the program arriesout, and on the ontrol strutures embodied in the program. Why this might be so isonsidered in a later setion.In any ase, these results suggest that programming paradigm does inuene one'sunderstanding of a program. What is partiularly interesting about this result is that it
238 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSourred with visual, rather than textual, programming languages. One ould imaginean experiment using two textual languages ontaining very spei keywords: it mightbe expeted that, for eah group, a higher ourrene of paradigm spei keywordswould be found in subjets' program summaries. In ontrast, the VPLs used hereontained very few keywords of this type (the `set' operation springs to mind as beingthe most distinguishing feature between the ontrol and data ow paradigms). Instead,events were onveyed through the ombination of text, ions and spatial layout, andthis was reeted in the program summaries, in the sense that subjets had to devisetheir own textual desriptions of the program. The most salient example of this waswith respet to the ow of data through the program: it seemed to be relatively learto subjets in the ontrol ow ondition that ars represented ow of ontrol, whiledata ow subjets envisaged their ars as \sending" data to various plaes.Only one subjet in the ontrol ow ondition mentioned the data ow aross programs,stating that:it [the program℄ then passes a list of heights to a sub-program.Most of the ontrol ow summaries desribed the movement of the lous of ontrolthrough the program, but without aompanying data:{ . . . and the program goes bak to the start of the subprogram.{ The program passes sub is alled.{ The program part 'Sub Pass' is then run.{ 'Sub Pass' is ended as is the whole program.In ontrast, the data ow summaries onvey the notion of `ative' data, and in almostall ases, talk of `sending' data to various points in the program:{ . . . the heights over the height are sent ot the team.{ . . . a signal is sent to a ounter.{ . . . while the tail is sent to the distributor.{ . . . and then sends the tail to another opy of itself.The next setion looks at the relationship between the information types and objetdesriptions.
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 239Information and Detail: How are they Related?Subjets' desriptions of objets did not show the same lear-ut trends as did theiruse of information types. Control ow subjets did tend to desribe objets morefrequently in program based terms, but data ow subjets did not, in ontrast, use moredomain desriptions than the ontrol ow group. They did use more program { real-world desriptions and slightly more program { domain desriptions. One interestingdierene was the use of `indiret' referenes (10% in the ontrol ow group as opposedto 17% in the data ow group). At rst sight, the dierene does not seem to havemuh redene, but it may well be related to one of the purported advantages of dataow programming for novies, namely the lak of intermediate variable names. Controlow subjets have a new objet name to use eah time a `set' operation ours, whiledata ow subjets only have available the initial input and output, whih may lead tomore indiret objet referenes, and possibly more non-domain, real-world referenesto things suh as `numbers' or `answers'.When omparing results aross onditions, there are few marked dierenes in objetdesriptions, suggesting that data ow may lead to a more abstrat, funtional aountoverall, but it does not lead to more abstrat, domain based desriptions of objets.This provides an interesting twist to Pennington's laim that funtional desriptionsare ouhed in domain terms, and proedural desriptions in program terms. It appearsthat the two are related for the ontrol ow subjets: there are very strong orrela-tions between the level of abstration of information type statement and the objetdesription level, in that high level information types statements orrelate positivelywith high level objet desriptions, and vie versa. However, the situation was notobserved for the data ow group: only high level objet desriptions orrelated pos-itively with high level information types statements, with the remaining orrelationsbeing non-signiant. It is interesting that Pennington rst postulated the relationshipbetween level of information and level of desription in the ontext of a proedurallanguage, and that the results from this study showed support for this idea only withinthe ontext of the ontrol ow language.
240 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSMixed Program SummariesIn Pennington's investigation of the behaviour of expert programmers (Pennington,1987b), she divided program summaries into three types: program level summaries, on-taining mainly operational and program level statements, ross-referened summaries,ontaining a more even distribution over operations, program and domain levels, anddomain summaries, ontaining a majority of domain and vague statements. She main-tained that best performane was assoiated with ross-referened summaries. Notwith-standing possible problems with Pennington's lassiation, disussed in Chapter 2, theresults from the VPL study do not seem to provide support for Pennington's laim, inthe sense that ross-referened summaries ontaining funtional or data ow statementsdo not our.When examining the types of statements whih make up a program summary, it wasseen that high-level statements, i.e. data ow, funtional and state-high statements,do not orrelate positively amongst themselves or with low-level statements. On theother hand, low-level statements suh as ontrol, operations and state-low orrelatepositively with eah other, and negatively with high-level statements, suggesting thatother subjets write summaries ontaining a mixture of low-level statement types, butfew high-level statements.Looking at this at the level of individual information types, statements orrelated neg-atively with other types of statements. This suggests that subjets who use funtionalstatements tend to write a summary ontaining essentially funtional statements, anding whih is onsistent with the Prolog study disussed earlier in the hapter, andalso with the ndings of Bergantz and Hassell (1991).Diuseness RevisitedGiven the evidene from the VPL study, it ould be onluded that ontrol ow rep-resentations highlight ontrol ow, and data ow representations highlight data ow.Furthermore, sine ontrol ow and program ations and operations are related, theyare also highlighted, and given that data ow and funtion are related, funtion is alsohighlighted. In other words, eah paradigm highlights a ertain type (or even a `groupof types') of information over the other, and that the onsequenes of this will be ev-
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 241ident both in tasks requiring the information in question (omprehension questions),and in situations whih require one to ommuniate about the program (the programsummary). Certainly, the results observed appear to be onsistent with what is knownabout dierent programming paradigms and their purported strengths and weaknesses,however, it is worthwhile looking in more depth at why the results and trends may haveourred.This setion does just that, following the lead of the investigation of Prolog's repre-sentational properties, desribed earlier in this hapter. When onsidering Prolog, itwas hypothesised that some of the program summary results, namely the high leveldesriptions of the programs, might be due to the representational properties of theProlog language, whih may not neessarily be a logial onsequene of the paradigmitself.Apart from the obvious dierenes between the data and ontrol ow VPLs, namelythat the ars between nodes represent the ow of data in the former ase, and the owof ontrol in the latter, the data ow representations an be distinguished from theontrol ow representations by their `diuseness'.When disussing diuseness with respet to Prolog, it was noted that the term was notbeing used in the same way as in (Green and Petre, 1996), where it is onsidered to beone of a series of ognitive dimensions, and denotes the number of symbols or graphialobjets used in a partiular language. Prolog's diuseness referred to its non-linearity,and a lak of grouping of events whih might logially be related. This setion willargue that one of the dierenes between the ontrol ow and the data ow VPL usedin the study reported here is that the data ow language is doubly diuse, both in thesense used in (Green and Petre, 1996), and in the Prolog sense.Firstly, when investigating low-level operations in the ontrol ow and data ow VPLs,it beomes apparent that operations whih an be aomplished in one node in the on-trol ow representation may require two or more nodes in the data ow representation.This an be illustrated by referring bak to Figures 5.8 and 5.9 in Chapter 5. Therst major event to our in the passes sub program is a hek to ensure that the listhas some elements in it. If so, the list is split into head (rst element) and tail (theremaining list). In the ontrol ow version, these events require three nodes, while in
242 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSthe data ow version, they require four. This may not seem like a ruial dierene,but when onsidering the ars between nodes, the ontrol ow version requires twoars, while the data ow requires no less than six. If Green and Petre are inludingars in their denition of `graphial entities', then it is lear that the languages are verydierent in terms of their level of diuseness/terseness.Diuseness in the Prolog sense, i.e. the lak of grouping of funtionally linked events, ora lak of exeution sequening, is also evident in the data ow language. Again, lookingat the programs in Figures 5.8 and 5.9, it an be seen that if a partiular mark is above65, a ounter is inremented. In the ontrol ow program, the test box (Mark > 65?)is immediately followed by an operation whih inrements the ounter (set Pass to(Pass + 1)). In the data ow version, a true token gets sent to the seletor, whih hasthe eet of allowing the pass token to pass through the +1 node, thus inrementingit by one. There are examples of events whih are even more spatially and temporallydisjointed, e.g. traing the exat eet of the `= [ ℄?' test throughout the program,where understanding the event requires one to loate nodes in disparate parts of therepresentation, and to trae bakwards in time to events whih have ourred but whoseoutputs were waiting to be used by the most reently ativated node. Reonstrutingdata ow program ations does not involve top-bottom, left-right sanning of the ontrolow version (a typial diagram searhing sequene for speakers of languages whih readfrom left to right Winn (1993)), and is in many ways an exaerbated example of thesanning involved in reonstruting the ations of the Prolog program examined earlierin this hapter.This spatial diuseness in data ow representations may be due in part to the parallelnature of data ow programs. For example, a node may produe two outputs, or tokens,eah of whih travels along a distint ar to two dierent nodes, whih are spatiallydistant from eah other. The tokens then remain suspended on those ars until thearrival of the other inputs required by the node in question. One a node has theneessary inputs, it will re and produe data outputs. From a ognitive point of view,this means that the user needs to maintain a mental list of those ars with tokenswaiting on them, and update this list eah time an event ours whih auses any owof data tokens to other nodes.The two types of diuseness present in the data ow representation (both the number
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 243of symbols and the spatial diuseness), show up in dierenes in data ow programsummaries, when ompared to ontrol ow summaries for the same program. Controlow, whih requires only one ar to be followed from node to node at any one time, in astraightforward manner with little baktraking, seems to ontribute to a \. . . and then. . . and then . . . and then . . . " style of program summary. In ontrast, ativities whihhappen in parallel in a data ow representation, perhaps requiring a ombination ofnodes, whih may be spatially distant, tend to be grouped together into a higher-leveldesription in a typial data ow summary. A frequent ourrene of this phenomenonis when a list is split into head and tail. The sequential nature of ontrol ow seems toenourage aounts whih follow the program through its exeution, for example:. . . the height variable is set to the front list variable. The height list is thenhanged to the tail of the list.whereas the data ow aount is muh more suint:. . . the set is split into its head and tail aspets.or even:The entered set are split up.One onjeture that should be entertained in light of the above disussion, and whihalso onurs with the Prolog results, is that the diuseness of a representation mightprovide a dierent type of `useful awkwardness' than the one desribed by Petre et al.(1998) with respet to multiple representations. The proess of bringing together infor-mation whih is spatially diuse, and whih requires baktraking during a simulationof the exeution proess in order to understand the program (whih might explain thelonger time taken by the data ow subjets to inspet programs), has the possible ben-et of requiring subjets to \hunk" together nodes whih aomplish the same goal,and to desribe them at a higher level of abstration. Obviously, there are likely to belimits on the amount of diuseness whih is beneial: one an easily appreiate that aproliferation of symbols in a representation whih makes no use of seondary notationto group together funtionally related elements will rapidly beome unmanageable, tosay the least.
244 CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTSHowever, diuseness does seem like an interesting issue to explore further, as a paradigman be represented in various ways, and there is no reason to believe that diusenessis inherent to data ow paradigms. It seems in any ase, on the basis of the evidenepresented in this hapter, that it spans textual and graphial languages. One way oforroborating what is urrently only speulation about diuseness would be to ontrolfor that aspet, by reating data and ontrol ow representations whih are equallydiuse, to see if this aets the nature of the program summaries.The relationship between the prodution of high-level program summaries and taskbehaviour on more realisti tasks would also be worth investigating. Although thereis no reason to believe that a high-level summary had an eet on the omprehensionquestions task (as evidened by a lak of orrelation between the two), it was arguedthat these questions were perhaps not realisti measures of omprehension. It wouldbe more interesting to look at how these types of summaries might orrelate withbehaviour on, for example, debugging tasks.Trends and Signiane: Individual Dierenes?Trends in the program summary analysis were quite lear-ut, showing dierenes be-tween the ontrol and data ow groups in terms of the way in whih they ommuniatetheir knowledge of a program whih were in line with the initial hypotheses. However,few of the results were statistially signiant, due to a large amount of variane.This suggests that there may be individual dierenes playing a role. Certainly, aperusal of the results suggests that individuals often have a \personal summary style",with partiular linguisti onventions used frequently. For example, some subjets,regardless of group, always begin their summary with a desription of the programinputs. Others desribe the program in terms of what it reates or outputs. Onesubjet often started summaries by stating the overall goal of the program, and thendesribing how the program aomplished its goal, leading to summaries with a patternof \This program does X. It does this by < a series of ations >".However, the issue of individual dierenes may also be linked with the tasks thesubjets are required to do. Although the overall results of the VPL study showeddierenes between groups whih were onsistent aross tasks, when the results arelooked at on an individual level, results from the two tasks do not orrelate very well.
CHAPTER 9: PROGRAM SUMMARY RESULTS 245This suggests that individuals may be responding to task demands in dierent ways,a point whih was touhed upon when disussing the Prolog results. Again, in theabsene of expliit instrutions, subjets will likely form their own ideas about what theprogram summary should omprise, and there will be variations between individuals,based on fators suh as what the summary might be used for, who the subjet thinksthe summary is being produed for, et.Although the issue of individual dierenes has not been onsidered in depth in thisthesis, the results suggest that there is sope for doing so, partiularly within theontext of task demands, and the way in whih the subjet responds to them.9.5.9 Chapter SummaryThis hapter explored the appliation of the summary analysis shemes put forward inChapter 8, and desribed the results of the analysis. The analysis sheme seems to showpromise, in that it was able to apture dierential patterns of statement use betweengroups and experiments. It showed quite learly that, depending on the programminglanguage used in the experiment, there are dierenes in program summaries in termsof the perentage of statements of eah type. The Prolog language seems to lead toa high level of funtion, data ow and ation statements. The data ow VPL wasassoiated with high level statements (funtion, data, ation, state-high), while theontrol ow language was assoiated with low level statement types (operations, ontrolow, state-low). This suggests that the properties of the language inuene, at the veryleast, the way in whih one ommuniates one's knowledge of the program. Variousproperties of the languages were explored whih might aount for these dierenes,e.g. the language's diuseness, its representation of operations, ations and data (andtheir interrelatedness), and its sequentiality.The following hapter onludes the thesis: in doing so, it onsiders the impliations ofthe results of this and other hapters for the provision of novie omprehension support.
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Chapter 10Conlusions and Further WorkThis nal hapter summarises the primary ontributions of the thesis, and relates thembak to the main thesis questions put forward in Chapter 1 to examine if, how, andto what extent the questions have been addressed. It then onsiders briey some workwhih is ongoing, and onludes with suggestions for future work.10.1 Contributions and FindingsThe ontributions of this thesis an be summarised as follows: a ritial overview of the main theories and researh in program omprehension,and an analysis of how they relate to novie program omprehension support andteahing; a onsideration of how the onept of information types an be used to investigatethe inuene of programming paradigm on omprehension, leading to a studyusing Prolog; a review of the harateristis of the ontrol ow and data ow paradigms, in-luding a desription of their historial development, and a summary of empirialwork; the development and implementation of two visual miro-languages, based on thedata ow and ontrol ow paradigms; an investigation of the ontrol ow and data ow visual programming languagesusing the math-mismath onjeture;247
248 CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS the development of a methodology whih ombines the math-mismath onje-ture with the information types methodology, thereby allowing for the preisionof the math-mismath onjeture and the wider overage of information types.This methodology was applied to a new version of the ontrol ow and data owvisual programming languages in a third study; an extension of the math-mismath onjeture to inlude groups of math(whereby tasks requiring information assoiated with the information highlightedby a notation are also failitated); the development of a methodology for oding desriptions of programs alongtwo dimensions, inluding a fully worked out oding sheme, a oding man-ual/desription, and a omputer environment for semi-automated oding;Findings an be summarised as follows: an information types study using Prolog suggested that for tasks whih simplyrequire binary hoie omprehension questions to be answered, results mirrorthose obtained when proedural languages are used: namely a predominane ofproedural and operational information. However, more open-ended tasks showthe opposite, with data ow and funtional information guring prominently insubjets' aounts of the program; results from the math-mismath study using data ow and ontrol ow visualprogramming languages showed a \representational supremay" eet in that onerepresentation was assoiated with better performane aross tasks, regardless ofwhether the representation and task were purported to math. A disussion ofthese results suggested that the math between representation and task may beonly one fator in determining omprehension performane, and onsidered issuessuh as representational familiarity and prior experiene. a nal study using data ow and ontrol ow visual programming languages with aombined information types/math-mismath methodology showed results whihsupported both the \ontrol ow supremay" hypothesis and the math-mismathhypothesis: for time taken to omplete omprehension questions, ontrol owrepresentations proved superior to data ow representations. A math-mismath
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urred in the auray data, although all interations are not signiant.In addition, a grouped math-mismath eet was also observed, with improvedperformane for tasks requiring information thought to be related to the informa-tion highlighted by the representation: in the ase of data ow, this was funtionalinformation, while in the ase of ontrol ow, this was operations and state. Fi-nally, data from the program summaries supported these trends, with ontrol owsubjets highlighting ontrol ow and low-level operations in their summaries, anddata ow subjets fousing on data ow and funtional relationships.10.2 Thesis Questions RevisitedThis setion relates the ontributions and ndings desribed above to the original thesisquestions. How do partiular languages interat with the extration of information types,partiularly with respet to novies? Previous studies, whih showed a predomi-nane of low-level ontrol ow information in the initial stages of omprehension,used ontrol ow based languages. It is an open question whether this eet holdsfor dierent types of language, e.g. delarative, event driven.Language paradigm does seem to interat with the extration of information typesby novies: a study using Prolog suggested that when omprehension is measuredvia question answering, results mirror those obtained when proedural languagesare used: namely a predominane of proedural and operational information.However, when subjets are allowed to express their understanding in their ownwords, a trend in the opposite diretion is observed, with data ow and funtionalinformation guring prominently in their aounts of the program.A study on visual programming languages, based on either a data or ontrolow paradigm showed an even stronger eet: with the ontrol ow language,performane on operations and ontrol ow questions was best, a trend that wasreeted in subjets' aounts of the program. With the data ow language,performane on data ow and funtional questions was best, supported by a highfrequeny of these types of statements in free-form summaries of the programs.
250 CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS Some language paradigms ould be said to mirror information types, e.g. ontrol-ow languages and ontrol-ow information. What is the relationship betweeninformation types and languages whose underlying paradigm mirrors a partiularinformation type? Will there be an inuene on the types of information extratedfrom the program?Results from an initial experiment using data ow and ontrol ow visual pro-gramming languages were not lear-ut: the ontrol ow language was assoiatedwith improved performane regardless of the task, suggesting that other fatorsmight play a role in omprehension.In a later experiment, again using data ow and ontrol ow visual languages, therelationship between information types and paradigm was more obvious: the dataow visual language seemed to highlight data ow in a way that made it aes-sible for answering data ow questions, and allowed it to feature prominently insummaries of the program; likewise, the ontrol ow language highlighted ontrolow, with evidene found both in the data from the omprehension questions andfrom the program aounts. How does the task interat with the information highlighted in the representation?This question was addressed above. Briey, task does interat with informationhighlighted by the program, but other fators, suh as previous experiene, alsoplay a role. In some ases, these fators obsure the task-representation intera-tion, as in the experiment reported in Chapter 6. However, the eet was shownmore learly in a later experiment (Chapter 7). From a methodologial point of view, how an information extration be measuredmost eetively, and in a way whih is eologially valid: what tehniques shouldbe used to gather and analyse the data?This issue has been addressed in several hapters. There is an obvious trade-obetween tightly ontrolled experimental onditions and more realisti settings.Binary hoie questions are easy to devise and sore, but their eologial validitywas questioned in Chapter 3. Multiple hoie questions oer a way of obtainingmore preise data on possible misoneptions, but it is very diÆult to developgood multiple hoie questions, and again, question answering may not be anappropriate way of measuring program omprehension. Open-ended requests for
CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 251information, used in obtaining program summary data, allow for rih data, butboth the development of an analysis sheme and the analysis itself are very time-onsuming. An even more eologially valid method, not used in this thesis, wouldbe to embed the omprehension ativity within a realisti task. This does meanthat the results obtained annot be generalised to other situations, but on theother hand, omprehension rarely takes plae outside of a task-oriented situation. Can errors in omprehension be ast uniquely in terms of information types?Speially in the ase of visual programming languages, does the notation intro-due diÆulties on a syntati level whih annot be aounted for by a semantidesription of the language in terms of information types?Work on error data was not onsidered in this thesis, for reasons of spae. How-ever, ongoing work, desribed briey in the next setion, suggests that while manyerrors an be desribed in terms of information types, it is not possible to hara-terise all errors in these terms. This is beause it is hypothesised that informationtypes desribe the semanti level of a program, rather than the syntati level.Errors suh as navigational errors our on a syntati level (even if the two levelsare neessarily interrelated), and these two types of error, syntati and semanti,have dierent impliations for support. What might support for omprehension based on information types look like, andon what type of language ould it be built?Chapter 4 argued that a visual representation was the best underlying platformfor information types support, and the next setion presents some initial stepstowards building a system.10.3 Novie Program Comprehension Support: OngoingWorkThe last two thesis questions foused on error data and on ideas for the provision ofnovie support. Based on data olleted from the experiment desribed in Chapter 6and from an experiment similar to the one desribed in Chapter 7, but not reportedin this thesis, work has begun on a system to provide novie omprehension support.The design of the system is presented fully in (Good and Brna, 1998b).
252 CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONSThe main idea behind the system is to overlay omprehension support onto the visualprogramming language itself, in this ase, the data ow visual VPL in Chapter 7(although it is felt that the idea behind the support ould equally be adapted to otherlanguages). This allows the novie to ontinue working with the representation withwhih he/she is at least partially familiar, rather than having to move to an additional,unknown representation. Support is oered in the form of features, with eah featurerepresented as a button on a panel: liking on a button toggles its feature either onor o. When the feature is on, liking on the relevant part of the representation willapply the partiular feature. Examples of features will be desribed below,1 however,the next setion desribes the analysis whih motivated the support.Before looking at how to provide support, it is useful to look at the features of thelanguage for whih support is being proposed. Error data from the experiments wasanalysed and lassied, and the language was also examined in terms of Green's og-nitive dimensions (1989). This allowed us to look at how errors relate to informationtypes, and also at possible problems in terms of the representational features of thelanguage. The results of this analysis suggested some permanent hanges to the repre-sentation, while others suggested non-permanent hanges, in other words, temporarysupport. These non-permanent hanges an be further divided into hanges whih areeither generi or task dependent. These are desribed below: permanent hanges to the representation. These indiate \pathologial" featuresof the representation for whih it is diÆult to see a benet in any omprehensionsituation.For example, in the data ow language, all ars denote ow of data. However,the ow of ontrol in the program is eeted by the ow of boolean tokens fromtest boxes to ation boxes. The sole purpose of these tokens is to either ativateor inhibit the ation node, after whih they are absorbed. In this sense, theyare dierent from most other types of data whih are input to the program,transformed, and output. However, all of the data is represented in the same way.Distinguishing between the two may make ontrol and data ow more visuallyexpliit, and there are a number of other examples where it would make sense tohange the base representation rather than to provide support.1 A full listing of features an be found in (Good and Brna, 1998b).
CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 253 non-permanent, non-task variant hanges to the representation. A non-permanent hange indiates support whih an be added as needed, and doesnot vary on a task by task basis. These generi features are designed to providesupport for navigation through the representation, and to allow the student too-load onto the representation some of the information whih must normally bekept in memory while trying to make sense of the representation.For example, students often lose trak of the paths they have traed and the pointat whih they have arrived. This is partiularly important in the ase of a dataow diagram, where eah data objet is represented by its own ar: it is oftenuseful to trae one objet to a partiular point, and then break o to trae an-other data objet up to the same point in order to apture some of the sequentialnature of the program. With a path traing feature on, traing the path with themouse button down would ause it to hange olour up to the point at whih theuser releases the mouse button. non-permanent hanges to the representation whih are task dependent. The im-pliation of the math-mismath onjeture for program omprehension supportis that various types of information ontained in the program will be relevant inpartiular ontexts, and so ould usefully be made salient in those situations. Inthe ase of task based features, eah feature is designed to highlight a partiularinformation type. The features aim to alleviate the errors and misunderstandingsenountered by students as they attempt to retrieve information from the repre-sentation.For example, students may be at a point in the diagram and skip to another,inorret, point, based on an inorret evaluation of a hoie point. The eval-uation feature (one of a number of ontrol ow features) would allow studentsto seletively display one output branh of a test box at a time, based on thehypothesised outome of the test.Features in the proposed support environment fall into either the seond or third ate-gory, in other words, hanges whih an be made to the representation on an as-neededbasis, either at any stage of the program omprehension proess or in relation to aspei task.Work on the support environment is very muh ongoing, but will be subjet to empirial
254 CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONStesting one it has been ompleted.10.4 Suggestions for Future WorkMany issues were touhed upon in this thesis whih ould usefully be followed up. Thissetion onsiders some of the more interesting ones, at least from the author's point ofview, and makes suggestions for further work. These are grouped roughly under theheadings of languages, programmers, and methodology.10.4.1 LanguagesLanguage Design and StrutureOne aspet of visual programming languages whih would be interesting to explorefurther is the design of the languages themselves. The languages investigated in thisthesis were purposely kept simple, and very lose to pre-existing models, but it isobvious that there is great sope for improving their design. Although the previoussetion touhed upon an analysis of programming languages with a view to hangesin design, this work ould be taken further, based both on atual patterns of use, andtheoretial analyses of the languages.One way of going about this would be to ontinue an analysis of the languages interms of Green's ognitive dimensions (1989). Green and his olleagues have arriedout extensive work on this framework, and the idea seems to have been taken up bya number of researhers. It would be interesting to try and relate seleted ognitivedimensions to the idea of information types. This idea was desribed briey in Chap-ter 3, where the relationship between role expressiveness and information types wasspeulated upon. Would it be possible to design a language whih was role expressivein a way that highlighted information types? More importantly, would it have anyeet on omprehension?Language UseOne strand of work missing from this thesis is a ne-grained examination of proessdata. This point was touhed in Chapter 6 with respet to possible dierenes in
CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 255strategy employed by ontrol and data ow subjets, and the role of the representationin promoting one strategy over another. It would be very useful to obtain verbalprotools of subjets while they are trying to make sense of a visual programminglanguage, and to analyse these protools in terms of information types and errors ofnavigation.Designing ompelling graphial representations of programming languages is undoubt-edly very enjoyable, yet it sometimes appears as if little thought is given to the extentto whih the representations hosen will \make sense" to the users, and be usable bythem. Exeptions to this trend are Bell et al. (1991) and Modugno et al. (1996), butmore detailed work of this kind would be very beneial.One ould even go so far as to attempt to build a ognitive model of the proessesinvolved in navigating through a visual programming language. The model ould on-entrate on the proedural steps whih our when searhing the representations andperforming the neessary inferene upon the data obtained from them. The hara-terisation would need to inlude suh points as: 1) the exat information needed toanswer a omprehension question 2) how that information is derived 3) how muh ofthat information is present in the diagram in a \read-o" form and how muh needs tobe inferred 4) how many steps are needed in the inferene proess and what these stepsonsist of 5) the information needed by eah step of the inferene proess, and 6) wherethat information is derived from (i.e. start at step 2 for eah piee of information).The main risk in deiding to build a ognitive model is that it an apture only arelatively limited subset of the phenomena under investigation. Furthermore, Greenet al. (1991) make the point with respet to using ognitive modelling tehniques tostudy visual programming languages that doing so may shift the fous away from theobjet of interest, in this ase, from the underlying logial struture of the language tothe representational format.10.4.2 ProgrammersConeptualisation of ProgrammingThe question, \What is programming?" was touhed upon at various points in thethesis. A novel reply is provided by Weinberg (1971), who feels that, \`Programming'
256 CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS{ like `loving' { is a single word that enompasses an innitude of ativities" (p. 121),while Green (1990) onurs, in a omparatively autious manner, that \`Programming'is an exeedingly diverse ativity" (p. 22). However, the question here is not aboutnding a normative denition for the onept of programming, but in exploring people'soneptions of what programming is, and what it involves. The reason for doing so is toinvestigate whether oneptions of programming inuene one's approah to learningprogramming, or to learning new paradigms. The point was made several times thatpeople, partiularly novie programmers, see programs as ative entities, rather thanas a struture through whih data ows, for example. It is an open question whetherthis has any eet on their ability to pik up programming onepts ouhed in non-proedural terms.Graphial SkillAnother subjet of interest, whih unfortunately ould not be explored further, onernsthe nature of \graphial skill". There is not really a satisfatory denition of what itis, and what it implies. The question of whether standardised tests suh as pathndingand paperfolding measure skills whih are useful for visual programming is an openone: looking at the VPL omprehension performane of persons with extreme soreson these tests may suggest whether this work is worth taking further.On the other hand, perhaps these tests simply do not measure the skill whih we hypoth-esise to be of interest, i.e. the ability to reason on the basis of graphial representations.In a study on Hyperproof, a multimodal teahing system for rst order logi, Cox et al.(1994) and Stenning et al. (1995) found signiant interations between measures ofreasoning aptitude and teahing method (graphial or sentential). However, a distin-guishing feature of one of the measures of aptitude, determinate problems, was thatits premisses determined a unique (or nearly unique) model from whih a number ofonlusions ould be drawn. The existene of a unique model made graphial repre-sentations suitable for solving these problems. To the extent that visual programminglanguages, with their inherent abstration mehanisms, are very unlike graphial rep-resentations of this type, it is an open question whether a relationship between theseaptitude measures and visual programming skill would be found.It would also be worthwhile exploring the dierene between graphial familiarity, the
CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 257importane of whih was highlighted by Petre and Green (1993), and \graphial skill":it may be that the latter an be reahed through graphial familiarity (obtained inturn, for example, via through the expliit teahing of graphis), will lead to measur-able graphial skill. As mentioned in Chapter 6, it would be interesting to take theER taxonomy task, whih was heavily logi based, and adapt it for use in the ontextof graphial representations in programming, asking subjets to group and label repre-sentations, in order to investigate whether, and how, this orrelates with performane.Perhaps the relationship between graphial skill and graphial familiarity ould beprobed by other measures, for example, by orrelating measures on graphial pre-testswhih ould be said to measure graphial skill, and self-rating measures suh as thetaxonomy task, whih tap into graphial familiarity. In any ase, muh more workneeds to be done to untangle the skills involved in suessfully reasoning with graphialrepresentations: the types of skills are likely to be numerous, and ome into play indierent situations, depending both on the nature of the representation and the natureof the task.10.4.3 MethodologyFinally, one issue whih arose in dierent guises was the most appropriate way of obtain-ing sensitive and yet realisti measures of program omprehension, a familiar problem inexperimental settings. An inrease in eologial validity is often aompanied by a lakof ontrol over fators whih are not of diret interest. The shortomings of measur-ing omprehension by having subjets answer questions about a program was alreadyaddressed, as was the diÆulty of interpreting data obtained from more open-endedmeasurement tehniques.A searh for new methods of probing omprehension should ontinue: the eliitationtehnique used by Holt et al. (1987) is of interest, as it allows subjets to desribe theirunderstanding in a way whih is more open-ended than diret questioning, but whihimposes more struture on the data than a request for a program summary. What ispartiularly positive here is that this struture is subjet guided rather than experi-menter guided. Although Holt et al. analysed the struture of the representations, thisould be ombined with an analysis fousing more on the ontent of the representations,for example, information types. It would be interesting to see the results.
258 CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS10.5 ConlusionsThis thesis looked at the issue of program omprehension by novies, investigating waysin whih it might usefully be portrayed and studied, and fousing on the role whihparadigm and representation play in shaping novie understanding. The idea of infor-mation types was looked at in depth, both as a methodologial tool for experimentationand as the basis for support for novie omprehension.The work arried out in this thesis has a number of impliations: Although the studies did not aim to investigate the development of mental modelsof program omprehension, the results from the visual programming languagestudy are relevant to the extent that they do not support a two-stage theory ofprogram omprehension, whereby funtional knowledge is built on the basis ofproedural knowledge. Instead, it appears that some languages allow novies toderive funtional knowledge without the proedural underpinnings, resulting inpseudo-expert omprehension; Simple question answering tasks may not be tapping into the issues of greatestinterest and importane in program omprehension: their use seems to dependimpliitly on the idea of a stati mental representation whih is aessed a-ording to need. Therefore, answering an operations questions with ease, forexample, implies that the mental representation is strutured in terms of opera-tions. Questions with best response lateny/auray may simply require fewerognitive operations to reonstrut an answer based on the available knowledge. Issues of importane in determining program omprehension likely ut arossthe textual/graphial distintion: diuseness is an example of a programminglanguage feature whih is hypothesised to lead to a more high level, abstratunderstanding of the program, regardless of whether it is embodied in a textualor graphial language; Certain laims about visual programming languages require qualiation, for ex-ample, the frequent assertion that VPLs makes data ow more expliit. Thisresearh showed that what is highlighted by a VPL depends, at least in part, on
CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSIONS 259what it was designed to highlight, and on its underlying properties, rather thanon its \visualness" per se.To onlude, this researh has foused on topis of interest in the domains of pro-gram omprehension and visual programming languages. In doing so, it has onsideredmethodologial issues relating to the way in whih novie program understanding mightbest be studied, and gone on to desribe how the results of the researh might be usedto provide useful support for novie omprehension. As suh, it has established apreliminary basis for future work in this area.
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Appendix AMaterials: Prolog ExperimentThis appendix shows the experimental paket given to subjets in the Prolog experiment(desribed in Chapter 3), and inludes:1. the instrutions to subjets1;2. the experimental problems and omprehension questions;3. the programming self-report questionnaire.
1 As the experiment took plae within a pratial session, the instrutions for the experiment wereembedded within a desription of that day's pratial session.273
274 APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENTToday's PratialToday's pratial session investigates experimental design and methodology, partiu-larly regarding experiments with people. The aim is to give you a better idea of theissues involved in designing and running an experiment. Starting from the pratialimplementation of an experiment, we will see whether it is possible to unover thedesign deisions underlying the experiment, and whether we an make any preditionsabout the expeted outome.During the pratial session, you will be asked to take part in a short experiment. Themain aim in doing so is to give you rst hand experiene of experimental methodologyand design. The experiment may also shed some light on the use of Prolog as a languagefor teahing programming, and help you onsolidate your knowledge of Prolog as youreet on it in dierent ways.The experiment aims to investigate whether having learned Prolog (as opposed tolearning another programming language, say, Lisp or Pasal) aets the way you thinkabout programming. Of ourse, we ould simply ask you this question diretly, but asyou an probably guess, doing so wouldn't neessarily give us the types of answers whihmight be useful: for example, the answers might not be quantiable in a onsistent wayand hene will be not suitable for any sort of statistial analysis.The experiment in question is not a \toy" experiment: we hope to ollet data whihan be analysed, and whih will either support work whih has already been done onthe subjet, or oer new and possibly oniting evidene2.Before starting the experiment, you should be aware that: this is in no way a test of your Prolog knowledge, and the data olleted will notbe used in any form as part of your assessment on the AI1 ourse3; you are not expeted to get all of the questions right. What we're interested inhere are the types of questions whih people get wrong ompared to those theyget right; the data obtained will be both anonymous and stritly ondential.What to doAfter reading through these instrutions, your demonstrator will give you a booklet towork through. On eah page of the booklet (exept for the last page), there will be ashort Prolog program. For eah program, you will be asked to answer ve questionsabout the program and write a short summary of it. You will have ve minutes to workon eah page and your demonstrators will tell you when to stop work on one page andstart on the next.2 If you are interested obtaining more information on this researh, please let your demonstrator know.3 Please also note that the ontent of the experiment (i.e. Prolog) will not be examined in the degreeexam; however the issues of experimental design and methodology are examinable topis.
APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT 275If you nish a page before the ve minutes are up, please DO NOT start working onthe next one until the demonstrators tell you to do so. Also, please DO NOT go bakto previous pages.There will be a total of six programs, however, the rst program will be a pratie one sothat you an get a feel for what you are required to do. If you have any questions afterompleting this pratie program sheet, there will be time to ask the demonstratorsbefore going on to the other programs.The last page will have some questions asking you about your programming experiene.Please ll this in, and then give the entire booklet to your demonstrator.Note that it will not be possible for the demonstrators to give you details of the experi-mental design, as knowing the hypotheses may inuene how you respond4. When youhave handed in your booklet to the demonstrators, you will reeive a summary of theissues involved in the experiment, and some questions to answer. These are designed tohelp you try and unover the design and methodology information underlying the ex-periment. On Friday, you will reeive an email explaining the design of the experiment,giving the experimental hypotheses, the variables manipulated, antiipated results andpossible onlusions.If you have any questions about these instrutions, please ask the demonstrators now.
4 For the same reason, please do not disuss your ideas on the experimental design with people whohave not yet taken part in this week's pratial session.
276 APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT?- alter([i, like, my, bike℄, R).1a. alter([℄, [℄).1b. alter([X|Xs℄, [Y|Ys℄):-hange(X, Y),alter(Xs, Ys).2a. hange(my, your).2b. hange(i,you).2. hange(me,you).2d. hange(ours,yours).2e. hange(X,X).1. Will the output list ontain items in the input list?2. Does hange(X, X) output the same value it reeives as input?3. Does the variable X in lause 1b get bound to my before it gets bound to i?4. Is Xs always instantiated in the reursive all (i.e. in lause 1b)?5. Does this program hange singular nouns into plural ones?6. Now write a short summary of what this program does.
APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT 277?- outer([1,2,3,4,5℄, [1,2,3,4,5℄, Holder).1a. outer([℄, _, [℄).1b. outer([I|Is℄, L, [Y|Ys℄):-inner(L, I, 0, Y),outer(Is, L, Ys).2a. inner([℄, _, Sum, Sum).2b. inner([J|Js℄, I, SumIn, Sum):-Temp is I * J,SumNext is SumIn + Temp,inner(Js, I, SumNext, Sum).1. Does the variable Temp aet the value of the variable Y?2. Is the variable Temp initially instantiated to 0?3. Is the variable SumNext alulated before the variable Temp is alulated?4. When the variable J is instantiated to 5, is the variable SumIn equal to 0?5. Does the program output a list ontaining the sums of squares of all numbersbetween 1 and 5?6. Now write a short summary of what this program does.
278 APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT?- math([9, 12, 10, 11℄, C).1a. math(L, C):-math_sub(L, 0, C).2a. math_sub([℄, C, C).2b. math_sub([X|Xs℄, C0, C):-X > 10,C1 is C0 + 1,math_sub(Xs, C1, C).2. math_sub([X|Xs℄, C0, C):-X =< 10,math_sub(Xs, C0, C).1. Is the seond argument of math_sub an input argument?2. Is C1 ever instantiated to the same value as C0?3. When X is bound to 10, is lause 2b of math_sub exeuted?4. When X is bound to 9, is C0 bound to 0?5. Does the program add up the numbers less than 10 in the input list?6. Now write a short summary of what this program does.
APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT 279?- omb([1, 4, 6, 7℄, [2, 3, 8℄, R).1a. omb([℄, L, L).1b. omb(L, [℄, L).1. omb([X|Xs℄, [Y|Ys℄, [Z|Zs℄):-X < Y,Z = X,omb(Xs, [Y|Ys℄, Zs).1d. omb([X|Xs℄, [Y|Ys℄, [Z|Zs℄):-X >= Y,Z = Y,omb([X|Xs℄, Ys, Zs).1. Will the list that beomes bound to the variable R in the query ontain all elementsof the input lists?2. Is Z always instantiated to X or Y?3. When X is bound to 4 and Y is bound to 3, is lause 1 the next suessfullyexeuted lause?4. When the rst list is empty, will the seond one also be empty?5. Does the program ombine the elements of the input lists in asending order?6. Now write a short summary of what this program does.
280 APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT?- adjust([1, 3, 2, 7℄, Res).1a. adjust(X, R):-adjust_sub(X, 0, R).2a. adjust_sub([℄, _, [℄).2b. adjust_sub([X|Xs℄, Y, [Z|Zs℄):-Z is X + Y,adjust_sub(Xs, X, Zs).1. Is the variable Y always set to 0?2. Is Z initially instantiated to 0?3. Does the program reurse over all of the elements of the list?4. When X is instantiated to 3, is the value of Y equal to 2?5. Does this program total the numbers in the list?6. Now write a short summary of what this program does.
APPENDIX A: MATERIALS: PROLOG EXPERIMENT 281?- a([4, 8, 3, 2℄, R).1a. ([℄, 0).1b. ([X|Xs℄, C):-(Xs, CXs),C is CXs + 1.2a. s([℄, 0).2b. s([Y|Ys℄, S):-s(Ys, SYs),S is Y + SYs.3a. a(L, A):-(L, CL),s(L, SL),A is SL/CL.1. When the rst argument of  is an empty list, an the seond argument have avalue other than 0?2. Is S the dierene between Y and SYs?3. Does the value of X aet the value of C?4. Is there a part of this program whih alulates the sum of the list of numbers?5. Is SL alulated before CL?6. Now write a short summary of what this program does.
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Appendix BMaterials: VPL Pilot ExperimentThis appendix provides the materials used in the VPL pilot study (desribed in Chapter6),and inludes:1. the Prolog pre-test;2. the max program in the four versions used in the experiment: ontrol ow graph,ontrol ow tree, data ow graph, data ow tree (the position program, alsoused, was shown in Chapter 5);3. the omprehension questions for max and position.
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284 APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENTB.1 Prolog Pre-Test QuestionnairePlease omplete the following questions. There is only one answer to eah multiple-hoie question: please irle the letter whih orresponds to your answer. If you haveany questions, please let me know. When you have nished, please hand these sheetsin to me. Thank you.1. Given this query: rem_dup([d,a,r,,r,r℄, X). and the following ode,in what order will the lauses of rem_dup be (suessfully) alled?lause 1 rem_dup([℄, [℄).lause 2 rem_dup([H|T℄, X):-member(H,T), !,rem_dup(T, X).lause 3 rem_dup([H|T℄, [H|Final℄):-rem_dup(T, Final).auxiliary member(X, [X|_℄).prediate member(X, [_|T℄):-member(X, T).(a) 3 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 2 - 1(b) 3 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 1() 3 - 2 - 1 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2(d) 2 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 3 - 2 - 1(e) None of the above.
APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENT 2852. Given the following piee of ode, what would be the value of N given thisquery: mystery([3, [4,5,6℄, 2, [1℄℄, N). ?mystery([H|T℄, N):-mystery(H, N1),mystery(T, N2),N is N1 + N2.mystery([℄, 0).mystery(X,1).(a) 21(b) 6() 2(d) 4(e) None of the above.
286 APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENT3. The prediate ount_up/1 should show the following behaviour:|?- ount_up(3).123yesHowever, there is a bug in this program whih prevents it from doing so. Whatneeds to be done to orret it?line 1 ount_up(0).line 2 ount_up(N):-line 3 N1 is N-1,line 4 write(N), nl,line 5 ount_up(N1).(a) The base ase (line 1) should be ount_up(N) instead of ount_up(0).(b) Swap lines 5 and 3.() Swap lines 5 and 4.(d) Line 3 should be N+1 instead of N-1.(e) None of the above.
APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENT 2874. Look at these two programs:Program Amake_list([℄, [℄).make_list([H|L1℄, [H|L2℄):-make_list(L1, L2).Program Bmake_list(L1, L2):-make_list(L1, [℄, L2).make_list([℄, X, X).make_list([H|L1℄, X, L2):-make_list(L1, [H|X℄, L2).If the query make_list([a,d,r℄, X). is given to both programs, what will theyreturn?(a) Program A will return X=[a,d,r℄.Program B will return X=[a,d,r℄.(b) Program A will return X=[a,d,r℄.Program B will return X=[r,d,a℄.() Program A will return X=[r,d,a℄.Program B will return X=[r,d,a℄.(d) Program A will return X=[r,d,a℄.Program B will return X=[a,d,r℄.(e) None of the above.
288 APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENT5. Whih version of append, when given the query append([1,2℄, [3,4℄, X).will return X = [1,2,3,4℄.?(a) append(L, [℄, L).append(L1, [H|L2℄, [H|L3℄):-append(L1, L2, L3).(b) append([℄, L, L).append([H|L1℄, L2, L3):-append(L1, L2, L3),NewL3 = [H|L3℄,append(L1, L2, NewL3).() append([℄, L, L).append([H|L1℄, L2, [H|L3℄):-append(L1, L2, L3).(d) append([℄, L, L).append([H|L1℄, L2, L3):-append(L1, [H|L2℄, L3).(e) None of the above.
APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENT 2896. Finally, please indiate the programming languages you know, and howmuh experiene you have with eah language, e.g.Pasal : 3 months - o and onC : 6 years - used in my jobProlog : 1 year - did the MS ourse
290 APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENTB.2 The max Program (All Versions)
B=D
max_2 - inputs(A), outputs(B)
C=tail(A)
D=head(A)
A:List, B:Number
max_3 - inputs(C,D), outputs(B)
C:List, D:Number, B:Number
empty(C)?
E>D?
false
true
D=E B=max_3(F,D)
Exit
Exit
Exit
F=tail(C)
E=head(C)
B=max_3(C,D)
true
false
Figure B.1: Control Flow Graph Representation for max
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exit
max_3 - inputs(C,D), outputs(B)
max_2 - inputs(A), outputs(B)
C:List. D:Number, B:Number
A:List, B:NumberC=tail(A)
D=head(A)
max_2
E=<D?
E=head(C)
max_3
D=E
E>D?
E=head(C)
max_3
B=D
empty(C)?
max_3
C=tail(C)
E=<D?
E=head(C)
max_3
D=E
E>D?
E=head(C)
max_3
B=D
empty(C)?
max_3
C=tail(C)
B=D D=E
E>D?
E=head(C)
max_3max_3
E=<D?
E=head(C)
max_3
B=D
max_3
D=E
E>D?
E=head(C)
max_3
E=<D?
E=head(C)
max_3
C=tail(C)
empty(C)? empty(C)?
C=tail(C)
C=tail(C)
C=tail(C)
C=tail(C)
C=tail(C)Figure B.2: Control Flow Tree Representation for max
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max_3
21
3
1 2
headtail
max_3
1
3
1 2 3
max_2 - inputs(List), outputs(Max)
empty_list? YESNO
NOYES >
2
List Max
List MaxTemp Max
max_3 - inputs(List, MaxTemp), outputs(Max)
tail head
Figure B.3: Data Flow Graph Representation for max
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tail head
max_3
head
max_2 - Inputs(StartList), Outputs(Max)
Max
StartList
max_3 List
empty_list?NO YES
tail
> NO
List
empty_list?NO YES
MaxTemp
YES
>YES NO
tail head
MaxTemp
Figure B.4: Data Flow Tree Representation for max
294 APPENDIX B: MATERIALS: VPL PILOT EXPERIMENTB.3 Comprehension Questionsmax: ontrol flowIf max 2 were alled with the list [6,9,7,1,10℄ and at the urrent all to max 3 (i.e.prior to exeution of this all) List=[1,10℄ and MaxTemp=9, what were the last twounsuessful tests arried out (working bakwards from the urrent state)? 9>6?, empty list([7,1,10℄? 7>9?, empty list([7, 1,10℄)? empty list([1,10℄)?, 7>9? empty list([1, 10℄?, 1>9?max: data flowIf the input to max 2 is the list [1,5,4,6,2℄, what will be the values of the list andMaxTemp just after three "greater than" (>) omparisons (note that these omparisonsan be either suessful or unsuessful)? List=[6,2℄, MaxTemp=5 List=[6,2℄, MaxTemp=1 List=[2℄, MaxTemp=6 List=[℄, MaxTemp=6Table B.1: Questions for VPL Pilot Study: max
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position: ontrol flowposition 3 is given an element, e, and a list [a,x,e℄. What will be the following eventsafter the test "e=e?" is reahed? position 3 is alled with an empty list. Position returns 1 and the all to position 3 terminates. position 3 fails. Position=1 for that all, and as eah all to position 3 terminates,Position is augmented by 1.position: data flowposition 3 is alled with Element=g and List= [6,3,d,2,g,e℄. On a subsequent all toposition 3, List=[2,g,e℄ (before exeution of that all). What is the value of Positionwhen that partiular all terminates? [g,e℄. 2 2+1 It won't have a value.Table B.2: Questions for VPL Pilot Study: position
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Appendix CMaterials: VPL ExperimentThis appendix provides the materials used in the VPL experiment desribed in Chapter7,and inludes:1. Sample items from the paperfolding and pathnding tests (Ekstrom et al., 1976),used as pre-tests in the experiment;2. Data and ontrol ow versions of three of the four programs used: basketball,distane between and sunny (the fourth program passes, was shown in Chap-ter 5).3. Comprehension questions for all programs.4. The programming self-report questionnaire.
297
298 APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENTC.1 Pre-Tests: Paperfolding and Pathnding
Figure C.1: Instrutions and a Sample Problem from the Paper-Folding Test (Ekstromet al., 1976)
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Figure C.2: Instrutions for the Pathnding Test (Ekstrom et al., 1976)
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Figure C.3: Two Sample Problems from the Pathnding Test (Ekstrom et al., 1976)
APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENT 301C.2 Programs used in the Experiment
Figure C.4: The basketball Program: Control Flow Version
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Figure C.5: The basketball Program: Data Flow Version
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Figure C.6: The distane between Program: Control Flow Version
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Figure C.7: The distane between Program: Data Flow Version
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Figure C.8: The sunny Program: Control Flow Version
306 APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENT
Figure C.9: The sunny Program: Data Flow VersionC.3 Comprehension Questions
APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENT 307basketball: funtionChoose the statement whih best desribes the goal the program seeks to ahieve: It produes the average height of the basketball players on the team It assembles a team of up to ve players by hoosing only those who are over 180 m It exludes persons under a speied height None of the abovebasketball: ontrol flowIf Counter < 5, what happens next? It depends on the value of Heights Team gets set to [ ℄ Height gets set to the head of Heights None of the abovebasketball: data flowGiven the example input to the program, is the head of Heights present in the Outputof eah reursive all? Yes No Only if it is > 180 None of the abovebasketball: operationsWhat test is performed on Counter? Counter = 5 Counter = [ ℄ Counter + 1 None of the above
308 APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENTbasketball: stateWhen Counter = 5, what is the value of Heights? [ ℄ [192℄ [190, 145℄ None of the abovedistane between: funtionGiven a list of distanes whih represent, for example, the distane between a startingpoint and various ities along the route, does the program: Calulate the distane between neighbouring ities Work out the distane between the nearest and furthest ities Find the shortest route between the starting point and the furthest ity None of the abovedistane between: ontrol flowDoes distane between sub reurse over all of the elements of the list, or only some? All Some It depends on the input None of the abovedistane between: data flowHow does the value of Previous hange at eah reursive all? It takes on the value of the head of the list in the previous reursive all It has the same value as the urrent head of the list" It doesn't, it remains the same throughout exeution None of the above
APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENT 309distane between: operationsWhat alulation requires the values of both Dist and Previous? Equals Subtrat Multiply None of the abovedistane between: stateAt the point when distane between sub is alled with [70, 86℄, what will be the resultingvalue from the 'subtrat' operation? -7 16 7 None of the abovepasses: funtionChoose the statement whih best desribes the goal the program seeks to ahieve: The program returns a list of marks > 65 The program ompares pairs of student marks The program ounts the number of exam passes None of the abovepasses: ontrol flowIs Pass alulated before or after the reursive all? Pass isn't alulated, it is just passed through Before After None of the above
310 APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENTpasses: data flowIs Pass used in any tests? Yes, the > test Yes, the = test No None of the abovepasses: operationsWhat test is performed on Mark? Mark < 65? Mark = 65? Mark = [ ℄? None of the abovepasses: stateWhen Pass = 3, what is the value of Marklist? [ ℄ Given the input data, Pass never equals 3 [80℄ None of the abovesunny: funtionChoose the statement whih best desribes the goal the program seeks to ahieve: The program alulates the average amount of sun per day The program works out the dierene between the sunniest and least sunny days The program nds the day on whih there was the most sun and the dayon whih there was the least sun None of the above
APPENDIX C: MATERIALS: VPL EXPERIMENT 311sunny: ontrol flowDoes sunny sub reurse over every element of its input list (Sunhours)? No, it doesn't get to the end of Sunhours No, it reurses over every other element of Sunhours It depends on the input None of the abovesunny: data flowIn Sunny, where do the values of Hi and Lo ome from? One from the head of Sunhours and one from the tail of Sunhours Both ome from the head of Sunhours The rst two elements of Sunhours None of the abovesunny: operationsWhat alulation is performed on Hi and Lo? Multipliation Addition Subtration None of the abovesunny: stateAt the time when sunny sub is alled with Sunhours = [7,9℄, what is the value of Hi? 8 9 It doesn't have a value yet None of the above
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Appendix DProgram Summary Analysis:Coding ManualsInformation Types Coding ManualThe following setions desribe how to ode program summaries in terms of informationtypes. It is assumed that the oder has read through a desription of the informationtypes oding sheme (see Chapter 8) and is familiar with the general distintions be-tween the ategories.Furthermore, it is assumed that the oding tools desribed in Chapter 8 will be used,therefore, some of the steps below desribe how to prepare tha data in the formatrequired by the oding tools.The Coding ProessBefore oding, the program summary should be segmented, dividing the summary upinto short phrases onsisting of a subjet and a prediate (either of whih may beimplied). The segment to be oded should be plaed in the third olumn of a table:the ode itself will be inserted in the fourth olumn, as in Figure D.1 (although theseparameters an obviously be hanged).
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314 APPENDIX D: CODING MANUALSCoding an either be arried out sequentially (line by line), or by ategory, i.e. byseveral passes through the ode in order to identify all segments of a partiular type.The latter probably guarantees higher reliability, given that ontent based oding is verydemanding, and swithing between ategory denitions inreases this load, however, itis time-onsuming. I personally feel that the ategory based method makes it easierto ensure onsisteny within ategories, but there is no reason that the step by stepmethod annot be used. The important thing is that the end result is as onsistent aspossible.Sequential oding is simply a proess of going through the summaries, line by line, andhoosing the most appropriate ode for eah line, based on the deision proess shownin Figure D.4. The ode an be inserted into the table using the appropriate buttonon the oding panel.Category based oding is arried out by going through the text and looking for instanesof the ategory. It may be easiest to start with the most straightforward ategories toode and, for eah ategory, look for instanes of that ategory, and use the odingbutton panel to label eah ase.The following representation shows a deision proess for disriminating between eahategory.Examples of eah type of ategory were provided with the ategory denitions in Chap-ter 8: further examples are not provided as Carletta1 suggests that oding shemesbased on the provision of extensive examples run the risk that oders ode only thoseinstanes whih are atually provided as examples.
1 personal ommuniation
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Figure D.2: Deision Proess for Information Types Coding
316 APPENDIX D: CODING MANUALSObjet Desription Coding ManualThe following setions desribe how to ode program summaries in terms of objetdesriptions. It is assumed that the oder has read through a desription of the objetdesriptions oding sheme (see Chapter 8) and is familiar with the general distintionsbetween the ategories.Furthermore, as with the information types sheme desribed above, it is assumed thatthe oding tools desribed in Chapter 8 will be used, therefore, some of the steps belowdesribe how to prepare tha data in the format required by the oding tools.The Coding ProessBefore oding, the program summary should be segmented, dividing the summary upin suh a way that there is one data objet desription per segment. Segmenting shouldnot our based on any other objets (e.g. the program, ations/events within theprogram, suh a reursive all, iteration). It is helpful to highlight the data objet inthe segment in some way so as to distinguish it from other objets, but this is notneessary. The segment to be oded should be in the third olumn of a table: the odeitself will be inserted in the fourth olumn, as in Figure D.3 (although these parametersan obviously be hanged).
Figure D.3: Objet CodingCoding an either be arried out sequentially (line by line), or by ategory, i.e. byseveral passes through the ode in order to identify all segments of a partiular type.The latter probably guarantees higher reliability, given that ontent based oding is verydemanding, and swithing between ategory denitions inreases this load, however, itis time-onsuming. I personally feel that the ategory based method makes it easierto ensure onsisteny within ategories, but there is no reason that the step by stepmethod annot be used. The important thing is that the end result is as onsistent aspossible.Sequential oding is simply a proess of going through the summaries, line by line, andhoosing the most appropriate ode for eah line, based on the deision proess shownin Figure D.4. The ode an be inserted into the table using the appropriate buttonon the oding panel.Category based oding is arried out by going through the text and looking for instanesof the ategory. It may be easiest to start with the most straightforward ategories to
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ode. In this ase, these tend to be indiret and program only (as it is easy to drawup a list of objets whih only our within the program: for the programs desribedhere, the only `program only' objet was the ounter). Then, for eah ategory, lookfor instanes of that ategory, and use the oding button panel to label eah ase.The following representation shows a deision proess for disriminating between eahategory.
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Figure D.4: Deision Proess for Objet Coding
Appendix ECoded TransriptsThis appendix provides further oding examples using the shemes desribed in Chap-ter 8. The olour has been removed from the oding, as it is primarily used for obtainingan overview of a summary and/or omparing summaries.The following examples are shown: Information Types Coding:{ Prolog Experiment;{ VPL Experiment: Control Flow Group;{ VPL Experiment: Data Flow Group. Objet Desriptions Coding:{ VPL Experiment: Control Flow Group;{ VPL Experiment: Data Flow Group.The summaries from the Prolog experiment were based on the adjust program (shownin Appendix A), while the summaries from the VPL experiment are based on thebasketball program (shown in Appendix C).
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Figure E.1: Information Types Coding: Prolog Experiment
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Figure E.2: Information Types Coding: VPL Experiment, Control Flow Group
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Figure E.3: Information Types Coding: VPL Experiment, Data Flow Group
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Figure E.4: Objet Desription Coding: VPL Experiment, Control Flow Group
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Figure E.5: Objet Desription Coding: VPL Experiment, Data Flow Group
